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INTRODUCTION 

Presented here is the text Song of the View of the Thorough Cut of 
Lumiwsity Great CMnpletion Called "Flight of the Goruda Capable of 
Quickly Traversing All the Levels and Paths" by the Tibetan rrutster 
Tshogdrug Rangdrol, who was also known as Zhabkar. A sununary 
to facilitate study of the text, written by the present-day Tibetan 
master Ontrul Tenpa'i Wangchug, has also been included. 

Zhabkar's text, commonly known as Flight ~f the Goruda, has be
come one of the important texts of the Nyingthig teachings of the 
Great Completion system of dharma that came down through 
Padmasambhava. Therefore, we begin with an explanation of the 
Great Completion system in general and its Nyingthig teachings in 
particular. 

Great Completion 

The Great Completion system of dharma came from a land called 
Uddiyana, which early writings say was "north-west of the vajra 
seat", the vajra seat being the place where the Buddha attained en
lightenment, now in Bodhgaya, India. The name of Great Comple
tion in the language ofUddiyana is "mahasandhi" literally meaning 
"great juncture". The Tibetans translated this name with "rdzogs 
pa chen po" (Dzogpa Chenpo), commonly abbreviated simply to 
"rdzogs chen" (Dzogchen) literally meaning "great completion". 

v 
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The words "junctUre" and "completion" have the same_ meaning in 
this case· they refer to that one all-encompassing space, that one 
juncture: in which all that there could be-whether enlightened ~r 
unenlightened, whether belonging to nirvana or samsara-ts 

complete. 

The name Great Completion refers both to an all-inclusive sp~ce 
that beings including humans could realize az_td t? a sys~~m of m
struction designed to bring beings to the realization ~f tt . When 
a being does realize it, there is nothing more to be reali~d ?r done 
because all is complete within that being's space of reali~tton and 
. the work of spiritual practice is complete. ~ ~ Bu~dhts~ way of 
talking, Great Completion is the final realizaoon m which that 
being has manifested truly complete buddhahood. 

Great Completion is often called "Great Perfection" in English but 
that presents an incorrect understanding of the name. The final 
space of realization is not a state of perfection but one that contains 
both perfection and imperfection. The name is not intended to 
connect us with the idea of perfection but with the idea of the 
juncture of all things perfect and imperfect, to the idea of a state of 
realization in which all things are complete. There is also the 
ptoblem that the incorrect translation "Great Perfection" feeds into 
the theistic habits of the West and can easily mislead people into 
thinking of a godly state of perfection. Last but by no means least 
is the-unavoidable point that Longchen Rabjam's definitive expla
nations in his revered text The Dharmadhatu Treasurl make it clear 
beyond a doubt that the meaning of the name is Great Completion 
and not Great Perfection. He mentions in several places that the 

1 For realization, see the glossary. 

2 Tib. chos dbyings mdzod. This is one of the seven treasuries written 
by Longchenpa. It concerns the practice of Thorough Cut. An 
exceptionally large commentary to it is currently being translated by 
Padma Karpo Translation Committee. 
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name is intended to convey the inclusion-just as the original name 
from Uddiyana states-of all dharmas within dharmadhatu wisdom. 

Completion in Great Completion means that all phenomena are 
included at once in a single space of realization. Great is used to 
distinguish something known by wisdom in direct perception from 
the same thing known by dualistic mind as a concept. Thus Great 
Completion is not the completion understood through the use of 
concept, but the greater version of that, the actual state of comple
tion known through wisdom. 

levels of Great Completion Teaching 

The Great Completion teaching is divided into three main sections, 
arranged in a sequence of increasing profundity-. The three main 
sections are Mind, Space, and Foremostlnstruction sections, with 
the Foremost Instruction Section containing the most profound 
teaching of Great Completion. The Foremost Instruction section 
can be further divided into outer, inner, and secret sections. There 
is also a section literally called "more secret again" which contains 
the most profound teaching of Great Completion. Because the 
name "more secret again" is cumbersome in English and because 
this is the most profound level of teaching of all, its name is usually 
translated as "innermost". This innermost section is not surpassed 
by any other level of Great Completion teaching, therefore it is also 
called "unsurpassed". The two names are usually put together with 
the result that this most profound level of Great Completion 
teaching is referred to as "innermost, unsurpassed Great Comple
tion". 

There is a second, equally common name for the innermost, un
surpassed level of the Great Completion teaching. The original 
Indian name for it is "hridaya tilaka" which was literally translated 
into Tibe~ with "snying thig" (Nyingthig). The literal translation 
into English is "heart drop" but it will be misleading to use that 
given that, in actual use in the Indian language, it does not mean 
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"heart drop" but "the very essence of all", which corresponds exact
ly to the English "quintessence". It is a mistake then to think of and 
to translate the name as "heart drop" or "heart essence" as is 
commonly been done; the name means "quintessence" or "quint
essential" level. 

Thus, "innermost, unsurpassed" and "quintessential" are alternative 
names for the most profound level of teaching of Great Completion 
that has appeared in our current era of human society. 

lineage of the Teaching 

The quintessential Great Completion teaching came into Tibet 
from India via Padmasambhava and Vimalamitra. Several lines of 
transmission ·appeared within Tibet following on from their teach
ings. The main line of teaching from Padmasambhava came down 
through his consort, Yeshe Tshogyal, and was known as the Khadro 
Nyingthig or Dakini Quintessence because of it. 

This lineage came down to Longchen Rabjam [1308-1363] who 
then transmitted it to others in a number of ways. For example, he 
transmitted the teaching to Jigmey Lingpa [1730-1798] in a series 

·of visions and this transmission became known as the Longchen 
Nyingthig or Longchenpa's teaching of the Quintessence. This 
transmission was very powerful an:d spread through Tibet, though 
it flourished strongly in Eastern Tibet, where it caused a major 
resurgence of the quintessence teaching. 

Many great practitioners of the quintessence teaching appeared in 
East Tibet following Jigmey Lingpa. The author of the Flight rf the 
Garuda text, commonly known as Tshogdrug Rangrol [1781-1850], 
was one of them. He was born in the far eastern Tibetan province 
of Amdo where he later became an important figure in the Quintes
sence Great Completion movement of East Tibet. 
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Tshogdrug Rangrol had many gurus, though the three most im
portant ones were the king of Urge in Mongolia, whom he consid
ered to be his principal guru and whom he therefore called "King 
of Dharma"-Chokyi Gyalpo-and two gurus from the Amdo 
region, Ngagchang Dorje, andJamyang Gyatso. He pays homage 
to the three of them in the verses that show his lineage at the very 
beginning of Flight of the Garuda. 

Tshogdrug Rangrollived the life,gf a wandering yogin, embodying 
one of the important ideals of the Nyingthig teaching, and achieved 
great mastery. His name Tshogdrug Rangdrol, meaning "he who 
has achieved the level of attainment in which his six senses are 
entirely self-liberating", is a name given to those of very high 
attainment. \Vith his knowledge and realization he became a major 
lineage holder of the Quintessence teaching. He taught and wrote 
extensively and his Collected Works encompasses several volumes. A 
number of his works are used regularly today to transmit the 
Quintessence teaching, though the Flight of the Garuda remains the 
most popular. Its popularity can be judged by the fact that two 
translations of it have already been made into English3• 

The teaching in Flight of the Garuda was widely transmitted in the 
Quintessential Great Completion community in Tibet. Amongst 
other places, it went to the great home of Great Completion 
teachings in East Tibet, Dzogchen Monastery, and was passed 
down through the main lineage holders there. After some genera
tions it reached the Dzogchen Monastery master Jigmey Yontan 
Gonpo [first half of the 20th century] and then after that, in recent 
times, reached his two main lineage holders, Padma Kalzang 
Rinpoche and the great siddha Lodro Gyatso. The lineage then 
went from Lodro Gyatso to his main disciple, Ontrul Tenpa'i 
Wangchug of Golok who is still alive at the time of writing. He 
transmitted it, as part of his entire lineage transmission, to his 
disciples, myself included, in 2011. 

3 One is by Eric Kunzang Schmidt, the other by Keith Dowman. 
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The Close lineage 

Lodro Gyatso of Dzogchen Monastery lived during the twentieth 
century and was one of the greatest Dzogchen practitioners inTI
bet in recent times. He stayed in retreat in the mountains, gained 
the realization of Great Completion, and in doing so kept the 
practice tradition alive despite the calamities that accompanied and 
followed on from the Communist Chinese invasion starting in 
1959. He was one of the very important few who maintained the 
continuity of realization and practice through the calamities. At the 
time of his death in 2003, the seven signs of a manifest buddha 
appeared-the same signs that appeared when Longchen Rabjam 
attained enlightenment-and he was understood to be someone 
who attained buddhahood in his lifetime through the profound 
practices discussed in this book. He became very famous for the 
power of his practice and realization, and his memory is cherished 
today. . 

At the time of the Communist Chinese invasion, Lodro Gyatso and 
Ontrul Tenpa'i Wangchug were gaoled and put in the same cell 
where they stayed together for seventeen years. Lodro Gyatso 
passed his entire lineage to Tenpa'i Wangchug during that time 
and Tenpa 'i Wangchug developed great mastery and scholarship. 
After their release, they went to their respective places in East TI
bet-Lodro Gyatso to Dzogchen Monastery and Tenpa'i Wang
chug to his two monasteries in Golok, including The Sanctuary of 
Elaboration-Free Alpha Purity. Each of them worked unceasingly 
to ensure that the Quintessence Great Completion teaching was 
properly re-established in Tibet and fully transmitted to the next 
generation, with the result that this jewel of a teaching is still 
flourishing in Tibet today. 

Lodro Gyatso has passed into nirvana but Tenpa'i Wangchug is 
still alive. In his early 70's, he is regarded as the most learned of the 
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Dzogchen masters in Tibet, not to mention one of the most real
ized Interestingly, he is also a terton or treasure revealer. 

In recent years, Tenpa'iWangchug has written a series of commen
taries on important subjects of Great Completion, and these 
commentaries are known for being accompanied by an unusual 
clarity and transmission of blessing. For example~ his commentary 
on Longchen Rabjam's all-importantDhamuulhatu TreiiSUrJ, which 
is the only commentary ever written on this key text except for 
Longchenpa's own commentary, is exceptionally clear, settling 
many points that cannot be settled even using Longchenpa's own 
commentary. 

Tenpa'i Wangchug's commentaries are contemporary .writings 
which come from high realization. These two fattors mean that the 
blessings associated with them are very strong. Moreover, they are 
a direct conduit to the extraordinary level of realization of his guru 
Lodro Gyatso who also is very close to us in time. All together, the 
level of ·blessings available through Tenpa'i Wangchug's writings 
an~ teachin~ is very high, which is an exceptionally important 
pomt ~or anyone who is practising this material. This is not just 
mou~ng words of flattery, but something which I have directly 
expenenced repeatedly both when reading his works at a distance 
and being with him and receiving his teachings. 

The lineage was passed from Ontrul Tenpa'i Wangchug to his 
disciples, including myself, in 2011. As a matter of interest, I went 
through great hardship to receive his lineage, including the teach
ing on the text in this book. Uving under extremely difficult 
conditions with Tibetans only, and with no special arrangements at 
all made to accommodate my Western self, I was able to receive the 
teachings very purely, directly in Tibetan, and at the end was kindly 
given permission to translate not only this text· but all of Ontrul 
Tenpa'i Wangchug's writings. 
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This permission, I would like to note, did not come easily; Tibetans 
in these remote places with their very pure transmission of Great 
Completion have seen the state of so-called Dzogchen teaching in 
the West and are very un-impressed by it. When I first met Ontrul 
Tenpa'i Wangchug, he simply dismissed the idea that a Westerner 
could sU:ccessfully translate the innermost, unsurpassed Great 
_Completion teaching into English. However, by staying with him 
and his people and slowly showing them that I could sit with them, 
understand the teaching, and practice with them without any 
special arrangements at all, it was collectively acknowledged within 
his inner circle that here was, rather unexpectedly; a Westerner 
who could understand and practise the teaching as a Tibetan would. 
Because of that, in my final meeting with Ontrul Tenpa'i Wang
chug, he did, without my asking, not only reverse his doubtful 
stance about. Westerner's capabilities but offered his permission to 
translate the entirety of his works. This was a significant moment 
indeed for all present because with it he was expressing to his 
people a major change in attitude towards what Westerners might 
accomplish. It was also a very moving moment because, in front of 
his previously doubting inner circle, he had fully entrusted a 
Westerner with the family jewels and encouraged that they be 
translated and fully presented to the West. 

The close lineage details, including a brief version of my own 
involvement, are not told not out of pride but to instill faith in the 
reader. The story here shows that a very pure transmission of 
Great Completion is still alive, that the blessings of it are available 
in this book, and that an authentic bridge to it has been made by a 
Westerner. It will help readers to have faith in the purity of the 
lineage and, with that, in the reliability of the translations provided 
in this book. It will also help, I think, to open readers to- the 
blessings that come with the translation of the text. 
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About the Text 

The Text is the First lbrt of a Trilogy 
The earlier English translations present Flight of the Garuda as 
though it were a single text, when in fact it is the fi~t part ~f a 
trilogy. The Quintessence teaching of Great Com~leuon co~lS~ 
of two main practices, called Thorough Cut and Dtrect Crossmg . 
Flight of the Garuda teaches only Thorough Cut, the ~econd part of 
the trilogy teaches only Direct Cro~ing, a~d the third part o~ the 
trilogy contains special supporting msuucuons for both pracuces. 

Westerners have wanted to obtain a translation ofthe second and 
third parts because they explicidy show the teaching of Direct 
Crossing. However, the few who could translate these last two 
parts of the trilogy have shied away from doing so because it is very 
dangerous to attempt to learn the Direct Crossing practices reading 
a book. It might help to point out that the second part is simply a 
re-arrangement of the Direct Crossing section of The Guidebook 
called 1'Highest Wisdom •»; the only difference is that the order of the 
teachings has been re-arranged and that some ofJiginey Lingpa's 
commentary has been removed. Given that w:e have already 
translated and published The Guidebook called "Higher Wisdom", I see 
no need to translate the second part. The third part is private, oral 
instructions on the practice of Direct Crossing given to support the 
second part. These instructions have to be obtained in person from 
a qualified master, for them· to be of any use and also are highly 
secret; I see no point in translating them at the moment. 

4 For Thorough Cut and Direct Crossing, see the glossary. 

5 Tib. khrid yig ye shes bla rna. A translatio~ of this text by )igmey 
Lingpa has been published by Padma Karpo Translation Committee, 
authorThny Duff, 2010, ISBN: 978-9937-8386-0-3. 
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The first part of the trilogy, Flight of the Garuda, stands on its own. 
It is a very complete set ofThorough Cut teachings that cannot be 
found in any other one place-you can see in the colophon to the 
text the many texts that Zhabkar used as a basis for the teachings. 
It is this unusual comprehensiveness that has made it one of the 
main texts used to teach Thorough Cut. 

The Meaning of the Title 

The tide is Sqng of the View of the Thor(}Ugh CutofLumi1UAfity Great 
Completiqn Called "Flight of the Garuda Capable ofQuickly Traversing 
All the Levels and Paths". 

~e t~aching for his disciples in the form of a song. This is empha
SiZed m the colophon where Zhabkar indicates what the song is 
about, who it was composed for, who should sing it, and how it 
should be sung; readers are directed to the colophon now to un
derstand these points. 

The song concerns the view of the T/xrr(}Ugh Cut of Luminosity 
Great Completion. Teachings intended for practice are usually 
given using the "view, meditation, conduct, and fruition" presenta
tion and that is how the teachings in Flight of the Garuda are given, 
as can be clearly seen in Ontrul Tenpa'i Wangchug's summary of 
the topics of the song. Nevertheless, the key feature of Thorough 
Cut always is the view, so the view alone is mentioned in the tide. 

The name Luminosity Great Completiqn is one of several, more 
complete names for Great Completion. Although it has often been 
translated as "Luminous Great Completion" that is mistaken; the 
name does not mean that Great Completion is luminous. Inner
most unsurpassed Great Completion teaches that mindness6 has 
three characteristics: empty enticy, luminosity nature, and 

6 For mindness, see the glossary. 
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compassionate activity7• Of the three, this level of Great Comple
tion focusses on the nature8, luminosity, as the way to buddhahood. 
Therefore, Great Completion is called Nature Great Completion 
and also Luminosity Great Completion. 

The poetic portion of the tide9, Flight of the Garuda Capable of 
Quickly Traversing All the Levels and Paths, indicates that these 
instructions have the 
ability to take a practi
tioner quickly and easily 
through all of the levels 
and paths of the journey 
to truly complete en
lightenment. The levels 
and paths can be ex
plained in a number of 
ways. The common ex-
planation would be that Figure 1. The Garuda Bird 
they are the ten levels of 
a bodhisatva and the five paths to enlightenment as taught in the 
more general teachings of Prajnapar~ita. However, that is an 
explanation from sutra which does not really apply here. What is 
applicable is the four levels of the vidyadharas and the paths of 
Thorough Cut and Direct Crossing taught in the teachings of 
Great Completion. 

The Garuda bird is the mythical king of birds of ancient Indian 
culture. One of its features is that it hatches fully-fledged and ready 
for flight, a feature which is used to illustrate the style of the Great 
Completion teaching. Another of its features is that it has 

7 For compassionate activity, see the glossary. 

8 For the nature, see the glossary. 

9 Tibetan literary style allows for tides to have two parts: a descriptive 
title and a poetic title. 
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enormous size and power, and this too is to illustrate the Great 
Completion teachings-the Garuda bird has the ability to swoop 
down and effortlessly pluck a whole poisonous plant from the 
ground then immediately carry it off into the vastness of space. 
This is like the Great Completion teaching which, unlike all of the 
teachings of the lesser vehicles below it, makes no effort at all to 
deal with the· samsaric mind with its nasty baggage of afflictions, 
karmic latencies, and so on that keep beings in samsara, but simply 
carries the whole thing off, immediately returning it back into its 
primordial state, the over-arching space of enlightened realio/0• 

Content of the Text 

The song consists of a tide, a single prefatory section of homages 
and so on, the main part, a brief conclusion, and a colophon. The 
main part, wi·th the actual instructions of Thorough Cut, consists 
of twenty-three smaller songs. 

The Instructions 

The twenty-three songs p~:esent the important topics of Thorough 
Cut in a carefully arranged sequence. They are not songs sung at 
various times that have been randomly lumped together to make a 
text on Thorough Cut. To the contrary, they are songs that have 
l;>een carefully crafted to build on each other to show the key points 
of the Thorough Cut teaching. Each is a chapter in the larger song, 
with all of them precisely woven together to create a tighdy-knit 
presentation of Thorough Cut. 

The topics and sub-topics presented within the song will be appar
ent to those who are very familiar with the details of the Thorough 
Cut teaching. However, there will be many who will not be able to 
see them just by reading the text. Therefore, Ontrul Tenpa'i 
Wangchug wrote a short but very clear summary of the contents of 
the song called A Summary of the Guidebook to the Tlx!rough Cut 

1° For afflictions and for latencies, see the glossary. 
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View, Flight of the Garuda, Called "A Key to Unrave./ the Tre/JSUry of 
the Three Lineages' Instructions". This aid to study has been placed 
after Flight of the Garuda. 

The Special Quality of the Instruction 

The teachings of quintessential Great Completion are presented 
only through a very special form of oral instruct:lon called foremost 
instruction 11• 

The particular quality of a foremost type of instruction is that it 
goes rightto the heart of the person being instructed and connects 
the person very directly to the meaning being presented. It is not 
just a "pith" or "key" or "oral" inst:J;Uction as so often translated, but 
it is specifically the foremost of all types of instruction, the one that 
has the ability to get right into and move the mind of the person 
who is being instructed. 

The Ultimate Quality of the Instructions 
It is common in to use the introduction of a book to pick out" a 
number of the interesting topics in the text and apand on theiJL 
I have not done that here for two reasons. 

Firsdy, foremost instruction obtain~d in person and followed by 
practise is the essential method of these teachings. By not writing 
extensive explan-ations of the various topics in the book, I hope to 
create a circumstance that will guide the reader to obtaining th~e 
foremost instructions in person from ·a qualified teacher. 

u Foremost instruction is "upadeSha" in the Sanskrit language, with 
"desha" meaning "verbal instruction", simple as that, and "upa" 
meaning the one above the others, the one that is better in every way, 
the one that comes at the front of all other types of instrUCtion~ It was 
translated into the Tibetan language with "man ngag", where ngag 
means the twe of verbal instruction and man means the orie that comes 
before all others. In English it is exacdy, fore'IIWSt instruction. 
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Secondly, one of the essential features of this text is the blessings of 
the Quintessence transmission that come with it. I have always 
found that studying these writings in general leads to an interesting 
transmission of both meaning and blessings. This text comes with 
strong blessings of quintessential Great Completion because of the 
power and purity of the lineage connected with it, as described 
earlier, and there is a very real possibility of connecting with those 
blessings directly. I strongly encourage the reader to be open to 
that level of transmission. 

About the Transmission of Great Completion 

In our human world, there are three main ways that the innermost 
unsurpa~sed or quintessential Great Completion teaching is trans
mitted: direct mind to mind transinission which only occurs be
tween buddhas and tenth level bodhisatvas; transmission via sym
bolic means which occurs mainly between beings who are advanced 
on the path-the vidyadharas as they are known in t;pis system; and 
aural transmission which is the main means for transmitting Great 
Completion to ordinary beings. The aural system of transmission 
is said to be comprised of two parts: Word Great Completion, 
which is the use of concept-based speech to convey the meaning 
from one person to another, and FaCTI?-al Great Completion, which 
is the direct transmission of the meaning using the method called 
"introduction to the nature of mind"12• 

It is a fundament of the tantras as a whole that no-one should hear 
the tantra teachings or be exposed to their profound methods for 
directly transmitting the ultimate meaning without first receiving 
what is called empowerment13 • And Great Completion is extremely 

12 For introduction, see the glossary. 

13 A clear explanation of empowerment in general and how it connects 
with quintessential Great Completion can be found in the book 

(continued ... ) 
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particular about these two points of secrecy and correct procedure. 
The tantras of Great Completion clearly state that, before any 
formal teaching of the system can be given to a person, the person 
must have the introduction mentioned just above in which Factual 
Great Completion has been directly shown. In other words, the 
introduction must be received before a person can be given any 
explanations of the system using Word Great Completion. 

Zhabkar himself says this early in Flight of the Garuda and clearly 
states the reason for it: 

Thus, this sort of introduction must first be received 
while sitting in front of the guru 

So that it is determined based on what is real-then you 
won't go down a mistaken path. 

In other words, the fact of Great Completion must be shown by 
someone qualified to transmit the meaning directly to the Qisciple 
before any teaching of Great Completion is given. This has to be 
done so that the disciple "gets it'' based on what is real, what is fact. 
Hit is not done that way, the disciple will not be able to avoid going 
down a mistaken path. 

Zhabkar also makes the point that this introduction to the fact of 
Great Completion must be done in person. These days teachers are 
offering the introduction to Factual Great Completion over the 
internet or by similar means, with the claim that. their students can 
obtain a valid·introduction that way. Zhabkar's words indicate that 
it is not true. At the aural level of transmission-which is what we 
are talking about here-the transmission has to happen in person. 

/ 

u( ... continued) 
Empowerment tmd Atiyoga by Tony Duff, published by Padma Karpo 
1ranslation Committee, second edition, 2010, ISBN: 978-9937-8244-
5-3. It also contains the root empowerment text for the Longchen 
Nyingthig Great Completion and instructions by Dilgo Khyentse 
Rinpoche on the practise of Thorough Cut, making it a useful support 
for this book. 
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Note that the tantras offer no alternatives or escape clauses on this 
point! 

Someone might think that I am taking a few words from the midst 
of one song and overstating the matter. Well, Jigmey Lingpa says 
the same in his Guidebook called "Highest Wisdom", which is regarded 
as the ultimate text on the practices of quintessential Great Com
pletion: 

In order ... to be turned into a vessel for meditation on 
the quick path, the activities that perform the entrance 
into and ripening within a great empowerment mandala 
are, at this juncture, to be obtained at the factual 
[meaning non-conceptual] level. In regard to this, it 
would not be appropriate at this point simply to 
continue the instruction [on the preliminaries which has 
been given as a short pre-amble up to this point] on to 
completion [in which all the details of Thorough Cut 
and Direct Crossing would be exposed]; to do so would 
mean that the disciples would not be able to access the 
fact shown by empowerment and what goes with it 
during further instruction and that they would be seeing 
the meaning of the [seventeen Ati] tantras without 
empowerment [which is proscribed within the tantras 
themselves]. 

He is saying that the necessary introduction to Factual Great Com
pletion-which occurs in the great empowerment mandala-must 
be obtained before any instruction on the actual practices-Thor
ough Cut and Direct Crossing of quintessential Great Comple
tion-are explained. The sections following the quote given above 
make it clear that this has to happen in person, with the disciples 
actually present before the guru. 

The incomparable vidyadhara Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche, re
garded by most as the best of Tibetan Buddhist teachers to have 
taught tantra to Western students, followed these instructions of 
the tantras to the letter. No-one in his community of students was 
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allowed to study tantra until they had been through years of prepa
ration. After they had prepared themselves, they had to receive the 
introduction to the nature of mind from Chogyam Trungpa in 
person before they could hear anything about tantra. Trungpa 
Rinpoche never once attempted to circumvent the commands of 
the tantra~for example, ·he never attempted to use internet or 
telephone or other such: means to give the intr~ductioni it was ai
w.ays given in person izi a very closed environment to ensure both 
the secrecy and sacredness of the introduction. This single point of 
his willingness to follow the commands of the tantra had a great 
deal to do with why his students were in general very successful at 
their practise of the path. 

Thus, there are two main points here. First is a spiritual health 
warning that the tradition itself is giving you: do not to even 
attempt to read the material in this or any other book on Great 
Completion unless you have already received the introduction to 
Factual Great Completion or have been given explicit permission 
to do so by someone in a position to give that permissi~n. Study .of 
the words without the introduction to Factual Great Completion 
will lead you astray and could, as the tradition warns, even prevent 
you from connecting to the actual fact of Great Completion in this 
life. In conjunction with this, there are many instructions which 
explain that the introduction has to be, at this aural level of trans
mission, given in person. 

Second is the command concerning the process: first obtain the 
necessary introduction and then study the oral instructions on how 
to practice. The oral instructions will be delivered in language of 
Word Great Completion. This language has a unique vocabulary 
and a unique style of expression, which together are capable of 
expressing profound levels and shades of m~aning. We :will exam
ine each of them in. relation to Zhabkar's song. 
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Terminolog!:l 

Zhabkar's song is composed using the unique vocabulary of Great 
Completion. This vocabulary has not been part of the English 
language, leaving us with the task of understanding it and translat
ing it into English. To assist the reader with this, I have over the 
last thirty years gradually developed a vocabulary in English which 
for the most captures the vocabulary of the Great Completion 
tantras. Of that, the vocabulary needed for this book is explained 
in the notes to the song and an extensive glossary. 

An important point of vocabulary is that it is used consistendy. I do 
not take the simplistic approach in which several important terms, 
each with its own specific shade of meaning, are translated with one 
English tenn, and eschew the approach of inconsistent translation 
where an important term will be translated with varying English 
words throughout a text. Instead and just like in the original Ti
betan, every single term is given its own unique equivalent in the 
English translation and the equivalents are. used consistendy 
throughout. This has two effects: firsdy, it opens the door to the 

. reader being able to follow the many and profound threads of 
meaning in a text in the same way that a Tibetan would be able to 
do; and secondly, merely by reading the translation the reader is 
educated in the use of the vocabulary of Great Completion in a 
manner which is completely consistent with its use in the original 
Tibetan texts. 

Note that this consistency of translation is not only maintained on 
a text by text basis but is maintained across all of our translations. 
This has the effect that a library of texts made using this approach 
has appeared through the work of Padma Karpo Translation Com
mittee, giving readers access to a consistendy-translated range of 
literature. It is pleasing to note that readers have been remarking 
on the great value of this consistent use of vocabulary throughout 
our publications and that knowledgeable Tibetan teachers who 
know sufficient English have expressed joy on seeing this approach, 
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which is rarely found these days but which accurately presents the 
language involved. 

Style of Expression 

Great Completion also has its own, unique style of expression. 
Compared to many texts on Great Completion, Zhabkar's song 
uses a style of expression that is generally straightforward, and that 
is certainly one reason why it is so popular. However, there are 
several places where he is deeply involved with presenting the 
actual state of being of Great Completion, all of which are marked 
by the very intense style of expression which is a hallmark of 
quintessential Great Completion. In these places, key teims of the 
system are piled one on top another, without consideration of ease 
of comprehension. For anyone who does not know the language of 
Great Completion and how it is used to transrriit the factual mean
ing, these sections will seem to be gibberish and they certainly are 
a way, as I well know, to make an editor yell "This is not English!" 
However, for Great Completion practitioners who know both the 
vocabulary and style of expression of the system, these places are 
cherished because they are understood to be places where language 
is being bent to its limit in a push to connect to something which 
cannot be expressed in words. Here is a sample from Zhabkar's 
song which is not too difficult to follow: 

That non-dual appearing-while-empty self-arising 
rigpa, 

Self-illumining, clearly present, vividly present, 
Three kayas spontaneously-existing type of mind ... 

This type of expression is just as much outside the limits of the 
accepted ways of composition in Tibetan as it is in English. Any 
attempt to fix either the Tibetan or English would be a case of 
trying to impose logical order on words which are being spoken at 
the edge of logical process in order to get past logical, that is, 
dualistic, understanding. In both cases, the expression is part of the 
transmission of the system and that cannot be changed under any 
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circumstance. So, be warned that there will be places in this song 
where the English seems to be gobbledygook but in fact is not. I 
have many times experienced Westerners who, even with this 
explained, will indicate that there is still something wrong with the 
translation and that it should be fixed. They have missed the point 
completely, which is that this type of wording is not intended to 

follow the rational-minded rules of any language; to the contrary, 
it is supposed to provoke a breakthrough past a rational way of 
thinking. What has to change here is our level ofknowledge of the 
system and our closeness to it. And this has to happen, as this 
section began. by pointing out as clearly as possible, in the presence 
of someone who himself has received the transmissions of the sys
tem, who knows how it works, and who can pass it on to the listener 
aurally, as has been clearly explained. There is a famous saying in 
the Great Completion tradition, which is very pertinent here: "It is 
not Dzogchen that has to change, it is the person who has to 
change!" 

The Great Value of Word Great Completion 

One of the wonderful aspects, and I do mean that literally, of study
ing the language of Great Completion is that, once one knows its 
vocabulary and expression, merely hearing or reading it can open 
·the door to glimpses of realization; Deep faith can suddenly arise 
because of it, a faith which has the three features oflucidity, admi
ration, and trust needed to bring on an actual transmission of 
blessings from the mind of the author to the reader. I myself have 
experienced this many times during years of translation and study 
of Great Completion. For beginners, there can be a tendency not 
to trust or believe it when it happens but, later, as one feels at home 
in the tradition, deeper connections can and do take place even on 
reading the language of Great Completion, and real confidence in 
the magical connections that happen begins to dawn. 

The magic of connecting with reality is always possible because, 
despite the darkness of our dualistic perceptions that would have us 
believe otherwise, reality is always switched on. Once again 
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though, we have to come back to the point made in the beginning 
of this section that, generally speaking, not just anyone can read 
texts like this and have realization dawn in the way just described. 
Because of good fortune accw.nulated in the past or.because of vast 
amounts of prayers and accumulation of merit in .the present, you 
have to meet with someone who introduces you, even if only-for the 
briefest of moments, to Factual Great Completion. ·Following that, 
you can listen to the basic oral instructions needed to start the prac
tice. As you practise, you continue to learn the language of Great 
Completion by hearing more teachings and reading books like this; 
As your connection with Factual Great Completion develops, it 
becomes possible to access to the magic through the words, because 
those words can connect you back to fact of Great Completion 
which you were shown initially. Without having the introduction 
and precious foremost instructions that go with it to begin with, it 
is very difficult for this magic to happen. Perhaps some people who 
have a very strong connection from the past might have sqmething 
happen on hearing the words of the system, but they still must have 
the in-person human contact of a guide who can show· the teaching 
properly according to the tantras of Great Completion. 

Points of Translation 

Translations compared 
Some might wonder why this publication was made, given that 
there are two other translations of the song in English already. The 
answer essentially stated is that there is an outstanding need for an 
accurate translation of this text for serious practitioners of Great 
Completion. 

Flight of the Garuda is a series of songs which are inspiringly beauti
ful and the translation by Eric Schmidt captures this aspect of the 
text quite well. However, the songs are ~uch more than just 
beautiful poetry-they also are very precise presentations of the 
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profound meaning of Great Completion. In regard to this point, 
Eric himself says in his translation: 

... this English translation reflects litde of the depth and 
beauty of the songs in the Tibetan original ... 

Eric has explained to me personally that he eliminates the subdeties 
of meaning and also the technical terminology in favour of more 
easy-to-read English in order to make his translations accessible to 
a wider audience, one that does not care about the subdeties of 
Great Completion view as expressed by its unique terminology. 
Here is a single verse of Eric's translation that has lost meaning in 
several ways due to glossing over details of the Tibetan wording in 
order to make it simpler to read: 

If a tree is cut down at the root 
Its thousands ofleaves and branches will all 

simultaneously wither. 
SifJlilarly, cutting the root of one's mind 
Dries up all the appendages of samsara, such as grasping 

and fixation. 

Compare this to what the original text says: 

As an example, if the one root of a tree trunk is cut, 
A thousand million branches and leaves wither at once, 
And likewise, if the one root of mind is cut, 
Samsara's leaves and petals-grasped-grasping14, and so 

on-all wither. 

Note how the first and third lines use the word "one" as an impor
tant part of the meaning being conveyed and how this has been 
simply lost in the first translation. Note how the large number 
given in the second line in order to indicate the vast extent of 
samsaric mind has been reduced in the first translation, with loss of 
meaning. Note how the fourth line refers to "leaves and petals" to 
make the poetic image complete but that this has been altered and 
the meaning lost in the first translation. As an example of technical 

14 For grasped-grasping, see the glossary. 
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vocabulary, note the term grasped-grasping (which can be looked 
up in the glossary here for an explanation) in the fourth line and 
how that term has been roughly translated in the first translation. 
These are small points but they add up very quickly to a translation 
which does lose the depth of meaning available in the original. 
Surprisingly, Eric's translation also loses a number of lines of the 
original. Nevertheless, it is a worthy effort. 

The other translation, by Keith Dowman, is hard to praise. It 
distorts the ~riginal song in many ways. Most obviously, it invents 
a style of expression that is simply not found in the songs, then it 
makes up meanings not in the songs, and on top of that it is simply 
mistaken in places. It is not a translation but an interpretation, and 
one which often exceeds both the feeling and meaning of the 
original. 

The translation here was made to overcome the problems men
tioned above. It follows the Tibetan text as closely as possible and 
uses a consistent and carefully worked out vocabulary that comes as 
close as possible to presenting all of the meaning of the original in 
English. The Tibetan text has been included for ease of compari
son with the English translation and as an aid to study for those 
who need it. 

fbetry or Prose? 

Flight of the Garuda is, like many Tibetan teachings, composed in 
verse. Tibetan verse is not composed by ensuring that certain lines 
of the verse are in rhyme, but by ensuring that a set number of 
words (usually 5, 7, 9, or 11 though it can be more) are written 
words to a line. This opens the door to writing prose which ha5 a 
verse form imposed on it as it is written, simply by cutting the prose 
into lines of a certain length, and Buddhist teachings are commonly 
composed in this versified prose form. 

An English speaker might say, "That seems forced! Why not just 
leave the prose as prose?" and that would be a good point in rela-
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tion to English composition. However, Tibetan language works a 
little differendy to English language with the resultthat, in Tibetan 
language, this sort of versified prose comes with some significant 
advantages. It allows the full and complete expression that is 
possible with prose to be packaged in a form that makes it interest
ing to the listener, easy to sing as a song, and much easier to 
remember than the prose form. All of these points are important 
to a yogin. He can hear teachings that have great depth of meaning 
fully expressed yet in a form that he can sing to keep his mind 
happy and that he can easily remember while in secluded places 
away fromall books, let alone today's modern devices of compu,ters 
and so on. Flight of the Garuda has this quality of prose turned into 
poetry with all of the advantages that come with it.· 

There is a very interesting point here: if the translation into English 
of this song which was composed in verse is perfect, the verse and 
prose forms will be perfecdy interchangeable, even down to the last 
detail of punctuation. I was very happy with the translation, .which 
had been completed in Tibet under very auspicious circumstances, 
but was surprised when I found that the verse form could be 
transposed into the prose form with not a single change having to 
be made to the wording let alone the punctuation! This was truly 
gratifying, for it showed how well the English translation represents 
the flow and expression of the original Tibetan song. 

Thus both verse and prose forms of the song have been included in 
the book. The origina~ verse form of the song is presented first, 
and that transferred to the prose form is presented immediately 
after that. Note again that the only difference between the two is 
that one is in verse where the other is in prose. 

There are advantages to each form. The verse form has its own 
rhythm and that rhythm helps to get a feel for the subject that the 
prose form cannot. Personally, I prefer to the verse form for that 
reason. I would offer a hint here, which is that the verse form in 
English can be made to read well if you adopt a rhythm similar the 
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"rap" style of current day music-though it is important to keep the 
delusions of desire, aggression, and so on out·of i~ Zhabkaroffers 
his own hint on how to read it in the colophon of the song and that 
should be combined withmyown·hint just given. ·The prose form 
does not have the advantages of verse 'and rhythm but is very suited 
to study of the song because of the ease of reading that goes with it. 

Footnotes and Endnotes. 
Copious notes have been provided to ens~e the clearest possible 
understanding of the· song. Notes are lisually p~vided in our 
publications as footnotes. However, footnotes seemed to clutter 
the verse too much, so notes to the texts have been prOvided·in this 
book as endnotes. The notes to the song are marked .in both the 
verse and prose versions of the song. 

Use of the Second A!rson 

I have often abandoned the use of the more formal English "one" 
in favour of the less formal but much more personal "you" simply 
because that is the tone of Flight of the G,anMllr; its style of composi
tion is very personal and goes straight to the heart. 

Sanskrit and diacriticals 
Sanskrit terminology is properly transliterated into English .with 
the use of diacritical marks. These marks often cause discomfort to 
less scholarly readers and can distance them from the work. The 
texts here deal with Thorough Cut with great precision but are 
intended for the use of practitioners, so diacritical marks have not 
been used in the translations·unless diacritical marks were used in 
the Tibetan text-something which does happen occasionally. 

Health Warning 

The texts here are about a subject that is normally kept secret. 
Anyone who has had these teachings in person will be able to 
understand them or at least go to his teach~r and ask for further 
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explanation. As mentioned in the earlier section on the transmis
sion of Great Cotnpletion, anyone who has had the introduction to 
the nature of mind upon which the teachings hinge, please use and 
enjoy the text as you will! However, if you have not heard these 
teachings and especially have not had the requisite introduction to 
the nature of his mind, you would be best iff not reading this book 
but seeking out someone who could teach it to you according to the 
ways of transmission laid out in the lineage itself. Nowadays there 
are both non-Tibetans and Tibetans who can do that for you and 
who are available inmanycountries across our planet. In short, the 
contents of this book could be dangerous to your spiritual health if 
you are not ready for it, so exercise care. 

Garuda swoops down unexpectedly 
Carrying off· the whole of mind
Thorough Cut! 
What's left? That's it! 

Lama Tony Duff, 
The SanctuaryofElaboration-Free Alpha Purity, 
Golok, Tibet, 
Summer, 2011 



Plate 1. Mahasiddha Lodro Gyatso of Dzogchen Monastery. , 
Taken at Dzogchen Monastery, around 2001. 



Plate 2. Ontrul Tenpa'i Wangchuk at the Sanctuary of 
Elaboration-Free Alpha Purity, 

Golok, Tibet, 2007. 



Song of the View of the Thorough Cut 
of luminosity Great Completion Called 

"Flight of the Garuda Capable of Quickly 
Traversing All the levels and Paths" 

by Tshogdrug Rangdrol 

Your seven-horsed disk of all-illuminating knowledge and love 
Radiates the light rays of immeasurable compassionate activity 
Dispelling at once all of the darkness of ignorance of the 

migrators of the three realms
! bow down to you Chokyi Gyalpo2• 

In the vast heavens of your empty-luminous dharmakaya, 
Moisture-laden clouds of loving-kindness and love amass 
And you expertly pour down a rain of dharma on the vessels who 

will hold it, the fortunate ones3 to be tamed-
1 bow down to you Ngagchang Dorje. 

Amidst your ship of the view, the great sail of the special wish is 
hoisted4 

And, propelled by the wind of perseverance, you set the 
migrators 

Drowning in the ocean of becoming down on the jewel island of 
the three kayas5-

I bow down to you captain Jam yang Gyatso. 
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The warm rays of potent blessings radiated from 
These three seven-horsed disks of knowledge and love, 
Strike myself, the white lotus of a fortunate one who has 

abandoned activities6, 

Making my bud of rigpa blossom into a thousand petals of 
experience and realization7• 

This melodio?s song of the view, a nectar which ~berates on 
tasting, 

Having descended nicely into the centre of the fresh flower of 
my intellect, 

Is offered to the swarm of bees, my fortunate students; 
Please, respectfully drink to your heart's content! 

... ---

EMAHO 

I, abandoned of activities, spacious and carefree, happy of mind, 
Sing Flight of the Garuda, a melodious song of the view 
Which will quickly take you through all the levels and paths· 

without exception; 
Fortunate mind sons, listen attentively! 

The loud sound of "buddha" is, like the roar of thunder, 
Heard everywhere throughout both samsara and nirvana. 
That buddha is perpetually present in the mindstreams of the six 

migrator sentient beings, 
An alliance which never fails even for an instant-how amazing! 

Not knowing that buddha eXists in themselves, 
They seek it elsewhere outside themselves-how amazing! 
It is directly visible, being like the pure brilliance 
Which is the essence of the sun, yet few see it-how amazing! 
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One's own mind, buddha itself, having no parents 
Never knows birth so has no cause of death-how amazing! 
No matter what it experiences of the diverse joys and sufferings, 
It is not bettered or worsened in the slightest-how amazing! 

This unborn primally-pure mindness8 

3 

Uncontrived, primordially comes spontaneously into existence
how amazing!9 

This primordially-liberated self-knowing, its nature, 
Is liberated by leaving what arises to be as it pleases-how 

amazing! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Fortunate sons10 of the family11 listen undistractedly! 

All of the conquerors of the three times without exception 
Give teachings-the eighty-four thousandfold dharma heap, and 

so on12 • 

These, equal to the limits of space, are unfathomable in extent 
Yet are for the one purpose of realizing your own mind 
The conquerors do not give teaching for any purpose other than 

that. 

As an example, if the one root of a tree trunk is cut, 
A thousand million branches and leaves wither at once, 
And likewise, if the one root of mind is cut, 
Samsara's leaves and petals-grasped-grasping13, and so on-all 

wither. 

An empty house might be in darkness for a thousand years 
But a lamp dispels it in an instant and likewise 
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In the instant of realizing your own mind, luminosity1\ 

The evil deeds and obscurations accumulated over countless 
aeons are purified. 

The pure brilliance which is the nature of the sun's essence 
Cannot be obscured by the darkness of a thousand aeons 
And, likeWise, the luminosity which is the essence of your own 

mind 
Cannot be obscured by the confusion of aeons IS. 

Like the sky's nature beyond measure of colour and shape 
Does not become tainted by black and white clouds, 
Mind's nature beyond measure of colour and shape 
Does not become tainted by the black and white of evil and 

virtue. 

For·example, like milk is the cause of butter but, 
Until it has been churned, the butter does not arise, 
All migrators are the cause, sugatagarbha16, but, 
If they do not practise it, sentient beings do not become buddhas. 
If they do practise it, all of them will be liberated 
Regardless of the sharpness or dullness of their faculties-
If it is practised, even a cowherd will be liberated17• 

If the fact of your own mind, luminosity, is realized in direct 
perception, 

There is no need for someone expert in its verbal explanation, 
Just as, when you put sugar18 in your own mouth, 
There is no need for an explanation of the taste of sugar. 
When just this is not realized, even master scholars remain 

confused; 
They might be totally expert at explaining the nine vehicles 
But their explanations will be like tales of unseen, far away places, 
And buddhahood will be even further away for them than the sky 

is from the earth19• 
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If the authentic20, your own mind, luminosity, is not realized, 
You might keep the disciplines for as long as an aeon and 
Might practise patience for a very long time but 

5 

Will not lift yourself out of the a bodes of three-realmed samsara. 
Therefore, you must work hard to cut mind at the root and 

eliminate it completely! 

0 0 0 

E MA HO. 

Now, listen once more, all you excellent fortunate sons! 

If the root of your own mind is not resolved, 
Any spiritual practice you do will not get to the key poinr1• 

To give examples: it would be like putting a target before you, 
Yet firing the arrow in a direction far from it; 

It would be like leaving a thief behind in your house, 
While making a strong effort to get rid of him outside; 
It would be like leaving a harmful spirit at the eastern door, 
While putting the payment to get rid of him to the west; 

It would be like a poor man who, not knowing that his 
Hearth stones are gold goes begging for alms from others. 
Thus, those who are going to resolve the root of mind 
Must go about it like this, fortunate heart sons! 

The flickering knowing and moving called "mind" 
If pursued cannot be captured.....:.i~ vanishes and vanishes elusive 

as mist-
And if set in place does not stay put-restless, it flitters about all 

over the place. 
There's no showing it as "this" for it is defi.nitely empty. 
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This agent who experiences the diversity of happiness and 
suffering, your mind-

Where initially does it come from, what is its source? 
Ask yourself and try to resolve, "Does it have a basis in outer 

appearances such as 
Rocky mountains, rivers, trees, the wind of the sky, and so on 
Or is it without such basis-from where does it come?" 
Alternatively, you might think, "Did it come from 
The semen and blood of the two parents22?" in which case you 

should analyse just how that would occur. 

When analysing like that yields no source for it, 
Next ask where in the interim of the present moment does it 

dwell? 
Is it dwelling in the upper or lower part of your body, 
In your sense faculties, internal organs, heart, and so on? 
If it is dwelling in the heart, then, top to bottom, where exactly is 

it dwelling? 
What sort of shape, colour, and so on does it have? 

When, having analysed well, you find no dwelling place for it, 
Try to resolve at the end when it goes, through which door 
Of the object faculties23 it goes, and, for the mere ~stant that 
It takes to arrive at the external objects, during that time, 
Whether it went via the body or via only the mind itself, 
Or via body and mind as a combination? Resolve it in these and 

other ways. 

Moreover, when affliction or discursive thought arises24, 

Look to see, "First, from where did it arise?", then for the 
present time 

"Where does it dwell?" and "What colour and shape does it 
have?" 

At the end, when subsiding in its own place it vanishes, 
Ask, "Where did it vanish and go?" Try to resolve it in those and 

other ways. 
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At the time of death, carefully research to find out what exactly 
happens when it departs? 

And continue to analyse for as long as you have not arriv.ed at a 
certain determination 

Of an inexpressible, cleared-out, empty state25 free of 
Birth and death, coming and going, and the identification of 

thingsz6. 

The dry examples and verbal explanations of others 
Tell you "It is emptiness", but this does not help. 
For example, in a place where there are said to be tigers, 
Others can tell you that there are no tigers but 
That will not be enough to make you believe it, 
Leaving you consumed with doubt-it's like that.27 

When you yourself have determined 
The root of your mind through careful research, 
It is, for example, like going yourself to that area 
Where there are said to be tigers and looking everywhere, 
High and low, asking "Are there tigers here?" When, having 

resolved the matter like that, 
You find no tigers, you trust in that yourself and 
Henceforth have none of the doubt that thinks 
"Are there tigers there?"-it's like that. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen here once more you fortunate sons! 

When you examine and analyse mind as described above, 
At the point when you have failed to find so much as a speck of 

substantially existing "mind" 
That you could point to and say, "This is it", 
That not finding is the supreme finding. 
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Initially, our minds have no source, no place of arising, 
Because, being primordially empty, they have no entity that 

could be identified28• 

In the interim, they have no dwelling place, no shape and colour. 
In the end, there is no place to which they go nor a trace left that 

shows where they went-

Their movement is empty movement, their being empty is empty 
appearance29• 

This mindness30 initially was not created by causes 
And at the end will not be destroyed by external circumstances. 
It has no rise and fall, no being filled and emptied. 
Wholly pervading samsara and nirvana, it has no partiality. 
Not demonstrable ~ ''This", it shines forth31 without stoppage32 

as everything whatever; 
Not existing as anything whatever, it is beyond the extremes of 

existence and non-existence. 
·It is without going and coming, without birth and death, and 

without clearing and obscuration. 

Mind's nature is like a stainless crystal ball-
It sits clearly present33 as entity empty, nature luminous, 
And compassionate activity stoppageless. 
It is not tainted at all by the faults of samsara; 
Mindness is ascertained to be the primordiill buddha. 

This has been the introduction which determined 
The nature of the actualio/4 of the ground's mindness. 

0 0 0 
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EMAHO 

Now, listen once more you fortunate mind sons! 

First, there is the way that dharmakaya Samaptabhadra was 
liberated 

Without having done so much as a speck of meditation, 
Then the way that the six migrators wandered into samsara 
Without having done so much as a whisker of non-virtue and evil 

deeds. 

In the original primordial beginning prior to all, 
Samsara and nirvana, nameless, resided in the primal ground. 
This is how rigpa arose from the ground at that time: 
As with crystal which has its own light become extemallyvisible35 

on being struck by sunlight, . 
Propelled by the life-wind of rigpa wisdom36 

.The seal of the youthful vase body was torn open 
And spontaneous existence, luminosity', became visible as the 
Field.realms ofkayas and wisdoms, like the sun rising in the sky. 
At that time, dharmakaya Saman ;abhadra, . 
By knowing it to be own appearance38, in an instant 
Had the externalized luminosity kayas and wisdoms dissolve back 
Inside and on the alpha purio/9 primal ground was buddha. 

We, not knowing the appearances of the nature, 
Spontaneous existence, to be our own offput40, 

Developed a blacked-out41 awareness42 without thought process 
Called "co-emergent ignorance". 
Then an awareness which grasped dualistically 
At that ground appearance luminosity was produced 
Called "nothing-but-conceptualization ignorance~3 

Now we were in the cocoon of ignorance with dualistic grasping. 
Then latencies44 gradually grew and due to them 
All these functions of samsara began. 
Then, the afflictions-the three, five, 
Eighty-four thousand, and so on poisons-grew and due to them 
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We began to cycle like a water-wheel through the places of 
samsara45 

Where we have till now suffered the misery of pleasure and pain. 
If you'd like a longer explanation, look at All-Knowing's Supreme 

Vehicle Treasury46, . 

Billowing Clouds of An Ocean ofPrafound Meaning, and so on. 

Now, through the guru's profound foremost instructions, 
You have understood the faults inherent in samsara 
Then seen your own essence, your own mind of buddha. 
You have met the primal guardian face to face. 
You are equal in fortune to Samantabhadra. 
Cultivate gladness at this deep in your hearts, mind sons! 

This has b~en the introduction which determined confusion. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more you fortunate heart sons! 

The loud sound of"mind" is universally heard. 
As for how it exists, it has not a single exis~ence. 
As for how it occurs, it occurs as the whole variety of happiness 

and suffering of samsara and nirvana. 
As for how it is asserted, it is asserted in many ways in the 

enumerations of the vehicles. 
As for how is it named, it is given an inconceivable number of 

differing names: 
Ordinary beings call it "I"; 
Some tirthikas47 give it.the name "self''; 
Shravakas call it "selflessness of persons"; 
Mind Only followers give it the name "mind"; 
Some calli t "prajnaparamita"; 
Some give it the name "sugatagarbha"; 
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Some give it the name "mahamudra"; 
Some give it the name "madhyamaka"; 
Some give it the name "single unique sphere"; 
Some give it the name "dharmadhatu"48; 

Some give it the name "alaya"49; 

Some give it the name "common awareness"50 • 

Regardless of which of the inconceivable names it is given, 
Know that what is really being referred to is exactly this:51 

Set yourselves into mindness relaxed in its own place 
And that right there is common awareness naked, 
Looking but nothing to be seen's clear presence52, 

Rigpa in direct perception's vividlyS3 clear presence, 
The non-e~istence of anything at all empty yet panoramically 

seen, 

11 

The non-duality ofluminosity and emptiness sticking out as one 
thing, 

Not permanent, having no existence as anything at all, 
Not nihilistic, being clearly present, vividly present, 
Not singular, being known and visible as many, 
Not many, bein'g ins.eparability, one taste; 
There is nothing else, just exactly this is self-knowing rigpa! 

You are seeing the face of the primal guardian 
Seated at your heart centre in direct perception. 
Do not separate from this, heart sons! 

Anyone who asserts that it is not this but something special 
obtained somewhere else 

Is like someone who has the elephant but continues to search for 
it by following its tracks; 

Though he combs the entire third-order world5\ 
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It will be impossible for him to find so much as the name 
buddha 55• 

This has been the main part's factual introduction to actuality56• 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, once more, sons of the family listen well! 

In this self-knowing self-illumination of the present, 
The three kayas-entity, nature, and compassionate activity
And the five kayas, five wisdoms, and so on all are complete. 
Rigpa's entjty, with no existence at all as colour, shape, and so on, 

is empty dharmakaya. 
That empty aspect's natural offput, luminosity, is the 

sambhogakaya. 
Its being an unstopped basis from which the variety shines forth 

is the nirmanakaya 57• 

The example used to illustrate this is that 
A glass mirror is analogous to the dharmakaya; 
Its nature, purity and luminosity58, shows the sambhogakaya; 
Its being an unstopped basis from which the reflections shine 

forth exemplifies the nirmanakaya. 

Migrators are mindness primordially abiding as 
The three kayas; if that is self-recognized, then 
They, without needing to do so much as a speck 
Of meditation, at once become buddhas. 

The introduction to the three kayas shows them as separate, 
But in fact they are one; other than that, taking them 
To be separate is confusion-do not go there, heart sons! 
The three kayas being primordially empty are alpha purity-
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Understanding them to be a single entity of unified luminosity-. 
emptiness, 

Act in the state without grasping! 
Threefold entity, nature, and compassionate activity moreover 
Are equivalent to dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, and nirmanakaya; 
Understanding the three tog~ther to be great unified luminosity-

emptiness, 
Act in the state without grasping! 

Then again, this self-arising rigpa wisqom: 
By appearing as everything is the Vairochana kaya; 
By being changeless is the Akshobyavajra kaya; 
By being without centre and edge is the Amitabha kaya; 
By being comparable to a jewel that is the source of all 
Supreme and ordinary siddhis is the Ratnasambhava kaya; 
By being the accomplisher of all purposes is the Amoghasiddhi 

kayas9. 

Those are not something apart from rigpa's liveliness60• 

Rigpa's wisdom as an unstopped entity: 
By being directly perceiving luminosity is mirror wisdom; 
By being all-pervasive is equality wisdom; 
By being the variety shining forth from liveliness is individually 

discriminating wisdom; 
By being the accomplisher of all purposes is all-accomplishing 

wisdom; 
By containing their entities in alpha purity, 
Is dharmadhatu wisdom. 
All of them have not a speck of existence apart 
From one's own rigpa's liveliness. 

If the three kayas of entity, nature, and compassionate activity, 
The five kayas, and five wisdoms are introduced 
All together at once in direct perception by pointing them out, 
Then just this awareness of the present, unmanufactured and 

unaltered, 
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Not modified by conditions, not spoiled by grasping
This clearly present, vividly present rigpa is it! 
This is the source of all the buddhas.of the three times, 
This is the enlightened mind of the buddhas of the three times, 
So do not separate from this, all you fortunate ones! 

This is uncontrived self-illumination exactly, 
So how can you complain that you do not see your own mind, 

buddha? 
Here, there is no meditation is to be done at all, 
So how can you complain that your meditation has failed? 
This is exactly rigpa directly seen, 
So how can you complain that you do not find your own mind? 
This is uninterrupted viVidly present luminosity exactly, 
So how cap you complain that you do not see mind's essence? 
Here, not so much as a speck of work is to be done, 
So how can you complain that your efforts have· failed? 
This is non-dual abiding and not abiding, 
So how can you complain that you are not getting to abiding? 
Here is self-knowing's three kayas of spontaneous existence not 

having conceived endeavours, 
So how can you complain that your endeavours at 

accomplishment yield no result? 
Here, with nothing to be done, setting yourself just so61 is 

sufficient, 
So how can you complain that you are unable to do that? 
This here is thought shining forth and being liberated 

simultaneously, 
So how can you complain that antidotes are not working? 
This is awareness of the present exactly, 
So how can you complain that you do not know it? 

0 0 0 
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EMAHO 

Now, once more fortunate sons listen with respect! 

One's own mind is like the non-thing empty space62; 

To see whether that is so or not all you fortunate sons, 
Look straight at your own minds with the approach 
That there is nothing to be looked at and let go into vast 

evenness, then know how it is! 

It is not only decided on as empty,. 
For it is ascertained to be self-knowing wisdom, primordially 

luminous63 • 

It is self-arising self-illumination like the sun's essence; 
To see whether that is so or not, look straight ~t. 
Your own mindness and let go into vast evenness, then know 

how it is! 

lS 

It is ascertained that it cannot be identified as the movement and 
thinking of discursive thought, 

For such movements appear with uncertainty, like breezes; 
To see whether that is so or not, look straight at 
Your own mindness and let go into vast evenness, then know 

how it is! 

It is ascertained that all of its appearances are own appearance, 
All of what appears being like the images in a mirror; 
To see whether that is so or not, look straight at 
Your own mindness and let go into vast evenness, then know 

how it is! 

There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no view to be viewed elsewhere. 
There is nothing somewhere other than ·mind, 
So there is no meditation to be done anywhere else. 
There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no conduct to be done anywhere else. 
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There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no samaya to be kept anywhere else. 
There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no fruition to be accomplished anywhere else. 

Look again and look again at your own mind! 
Send your mind into the external space of the sky and 
Look to see, "Is there coming and going in my own mindness?" 
When you have looked, if you find that mind does not have 

going and coming, 
Look inwardly at your internal mind and 
Look to see, "Is there an agent who emits the emitted thoughts?" 
If there is no agent who emits the emitted thoughts, 
Look to see, "Does mind have colour, shape, and so on?" 
\Vhen you connect with its being empty of colour and shape, 
Look to see, "Does the emptiness have centre and edge?" 
When you find no centre and edge, look to see, "Does it have 

inside and outside?" 
Rigpa without outside and inside is vast like space, 
Transparent64 in its freedom from delimitation and falling into 

sides, 
A vast great interior space of self-knowing, everywhere-spread. 
Within it, the whole variety of the phenomena of samsara and 

nirvana appear like rainbows floating in space, 
Yet that whole variety is the play of mind. 
Look out from this state without moving from self-knowing 

rigpa and see that 
All phenomena, like illusions and moons in water, 
Are an appearance-emptiness not separable into parts. 
In the state of rigpa, samsara and nirvana are non-dual; 
Look out from this state without moving from self-knowing 

rigpa and ~ that 
The phenomena of samsara and nirvana, like images in a mirror, 
Appear as they do but primally never know existence. 
All phenomena of samsara and nirvana, nameless, are the 

dharmakaya. 
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The migrators who wander in three-realmed samsara, 
Not realizing their own entity, the wisdom in which 
All the phenomena of samsara and nirvana are equally present, 
Are under the control of the confusion of dualistic grasping. 
Thus they apprehend phenomena individually and because of 

dualistic grasping are not liberated into the non-dual fact. 
Every one of them has a mind which is samsara and nirvana 

inseparable 
Yet their engagement in abandonment-adoption, rejection

adoption65 causes them to wander in samsara. 

All the migrators who, in their stupidity and lack of knowledge, 
seek the levels and paths 
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Using methods which are not this self-knowing rigpa, three kaya, 
conceived-endeavours-less spontaneous-existence, 

Methods that take them elsewhere very far way, 
Do not ever arrive at the level of a buddha. 

It is ascertained that all that appears is own appearance. 
Look out from a state not moving from self-knowing rigpa 
And see that all of appearance and existence66 is like reflected 

images-
Sights seen yet empty and sounds heard yet empty, it has the 

nature of being primordially empty. 

Look in like that at the mind doing the looking and 
The thoughts of the thought process self-vanish, leaving an 

empty experience like space 
Which is elaboration-less, elaboration-free67, beyond verbal and 

mental expression. 

All that appears is mind's trickerf8; 

All of the trickery is baseless, empty. 
If you realize that all of it .is your own mind, 
All appearances seen are empty, the dharmakaya. 
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One is not bound by appearance, one is bound by clinging; 
Sever the confusion of clinging and attachment, heart sons! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Excellent mind sons of good fortune: 
Since a horse not struck with a whip 
Does not reach the speed of a donkey, 
Milk not churned a great deal 
Does not produce butter, 
And nothing is determined without preci~e explanations, 
This song comes with many words. 
However, -do not be irritated, listen with a glad mind! 

If you do not know that all appearances are mind 
You will never realize the meaning of emptiness, 
So examine and analyse wei~ all you fortunate sons: 
Where initially do these appearances arise, 
Where in the interim do they dwe~ and where at the end do 

they go? 

'When examined, you will find that, like mist in the sky 
Arises from the sky and goes back again to the sky, 
Appearances, mind's trickery, 
Shine forth in one's mind and go back into mind. 

To give an example for this: a person whose eye faculty is 
impaired 

'Will, on looking up into the sky, see floaters69-

There appears to be something there in the sky but 
There is not, it is just the eye's trickery. 
Similarly, the bad latencies of grasping at things 
In tandem with the mind faculty being impaired, 
Make it seem as though every one of the fictionaF0 phenomena 
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Seen and heard do truly exist there, 
Yet primally they do not have so much as a speck of e~istence as 

things-_ . 
All are the tri~ery of one's own mind 
All this trickery is baseless, empty. 
It does not exist yet obviously appears, like an illusion and a 

moon in water, 
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So put yourself in equipoise· on the fact of appearance-emptiness 
inseparable! 

Now, in our dreams during sleep we directly see 
The appearances of homeland, dwelling, close ones, and so on 
And so experience happiness -and sadness, yet 
At the time not a single one of those things dear to us is present. 
We have not moved even a little from our beds, yet 
We experience them as directly as we would in our waking day. 
Similarly, all of the appearances of this ~ife 
Are like the experiences of last night's dream .. 
One's own mind labels everything, grasps at tha~, and then 
Appe'arance happens accordingly; ·everything is experienced 

because of mind. 
Dreams occurring during sleep are without nature71 and 
Similarly, appearances, however they occur, are empty. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Only sons of mind, you of good fortune! 

All appearances are indefinite; 
Where fur some there is brightness, for others there is darkness. 
Moreover, for some sentient beings and this world: 
There are sentient beings who perceive earth as earth, 
There are sentient beings who perceive earth as a fire, 
There are sentient beings who perceive earth as usefu~ 
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There are sentient beings who perceive earth as suffering. 
There are sentient beings who perceive water as water, 
There are sentient beings who perceive water at fire, 
There are sentient beings who perceive water as nectar, 
There are sentient beings who perceive water as a dwelling, 
There are sentient beings who perceive water as earth. 
There are sentient beings who perceive fire as fire, 
There are sentient beings who perceive fire as useful, 
There are sentient beings who perceive fire as a dwelling, 
There are sentient beings who perceive fire as food. 
There are sentient beings who perceive space as space, 
There are sentient beings who perceive space as a dwelling, 
There are sentient beings who perceive space as earth. 
Thus appearances are not definite and the reason is that 
Controlled by latencies they appear as they do. 
Correspondingly, humans perceive each 
Of the four elements as they do. 

Moreover, other migrators perceive this world 
As hell's fires, a place for the use of farmers, and, 
For those with a depressed mind, as suffering. 
Similarly, fire is perceived as something for the fire god's use, 
Pretas having a body of fire perceive it as a dwelling, 
And fireflies perceive it as something to eat. 
Similarly, water is perceived by hell's migrators as fire, 
By preta sentient beings as pus and blood, 
By elephants as the ground, and by gods as nectar. 
For the Gods who Control Other's Emanations it is jewels and 
Rains of flowers, and for nagas a dwelling. 
When space is treated like that, it is an abode 
Which all the gods perceive as a ground. 
That being so, everything is labelled by oneself 
Then appears in accordance with however it was labelled. 

Moreover, when Devaputra asked the Buddha72 

"Who made Mt. Meru, the sun, moon, and so on?", 
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The Buddha replied, 
"They have no other creator at all. 
The concretization of the latencies of one's own thoughts 
Labels that, grasps at that, and then it appears as such. 
Everything has been made by one's own mind". 
When Devaputra further asked the Buddha, 
"Aside from how one's own thoughts are concretized, 
Where did this sort of solid and firm 
Mt. Meru, sun, moon, and so on come from?" 
The Buddha replied, 
"In Varai}.asi, an old woman imagined her body 
As a tiger and the village, 
On seeing her as such, was emptied. 
If she could make that appearance happen in a short time, 
Habituation to the mind oflatencies since bfrths without 

beginning 
Could indeed produce this sort of appearance!" So said the 

Capable One73 • 

That being so, everything has been made by mind 

Moreover, there is the story of one outsider tirthika who, 
In order to stop the distractions of worldly entertainments, 
Imagined an isolated place thereby actually producing 
An isolated place that could be seen by other humans. 
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And there is the story of a person who meditated on space being 
solid as rock 

and, it having turned into rock, his body was trapped. 
That being so, everything has been made by mind's thoughts, 
So all of it is mind's own appearance and 
All own appearance in fact is empty. 

Moreover, the sentient beings of the transient hells 
Perceive their bodies as form-doors, pillars, stoves, ropes, 
And so on-and experience suffering because of it. 
That being so, however mind's thought 
Makes a labe~ it appears like that to others.74 
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All of the happinesses and sufferings of the six migrator 
Sentient beings are made solely by their own minds. 
Thus, everything is the trickery of one's own mind. 
Therefore, decide with total confidence that all of it is 
Non-existent appearance, emptiness's own forms, and let go into 

vast evenness! 

Moreover, it was taught, "The Capable One Great Snow Lake 
Has on a single pistil of the lotus in his hand 
The third-order world Endurance75." 

It was taught that at the time of Direct Crossing's rigpa having 
reached full measure76, 

"In each body pore of one's own body 
Immeasurable buddha field realms will b~ seen and 
Limitless s·ix migrator sentient beings' abodes also will be seen. 
Migrator-taming emanations will be distributed to them 
And will act in a dream-like way to benefit them." 
That being so, the phenomena of samsara and nirvana are own 

appearance 
And all of own appearance is groundless, empty. 
Develop a concept-based assurance of the empty yet luminous 

grasping-less state77• 

Furthermore, it was taught, "On one single atom there are 
As many as there atoms-unfathomable numbers-of buddha 

field-realms 
And there are also countless six migrators' abodes." 
The conqueror taught that, "None of them 
Mix with, contaminate, or damage any of the others." 

Furthermore, it was taught, "In the interior of each insect, 
There are unfathomable cities of insects." 

It was taught, "In the space element there are 
An unfathomable number of cities where 
Many cities face downwards and 
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Similarly many face sideways and also upwards." 
If you wonder who made these kinds of things, 
The conqueror taught that everything has been made by mind 

Know that mind's nature primally is like space 
And that all phenomena are likewise! 
Every one of all the fictional phenomena-sights and sounds78-

Are the own appearance solely of one's own mindness; 
Therefore, when at death one's mindstream changes, 
It is not a change in external appearances but a change in own 

appearance. 
That being so, everything is mind's own appearance and 
All the own appearance is groundless, empty. 
Its non-existent yet evident appearance is like a reflected image 

and moon in water; 
Preserve the experience of the state ofnon-dualluminous-empty 

rigpa!79 

All appearance seen is mind's own appearance. 
The appearance of the material container worlds is mind. 
The appearance of the six classes of contained sentient beings 

also is mind. 
The appearance of the happiness of the gods and men in the 

upper levels also is mind. 
The appearance of suffering of the three bad migrations80 also is 

mind. 
The appearance of ignorance's afflicted five poisons also is mind. 
The appearance of self-arisirig wisdom rigpa also is mind. 
The appearance of the latencies of bad-thought samsara also is 

mind 
The appearance of good-thought buddha field realms, also is 

mind. 
The appearance of obstacles created by maras and demons also is 

mind81• 

The appearance of good deities and spiritual attainments also is 
mind. 
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The appearance of various discursive thoughts also is mind 
The appearance of no-thought one-pointed meditation also is 

mind. 
The appearance of things, concept tokens82 , and colours also is 

mind. 
The absence of concept tokens and elaborations also is mind 
The appearance of non-duality of one and many also is mind. 
The appearance of there being no establishment at all of 

existence and non-existence also is mind. 
Except for what comes from mind, there is no appearance 

whatsoever. 

Mind is comparable to an artist 
One's own body is made by mind 
And moreover all the third-order world realms, 
As many as there are, are drawn by mind. 
Furthermore, these drawings made by one's own thought 
Deceive all migrators with their childish rational minds83 • 

That being so, it is very important to develop the certainty 
Of having decided that everything is the trickery of mind. 

This has been the introduction to discursive thought as mind. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more, all you supreme mind sons! 

Even the buddhas did not teach that 
The agent, one's own mindness, 
Has an identifiable entity of colour, shape, and so on. 
Mindness is ascertained to be empty, groundless, 
Like primordially empty, grasping-less, space. 
Mindness is illustrated with the example of space but 
That serves only to illustrate the empty side. 
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Mindness, which has knowing rigpa, is empty and shines forth in 
every which way. 

Space, without knowing rigpa, is a cut-off emptiness, a 
blankness84; 

Therefore, mindness cannot fully be illustrated by space. 
This has been the introduction to mindness being empty. 

From the self-liveliness ci. that luminous-empty mindness 
The whole variety of appearance shines forth. 
It shines forth but, like the images in a mirror, 
It is non-dual, one with the state of being empty. 
This has been the introduction to the empty aspect being 

apparent. 

Primordially it is non-dual appearance-emptiness; 
One's own mind being empty, appearance occurs without 

stoppage, and 
Appearance without grasping glitters while being the empty 

state. 
Appearances do not stop the empty aspect and 
Even as they appear their nature is one of being primordially 

empty. 

For the yogin who realizes non-dual appearance-emptiness 
Like a rainbow in the sky and the form of a moon in water, 
The phenomena of samsara and nirvana are an illusory spectacle. 
When viewing this non-dual apparent while empty spectacle, 
The rational mind of the yogin whose mind is changeless is at 

ease. 
To see whether it is so or not, all you fortunate sons 
Look to see "Can the two aspects, the emptiness and appearance, 
Of your minds be separated out?" and know how it is! 
Primordially they are appearance-emptiness non-dual. 
This has been the introduction to non-dual appearance-

emptiness. 
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That non-dual appearing-while-empty self-arising rigpa, 
Self-illumining, clearly present, vividly present, 
Three kayas spontaneously-existing type of mind, 
Must, mind sons, be preserved day and night in 
Around the clock practice without division into sessions and 

breaks! 
This has been the introduction to non-dual self-liberation. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more to this song of mine, a man who has 
abandoned activity! 

There is the way that the three kayas are complete in ground's 
rigpa and 

The way that the three kayas are complete at the time of ground 
appearances, 

And when this pair of distinctions has been properly 
comprehended, 

Samsara and nirvana will be understood to be the field of the 
three kayas. 85 

Although the way that the three kayas are complete in ground's 
rigpa 

Was explained earlier, it will be explained here again. 
The self-knowing ground is comparable to a crystal ball: 
Its being empty is the dharmakaya's nature; 
Its natural offput of luminosity is the sambhogakaya; and 
Its being an unstopped basis of shining forth is the nirmanakaya. 
That is the way in which the three kayas are complete within the 

ground's rigpa. 
In this, there is never any meeting and parting86• 
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Then, as in the example of five lights shining forth from a crystal, 
At the time of ground appearances shining forth from i~, all of 

whatever shines forth-
Purity, the appearances of the conquerors' field-realms, 
And impurity, the appearances of containers and contents
Has an empty entity which is the dhannakaya, 
A nature of appearance which is the sambhogakaya, 
And an unstopped variety which is the nirmanakaya. 
And that is the way that the three kayas are complete at the time 

of ground appearances. 
This distinctio·n, which is not much made in other places, 
Is a key point that must be properly understood. 
For myself, I've understood it through the kindness of All

Knowing's excellent explanations. 

When known like that, the whole of appearance and existence 
Primordially is the spontaneously existing mandala:of the three 

kayasand 
There is no seeking the three kayas in some other field realm. 
The six migrator sentient beings moreover abide as 
The three kayas and if they are able to self-recognize this, 
Then, without needing to do so much as a speck of meditation, 
The migrators all will become buddhas. 

Moreover, in actual fact, the ground's three kayas also are 
The dharmakaya, so do not conceive of them as separate! 
The three kayas of the time of ground appearance also are 
The form kayas, so do not conceive of them as separate! 
The dharma and form kayas are two but in actual fact they are 

not separate, 
They are one taste in the state of empty dharmakaya. 

Ultimately, ground appearances dissolve of themselves back into 
the ground then 

Ground dharmakaya's mind becomes manifest 
At which time the factual fruition has become manifest. 
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Then, while not wavering from dharmakaya's space, 
Both types of form kaya are shown just like rainbows, 
And the enacunent of benefit for migrators goes on 

continuously. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 
Now, listen once more to this song of mine, a man who has 

abandoned activity! 

In the past you have been harmed. 
Bring to mind. in detail all the ways that others 
Have done. this to you, mulling over 
How they have bullied, hit and beaten, and 
Humiliated you, and acted to make you feel bad. 

· Allow yourselfto become angry and then, 
Looking straight at what it is, ask, 
"This agent88 anger, first from where does it arise? And then in 

the present time 
Where does it dwell? And at the end, where does it go? 
Does it have colour, shape, and so on?" 
When you look, it is primordially empty, grasping-less. 
U n-abandoned, anger is mirror wisdom. 

Bring to mind in detail and mull over the ways in which 
You so badly want a beautiful woman, 
And want meat and foods which you find tasty, 
And want clothes and good things nice to wear, 
And want the wealth of horses and other fine possessions. 
Allow yourself to become desirous and then, 
Looking straight at what it is, ask, 
"This agent desire, first from where does it arise? And then in 

the present time 
Where does it dwell? And at the end, where does it go? 
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Does it have colour, shape, and so on?" 
When you look, it is primordially empty, grasping-less. 
Un-abandoned, desire is discriminating wisdom. 

Allow yourselves to become deluded as you do in sleep, 
Sinking and dullness, and so on, and then, 
Looking straight at what it is, ask, 
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"This agent delusion, first from where does it arise? And .then in 
the present time 

Where does it dwell? And at the end, where does it go? 
Does it have colour, shape, and so on?" 
When you look, it is primordially empty, grasping-less. 
U n-abandoned, delusion is dharmadhatu wisdom. 

Bring to mind in detail the extent of your qualities
The strength of your family line, 
Yo~ very fine form and beautiful tone of voice, 
Your ability at threefold hearing, contemplation, and meditation, 

· and reading and writing, 
Your great knowledge and your ability to perform village rites, 

and so on. 
Allow yourself to have the pride of thinking 
"I am a little better than others" and then,_ 

Looking straight at what it is, as~ 
"This agent pride, first from where does it arise? And then in the 

present time 
Where does it dwell? And at the end, where does ~t go? 
Does it have colour, shape, and so on?" 
When you look, it is primordially empty, grasping-less. 
U n-abandoned, pride is equality wisdom. 

Allow the jealousy of being concerned that others are higher than 
you to arise 

Through bringing to mind in detail all the good qualities of 
others-

Those whose family strengths are greater than yours, 
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Who are filled with good qualities and who have more disciples, 
Who are more knowledgeable, better at reciting aloud, and have 

a finer voice, 
Who understand dharma, know worldly stories, and so on. 
Then, looking straight at what it is, ask, 
"This agent jealousy, first from where does it arise? And then in 

the present time 
Where does it dwell? And at the end, where does it go? 
Does it have colour, shape, and so on?" 
When you look, it is primordially empty, grasping-less. 
U n-abandoned, jealousy is all-accomplishing wisdom. 

If you realize it like that, affliction is wisdom. 
On the other hand, casting aside the realization of affliction 
Then seePog emptiness and wisdom from there is just ludicrous; 
I feel pity for anyone who seeks it like that then does not find it! 
It is this way: after knowing that the five poisons are empty, 
The five poisons henceforth shine forth as realized five poisons, 
Removing the need for ~e analysis explained in this introduction 
Of birthplace, dwelling-place, destination, and colour and shape. 
The five poisons already having been understood to be empty, 
Immediately they shine forth, set yourself in not following them 
But letting them rela.X in their own place in the state of mindness; 
There is no doubt that they will go on to vanish of themselves. 
This has been both introduction and training89• 

It is like this: if training has been done beforehand, 
Then when the five poisonous afflictions do shine forth, 
The force of having already understood their faults 
Will cause both emptiness and wisdom to shine forth 

simultaneously, with the result that 
The afflictions will enter a process of shining forth and being 

liberated at the same time! 
Understand this to fit with what has been said 
In the life stories of the forefather gurus-
"Many afflicted thoughts, marty chances for dharmakaya!" 
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For the beginner, when afflicted minds appear intensely, 
It is good to do analysis then resting-
This is my personal instruction, so keep it in mind! 

This has been the introduction to the self-liberation of the five 
poisons. 

0 0 0 

E MAHO 

Now, listen once more sons who are like my heart! 

Wrap smooth things like clothing, and so on around your body 
and 

Look at your mind's thought "It is smooth". 
Wrap rough things like serge, and so on around your body and 
Look at your mind's thought "It is rough". 
0 n looking, both are equal taste in being empty, 

Look at beautiful forms like golden statues, and so on and 
Look at your mind's thought"lt is beautiful". 
Look at ugly forms like frogs, and so on and 
Look at your mind's thought "It is ugly". 
On looking, both are equal taste in being empty. 

Take good-tasting things into your mouth, like sugar, and so on 
and 

Look at your mind's thought "It is sweet". 
Take things into your mouth like ginger, and so on and 
Look at your mind's thought "It is foul". 
On looking, both are equal taste in being empty. 

Smell nice smells like sandal wood incense, and so on and 
Look at your mind's thought "It is nice". 
Smell bad smells such as asafoetida, garlic, and so on and 
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Look at your mind's thought "It is rank". 
On looking, both are equal taste in being empty. 

Listen to the sounds of a bel~ vina90, and flute and 
Look at your own mind's thought "It is pleasant". 
Listen to the sounds of stones and hands being clapped together 

and · 

Look at your mind's thought "It is unpleasant". 
On looking, both are equal taste in being empty. 

Meditate on being born as a wheel-wielding king who 
Governs a realm of the four continents-'11 and is 
Surrounded by a retinue of many queens and ministers 
And, in a palace made of the five precious substances92, 

Eats food having one hundred flavours. 
When this appears in mind, 
Look at your mind's thought "It is pleasant". 
Meditate on having become poor, without a single helper, 
With a bed in a broken down shack with earthen walls, 
The rain coming in from above and moisture coming up from 

the ground beneath, 
Your body struck by many illnesses, such as leprosy, and the like, 
And your hands and feet gone. You have so many difficulties 
That you experience unremitting suffering. 
When that sort of appearance has been brought to mind, 
Look at your mind's thought "It is suffering". 
On looking, pleasure and pain are equal taste in being empty. 

It is like this: the sixfold group is known to be empty 
beforehand93 

Then after that, however it shines forth, whether good or bad, 
Analysis as explained in this introduction will be unnecessary. 
Because it is groundless, primordially liberated, empty, 
Just as it shines forth, do.not follow after it but 
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Set yourself into letting it relax in its own place in the state of 
mindness; 

There is no doubt that it will go on to vanish of itself. 

This has been the introduction to the sixfold group self
liberating. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, once more listen well sons of the family! 

Set yourselves so that your minds are relaxed, allowed to be 
themselves, then 

Look at how they are when they abide! 
Fortunate mind sons, having looked, understand that, 
Because this is abiding in rigpa's state, 
This is the abiding yet empty state of rigpa! 
That was the introduction to how abiding is an ornament of 

mind. 

For the elaboration of discursive thoughts, look at 
The way in which they are emitted and then 
Fortunate sons of the family understand that, 
Because there is not so much as the slightest shift 
Away from that state of empty-luminous rigpa, 
This is the emitting but empty state of rigpa! 
That is the introduction to emitting, the play of mind 

For example, a wave that appears on an ocean 
Does not shift in the slightest from being the ocean; 
Likewise, mind whether it abides or moves does not 
Shift in the slightest being from rigpa-emptiness. 
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Thus, whichever way mind abides, take that as being the state of 

rigpa; 
Whichever way it shines forth, take that as being the offput of 

rigpa! 

The assertions that mind when abiding is meditation and 
That mind when emitting is not meditation, 
With their failure to appreciate the faults inherent in both 

abiding and movement, 
Signify that threefold abiding, movement, and knowing rigpa 

have not been merged into one. 
Therefore, all of you excellent fortunate mind sons, 
For us there is the state of rigpa in which abiding and movement 

are equally fine. 
Thus, with these points absorbed beforehand, 
Practise threefold abiding, moving, and knowing rigpa as one! 

This has been the introduction to emitting and abiding being 
non-duaL 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Only mind sons, you who are fortunate, 
Listen here with undistracted and attentive ears! 

Thesingerofthis song, I, Tshogdrug Rangrol who has 
· abandoned activities, 

Have a melodious song pleasant to hear, so take it into your 
snow-white minds. 

When all phenomena have beep. determined to be one-taste in 
being empty, 

Samsara and nirvana are freed of abandonment-adoption, 
The confusion of grasping at enemies and friends is destroyed, 
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And there are none of the appearances that come with 
dualistically grasping at self and other, 

Because everything has been realized to be one-taste in being 
empty. 

Here is a summation of the essential points of extensive 
explanations: 

In the pinnacle of vehicles, Great .Completion, 
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All of sams.ara and nirvana are free of ground and root; 
Primordially buddhahood, they are one taste in the dharmakaya. 
In the state of Great Completion, there is no duality of gods and 

demons; 
In the land of Great Completion, there are no buddhas and 

sentient beings; 
In the ground of Great Completion, there is no good and bad; 
In the path of Great Completion, there is no near and far; 
In the fruition of Great Completion, there is no attained and not 

attained; 
In the dharma of Great Completion, there is no doing and not 

doing the conduct; 
In the fact of Great Completion, there is no meditating and not 

meditating; 
Stay like that, which is the Great Completion king of views. 

When you realize that sort of Great Completion view, 
All of the coarse and subtle thoughts of the three doors are 

pacified 
And you remain, like wool to which water has been applied94, 

In a state in which your three doors are pacified and tamed. 
The samadhis of bliss, luminosity, and no-thought arise and, 
For all the migrators wandering in samsara who have not realized 

such, 
An uncontrived compassion like the love a mother has for an 

only son is produced 
Those are special features of the Great Completion view95, so 

know that too! 
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After you have firmly decided that everything iS emptiness, 
Hyou develop a conduct in which you abandon virtue and do not 

avoid evil deeds, 
That will be the view of the mara of bad action run 'wild. 
Keep yourself falling under the control of the view of that sort of 

mara! 
These are the introductions of Great Completion. 

These introductions are extremely important: 
While you have not realized that every one of 
All the external fictional visible and audible phenomena are 

emptiness, 
You might think you are meditating in the view but what 

meditation is it? · 
Therefore, first you should proceed like this: 
Sometimes look while supplicating the guru and 
Sometimes look carefully while relaxing and tightening. 
When you look in that way, your mind will be glad and 
Everything will be shining forth while obviously empty. 
There will definitely be the birth of a deep certainty in which you 
Think "I can touch the objects of external appearances 
With my hand but there is nothing to apprehend there" 
And ''This is definitely the view." 
This is the time of discovering certainty of the view. 
Do not spoil it with grasping; relax into a state without grasping. 

Even if you do not practise after having received the 
introduction96, 

At the time of death no matter which fears arise in the bardo, 
You will know that everything is own appearance, the own forms 

of emptiness, and 
You will become buddha in the alpha purity ground. 
To practise without having received the introduction 
Will be like the example of someone who is mistaken on the first 

day of the month 
Being still being mistaken on the fifteenth day of the month. 
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When you have not realized that all fictional phenomena are 
truthless, 

What a huge lie it is to say, "I have realized emptiness." 
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Thus, this sort of introduction must flrst be received while sitting 
in front of the guru 

So that it is determined based on what is real-then you won't go 
down a mistaken path. 

Therefore, fortunate' sons keep this advice in your hearts! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, once more fortunate sons of the family, listen! 

When you have taken in that actuality of the view, 
Sever all ties of attachment and aversion to people and 

homeland. 
Alone in forest tracks and mountain valleys, 
Give up endeavours of the body and let it be natura~ 
Cut talk and other expressions of speech, and stay silent; 
Allow mind to be like space, beyond the realm of thinking. 
Relax in that state without addition or subtraction97• 

If there is no focus in mind, that is the view98 • 

Stay in the state in which there is no meditation to be done! 
Attain the fruition of attainment-less Great Completion! 
Moreover, when you set yourself in equipoise on the view, 
Do not catch yourself in nets of thought such as 
"This is how to rest in the state of rigpa!" or 
"I am falling under the control of sinking and agitation!" 
Instead, set yourself relaxed in the state absent of the things of 

referenced focus, a state clear and open, free of restrictions, 
A state of transparency, free to be as it pleases99• 
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You cannot see the fact beyond rational mind using the stuff of 
rational mind and 

You cannot reach the activity-less place with the stuff of activity, 
So, if you want to attain the beyond rational mind, activity-less 

fact, 
Instead of engaging in the spoilage of contrivance, set yourself in 

naked rigpa100• 

That is the supreme, free of all grasped-grasping view. 
That is the supreme, absent of abandonment-adoption 

meditation. 
That is the supreme, beyond conceived-endeavour conduct. 
That is the supreme, hope-free self-abiding fruition. 

It is not seen by looking at a view, so put aside all searching for 
the view! 

I tis not discovered by meditation, so cast away· the referenced 
foci of thinking with grasping. 

It is not accomplished by conduct, so let go of grasping at 
illusions. 

It is not gained by seeking it, so leave aside hopes of a fruition. 

The awareness of the present is un-manufactured and hanging 
loose, so 

Do not engage in biasses, do not spoil it with grasping! 

This rigpa of non-thing which.is luminous
Just this is the pinnacle of all views. 
This freedom from rational mind smeared all over with 

referenced foci-
Just this is the pinnacle of all meditation. 
This placement in uncontrived grasping-less looseness
Just this is the pinnacle of all conduct. 
This unsought primordially spontaneously-existing situation
Just this is the pinnacl~ of all fruition. 
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Look at the heart of the view, empty luminosity without 
grasping! 

Preserve the heart of meditation, self-liberation without 
grasping! 
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Setyourselfin the heart of conduct, the sixfold group left loose! 
The heart of the fruition is the collapse of hope and fear. 

If you are free of bounding extremes, that is the supreme king of 
views. 

If you are free of vacillatory foci101 , that is the supreme king of 
· meditation. 

If you are free of accepting and rejecting, that is the supreme 
king of conduct. 

If you are free ofhope and fear, that is the supreme king of 
fruition. 

Since there is nothing to view, cast off referenced foci of the 
VIew. 

Since there is nothing to meditation on, let whatever arises do as 
it pleases. 

Since there is no conduct to be done, release suppression and 
furtherance102, abandonment and adoption. 

Since there is nothing to be attained, leave aside hopes for a 
fruition. 

By letting what it103 is be, do not engage in grasping on its 
account. 

By being without "This is it", do not engage in suppression and 
furtherance. 

By being without vacillatory foe~ do not engage in biasses. 

In primal purity's self-knowing self-illumination, 
Because it is beyond rational mind's objects of thought, there is· 

nothing to view; 
Because its entity is free of a ground, there is nothing to meditate 

on; 
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Because it is self-liberation beyond extremes, there is no conduct 
to be done; 

Because it is beyond the clinging that goes with conceived 
endeavours' accomplishment, there is no fruition. 

Because the entity is emptiness, there is no ab~ndonment and no 
attainment. 

Because the nature is luminosity-emptiness, conceived 
endeavours' accomplishment has collapsed. 

Because everything is stoppageless, there are no biasses. 
No matter which way it shines forth, do not grasp at it being so! 

A yogin's awareness is comparable to a bird's path in the sky. 
As with a bird's trace which is not visible because of having 

ceased to begin with, 
Thinking and thought cannot be seen because of having ceased 

to begin with, 
So do not attempt to continue them by grasping at following 

after them! 
As with a bird's trace which is nothing because of not happening 

afterwards, 
Do not go out to greet thinking and thought afterwards! 
As with a bird's trace which in the present has no colour and 

shape, 
The thinking and thought of the present in the end goes its own 

way, 
So do not create the spoilage of contrivance by using an antidote 

directed at "it". 

No matter how it shines forth, do not grasp at it being like that! 
This is the ultimate heart instruction for bringing it to the path: 
No matter which way it shines forth, if you do not grasp at it 

being like that, 
Affliction; vanishing of itself, is great wisdom. 
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It is a birthless beyond-thought primordially-liberated view, 
So if you work hard at it, there will be no view of it. 
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It is a relaxation-into-being-left-to-be-itself naturally-occurring 
meditation, 

So if you work hard at it, there will be no meditation on it. 
It is a non-duality of abandonment-adoption illusory conduct, 
So if you work hard at it, .there will be no conduct of it. 
It is a non-duality-of-hope-and-fear nature of fruition, 
So if you work hard at it, there will be no fruition. 

This mindness, being free of root of the three times, 
Unmeditated, directly appears-what a happy event! 
Phenomena from beginning to end are by nature pure, 
Primordially liberated, wholly liberated, with all conceived 

effort-endeavours collapsed-how wondrous! 

This common awareness left un-manufactured and hanging loose 
Is the conqueror's mind, extreme-free, a wide-open interior 

space. 
Moreover, analysis and meditati~n done with conceived efforts 
Will not make mindness, actuality, the innate, become visible. 
In the uncontemplated, unanalysed, common dharmata104, 

There is no meditating and not meditating, no being distracted 
and not distracted-

It is through unmeditated looseness that many ha~e been 
liberated. 

Liberation and non-liberation are non-dual in its fact. 
If you know actuality, whether you make conceived endeavours 

or not, mind remains at ease. 
If you are bound by thought that wants to be without thought, 
Discursive thought having risen up, it will try its bes.t to go all 

over the place. 
If, on the basis of the innate character which is rigpa without 

coming and going, 
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You relax into letting it do what it wants, then, having given it 
the freedom to do as it pleases, 

It will stay put, unmoving, steady as a mountain. 
Sons, understand its perverse ways! 

The point to be most highly treasured is that, for this, there is no 
reference to even a speck of meditation to be done, 

Nevertheless, it must be kept in place, without distraction, by 
mindfulness. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen her~ once more, fortunate sons! 

This own-form of appearance-emptiness without external object, 
Because it is primordially empty, comparable to a moon in water, 

does not need to be cleansed. 
The internal thoughts of the thinking process vanish of 

themselves, without trace, 
So it is not necessary to apply the antidotes of effort-filled 

endeavours to them. 
The appearing mind, which is primordially-liberated hanging

loose wisdom, 
Does not need the superimposition of any abandonment

adoption, hope and fear, at alL 
For this directly seen, naked, rigpa, 
Do not dress it in the clothes of mental analysis's elaborations105 

but 
Relax yourself into its being just as it is, just what it is, 

evanescent, and traceless106, 

In bias-less great equality. 

In that state, whichever ideas of the thought process shine forth, 
Know all of them to be bias-less self-arising rigpa's own offput, 
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And then, instead of following after them, 
If you let the jingling and jangling, blaring on and off, 
Elusive comings and goings of appearing mind107 

Be a vast sameness of the dharmata's shifting events108, 

You will have arrived at Samantabhadra's mind space. 
That is referred to as "Great Completion, the yoga of self-

liberation 
Of the whole variety produced in primordially-liberated 

spontaneous-existence". 

You have not gone anywhere, yet have arrived at the level of a 
buddha. 

You have not accomplished anything, yet your fruition is 
spontaneously existing. 

You have left the affiictions un-abandoned, and now they 
purified in their own place. 

Your mind is equal to the mind of the holy gurus. 
You have followed after them and completed all works. 
There is this key point, so sons, you should know it! 

Through the kindness of the old father, Chokyi Gyalpo,. 
I, Tshogdrug Rangrol, the man whose sixfold group is self

liberated, have arrived 
At the mind of activity-free spontaneous existence. 

There is this key point, though some do not understand it. 
Everything is already primordially done but they say "I will do 

it!" 
Everything is already primordially liberated but they say "I will 

liberate it!" 
Everything is already primordially in equipoise buttheysay"I 

will enter equipoise on it!" 
Everything is already primordially in meditation but they say "I 

will meditate on it!" 
Everything is already primordially seen but they say "I will see 

it!" 
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Everything is already primordially traversed but they say "I will 
traverse it!" 

Speaking like that, they are people who put their hopes in a 
mental analysis type of view. 

They have learning, but being theoretica~ dead words only, it is 
discursive thought; 

They have realization, but being a result of can-do meditation109, 

it is a product of rational mind; 
They have analysis but being a dualistic accomplishment, it is 

samsanc. 
These people who approach dharmata through mental analysis 
Certainly have no karmic connection to Quintessence Great 

Completion. 
Engaging in activity is not necessary; doing so does not achieve 

it. . 
It is beyond the accounting of acting and not acting. 
In non-meditation beyond meditation, meditation only ruins it. 
In non-viewing beyond viewing, what will be viewed? 
In non-seeking beyond seeking, there is no finding. 
Rigpa is present with transparency; that's how it is. 
The person who has that explained but does not listen, 
Has no karmic connection to Great Completion, how ridiculous! 

Wherever you look, since it is the mind of alpha purity great 
space 

Shining forth, samsara and nirvana are without duality. 
Having put the mind of that sort into song, 
The conquerors of the three times will be pleased, no doubt! 

If you ask, "But, having given confusion's externally appearing 
objects 

The freedom to go to their own place, 
Won't one return to being confused again?" 
An ordinary person grasps at a self in them and so is confused; 
A yogin, knowing them to be groundless, root-free, 
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Does not treat them with contrivance-spoiled adoption and 
rejection but 

Leaves them to be themselves, without grasping, and so is 
unconfused. 

If you then ask, "Is there a point in this.where·one could 
deviate?" 

The answer is no, there is not a single point of deviation nor 
mistake in it. 

Points of deviation happen when there is clinging and 
attachment110; 

If there is no grasping at what shines forth, 
Where could there be a point of deviation to fall into? 
still, there is the point that, at the time when rigpa shines forth 

as an object, 

4S 

The meditation of viewing the entity of the discursive thinking is 
not what is proclaimed; 

What is to be preserved is the rigpa of that time's 
Factor of being naked and clearly present. 
Furthermore, when rigpa is not emitting-withdrawing111, 

When it is abiding, it is not the no-thought abiding factor 
Itself that is the actual meditation:-
At that time, the factor which is the strength of the luminous 

pure part 
Which at that time is vividly present and clear is what is to be 

preserved. · 
Not having understood this key point, if you thipk 
"The viewing of both abiding and shining forth is the entity of· 

meditation", 
Then you have become confused, heart sons! 
Mere abiding is the same as th~ dhyana of the go4sm an4 
Mere shining forth is the same as ordinary thought. 
You could meditate in those ways but you would not ;lttain 

buddhahood. 
In short, for as long as the rigpa factor 
Being naked, transparent, and comparable to a crystal ball 
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Has not become interior space, you must preserve its clear 
presence! 

When it has, do not be separated from that state! 

The main issue of Thorough Cut's view stated as 
"Rigpa is to be stripped naked then have its clear presence 

preserved", 
Is the particular key point that is of the greatest importance
It is the central issue of a hundred statements about the subject 

because of which 
You fortunate heart sons must know it! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, once more fortunate sons listen with respect! 

The four great spotlights that unmistakenly illuminate are as 

follows 113• 

The great spotlight of view without mistake 
Is exactly this awareness of the present clearly present; . . 
Because it illuminates this un-mistakenly it is called "a spotlight". 
The great spotlight of meditation without mistake 
Is exactly this awareness of the present clearly present; 
Because it illuminates this un-mistakenly it is called "a spotlight". 
The great spotlight of conduct without mistake 
Is exactly this awareness of the present clearly present; 
Because it illuminates this un-mistakenly it is called "a spotlight". 
The great spotlight of fruition without mistake 
Is exactly this awareness of the present clearly present; 
Because it illuminates this un-:-mistakenly it is called "a spotlight". 

The four great nails that make an unchanging situation are as 
follows. 

The great nail of changeless view 
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Is exactly this awareness of the present clearly present; 
Because it is steady through the three times, it is called "a nail". 
The great nail of changeless meditation 
Is exactly this awareness of the present clearly pr~t; 
Because it is steady through the three times, it is called "a nail". 
The great nail of changeless conduct 
Is exactly this awareness of the present clearly present; 
Because it is steady through the three times, it is called "a nail". 
The great nail of changeless fruition 
Is exacdy this awareness of the present clearly present; 
Because it is steady through the three times, it is called "a nail". 

There are a vast number of differing views, 
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But in the self-knowing rigpa self-arising _wisdom of the present 
There is no duality of view and viewer. 
Do not look at the view but seek the viewing agent. 
If the viewing agent having been sought is not found, 
At that time, the view is reaching the exhaustion point. 
This view in which there is nothing at all to be viewed. 
Does not go into the primordial absence of a cut-off emptiness, a 

blankness-
This awareness of the present, uncontrived and clearly present, 
Is Great Completion's view exactly. 

There are a vast number eX differing meditations, 
But in transparent common awareness of the present 
There is no duality of meditated on and meditator. 
Do not meditate but seek the agent of meditation. 
Having been sought, if the agent of.meditation is not found, 
At that time, meditation is reaching the exhaustion point. 
This meditation in which there is no meditation at all to be done 
Does not fall under the control of agitation, dullness, and 

absence ofknowing-
Uncontrived equipoise on the awareness of the present, 

uncontrived and self-luminous, 
Is the meditation. 
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There are a vast number of differing conducts, 
But in the single unique sphere of self-knowing wisdom 
There is no duality of conduct to be done and doer of it. 
Do not engage in conduct but seek the agent of the conduct. 
Having been sought, if the agent of the conduct is not found, 
At that time, conduct is reaching the exhaustion point. 
This conduct in which there is no conduct at all to be done 
Does not fall under the control of latencies' confusion-
In the awareness of the present, uncontrived and self-luminous, 
Not engaging at all in contrivance-spoiled adopting and rejecting 
Exactly is the conduct of complete purity14• 

There are a vast number of differing fruitions, 
But in the self-knowing three kayas conceived endeavour-less 

spontaneous existence, 
There is no duality of accomplishment and accomplisher. 
Do not engage in accomplishment of a fruition but seek the 

agent of the accomplishing . 
. Having been sought, if the agent of accomplishing the fruition is 

not found, 
At that time, fruition is reaching the exhaustion point. 
This fruition in which there is no accomplishment at all to be 

made 
Does not fall under the control of adoption-rejection, hope and 

fear-
The awareness of the present, self-luminous spontaneous 

existence, 
The manifest three kaya self-illuminating emptiness 
Is itself the fruition of primordial buddhahood. 

0 0 0 
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EMAHO 

Now, once more sons of the family listen well! 

If like that, first you have preserved being without distraction, 
Then lat~r, even if you allow everything without inhibition, 
Based on the factual state it all will be left normal but there will 

be no coming and going. 

When both appearance and emptiness are inseparable, 
At that time the view has become internalized. 
When both dream and day times are without difference, 
At that time the meditation has become internalized. 
When both happiness and suffering are without difference, 
At that time the conduct has become internalized. · 
When both this and the next life are without difference, 
At that time the actuality has become internalized. 
When both mind and space are without difference, 
At that time dharmakaya has become internalized. 
When. your mind and buddha are without difference, 
At that time the fruition has become internalized. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Still, sons of the family, pleas~ listen tq me! 

View this material body as a moon in water! 
Letyourverbal expressions ofspeech be as echoes! 
Allow mind's mass of thoughts to be cleared out in their own 

place! 

Seeing all visible, audible, and mental phenomena as though they 
were illusions, 

Mirages, dreams, reflections, moons in water, 
Gandharva's cities, visual distortions, apparitions, 
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Bubbles, or echoes, do your conduct without grasping; 
Do all types of behaviour within that state! 
Conduct yourself like that day and night around the clock 

without cutting it up into sessions and breaks. 
Stay in a state without the spoilage of contrivance of the thought 

process, where everything is left to be itself, 
There, self-complexion self-liberated without grasping is 

luminous and empty115-

Stay in truthless, meditation-less, conceived endeavour-less, 

tracelessness. 
Treat all discursive thinking that goes by 
As the traceless flight of a bird in the sky. 
\Vith the awareness of the present like a dustless space and 
Future thoughts like a mill with its water cut off, 
In tranquil relaxation without manufacturing or altering, 
Set yourself loose in the state where thought is left to be itself, 

free of all restriction. 

Leave coarse and subtle thoughts, the three poisons, five poisons, 
and so on alon~, -

Treating them like a thief who has arrived in an empty house. 
Leave all appearing objects of the sixfold group to be traceless, 
Treating them as a city of illusion which has collapsed. 

In short, threefold birth, cessation, and dwelling, ground, path, 
and fruition, 

View, meditation, and conduct, fruition, time, place, and words 
expressed, 

That to be placed and placer of it, that to be liberated and 
liberator of it, and so on 

Are in self-illumination bias-less, without the grasped endeavours 
of abandoning and adopting. 

Like streamlets merging with a great ocean, 
All phenomena are, in mind's expanse, alpha purity; 
Having developed assurance in this, cross over into being 

without grasping. 
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At the time of meditating like that, many thoughts will be 
elaborated, 

But there is no need for the suffering that comes from thinking 
"Meditation is not happening!" 

Mind elaborates but is empty and abides but is_ empty. 
Whichever way it shines forth, it is rigpa's state, 
So, not engaging in suppression and furtherance, adoption and 

rejection at all, 
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Put yourself into relaxation in the state of the uncontrived innate. 
By doing so, it is certain that discursive thought will be liberated 

in its own place. 

If you are a person oflesser ability, unable to stay in the state, 
You should alternate analysis and resting as described earlier in 

the introductions. 
Alternatively, you can force the issue to a resolution with. 

discursive thought like this: 
Provoke discursive thoughts needed or otherwise 
Till all sorts of thoughts are being produced, one after another, 
And keep it up until mind becomes tired of the process. 
Then, when mind has become being tired of it, enter relaxation. 
Alternatively, meditate on the genuine guru in the centre of your 

heart; 
Keep your mind on him for a long time, then, 
After that, set yourself in the state of grasping-less rigpa. 
Alternatively, meditate on a sphere in the centre of your heart 
And imagine that it descends down 
Until reaching the place of Great Indra; 
Doing so will definitely sever agitation. 
When the agitation has been cut, put yourself in the state of 

rigpa. 

If there is a greater level of dullness, intensify your gaze then, 
Having stripped rigpa naked, preserve its clear presence. 
Alternatively, with your own mindness visualized as a sphere, 
Exclaim the sound of PHAT and immediately expel it 
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From the Brahma aperture as though shot by a mighty archer 
And think that it has thoroughly merged with space, 
Then make your mind into the characteristic of space. 
It is impossible that doing so will not clear away the sinking. 
When the sinking has been cleared, putyourselfinto the 

grasping-less state. 
These are my personal oral instructions, so understand them! 

Not being bound by thoughts of wanting to be without thought, 
Make your rigpa vast, let go into an infinite reach of elevated 

scope, 
Then remain at ease and happy, open and unhindered. 

First discursive thought is like water rushing through a ravine, 
In the middle, it is like the slow-flowing Ganges, 
In the end, like all rivers having become one taste with the ocean, 
Abide in the state of mother and child luminosities having met. 

In particular, whatever trickery of sickness and dons116 arises, 
1 th bl . . . 1 117 Do not try to so ve e pro em usmg vanous ntua s ; 

Instead, take the upper hand using equalization of taste. 
Go to frightening, anxiety-inducing places such as 
Forests, charnel grounds, islands, productive grovesn8, 

. 119 d Rock caves, deserted houses, the foot of a single tree , an so 
on, 

Transform your body and containers and contents, appearance 
and existence, into nectar 

And offer it to all of the conquerors together with their sons in 
the ten directions. · 

Having been pleased, they show a loving appearance. 
You visualize that they melt into light and that the whole of 

samsara and nirvana, 
All of it, is totally filled with luminosity nectar. 
Then the ones of good qualities who have become guests, the 

samaya'd dharma protectors120, 
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The excellent field of compassion-the six classes of sentient 
beings, 
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And those with retribution to make121-all the dons, obstructors, 
and elementals122, 

All of the migrators equal to the limits of space 
Are satisfied by this nectar which liberates on being tasted. 
Then, having firmly decided that samsara and nirvana are of one 

taste, 
From the state of mindness, uncontrived dharmakaya, 
Engage in the conducts of going, staying, jumping, running, 
Talking, laughing, crying, singing, and 
Being alternately subdued and agitated, the behaviour of a 

madman. 
At the end, stay in a peaceful and happy state. 

At night-time, sleep peacefully being just as you are, 
Free of all the discursive thoughts that come from. the emitting 

and withdrawing of the thought process. 
Sleep in the state of the birthless, complete as you remember it, 

innate. 

If you do that, sickness and dons will be pacified of themselves, 
then 

View and meditation will be enhanced, you will have a realization 
like space, · 

Meditation will be self-illumining, and conduct will be like that 
of a small boy. 

Through the state free of all·vacillatory foci, you will be like a 
madman. 

Without the duality of self and other, you will be like a noble 
person. 

Whatever you say, being without grasping, will be like a 
melodious echo. 

With no attachment to anything, you will be like a garuda. 
You will be like a lion who has no anxiety or concern. 
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Everything being primordially liberated, you will be the sky 
cleared of clouds. 

That sort of yogin is a real sugata vidyadhara 
Worthy of the prostrations the come with being placed above the 

crowns of hundreds of faithful beings, 
Superior in greatness to even a wish-fulfilling jewel. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more fortunate ones to this song of one who 
has abandoned activities! 

Vairochana does not exist outside, he exists within. 
Mindness free of elaboration, dharmadhatu wisdom, 
The very entity of delusion purified in its own place 
Is the actual bhagavat Vairochana. 

Vajrasatva does not exist outside, he exists within. 
~gpa liveliness's unstopped basis of shining forth, mirror-like 

wisdom, 
The very entity of anger purified in its own place, 
Is the actual bhagavat Vajrasatva 123 • 

Ratnasambhava does not exist outside, he exists within. 
Without adoption-rejection, stoppage-furtherance, equality 

wisdom, 
The entity of pride purified in its own place, 
Is the actual bhagavat Ratnasambhava. . . 

Amitabha does not exist outside, he exists within. 
Discriminating wisdom, subsidence into the bliss-empty expanse, 
The entity of desire purified in its own place, 
Is the actual bhagavat Amitabha. 
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Amogasiddhi does not exist outside, he exists within. 
Rigpa unimpededly-occurring self-liberated, all-accomplishing 

wisdom 
The entity of jealousy purified in its own place 
Is the actual bhagavat Amogasiddhi 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more fortunate only mind sons, 
Glad and thankful, to this vajra song! 

ss 

When you have realized it that way, the whole of appearance and 
existence, all of it, 

Is a mandala showing the meaning of the. books of oral 
instruction. 

On papers of the various red and white appearances124, 

The pen of self-arising wisdom, rigpa, writes 
Groundless, primordially liberated, grasping-less letters. 
Having looked at these books in the state of non-dual 

appearance-emptiness, 
All of the third-order thousand worlds are a spontaneous

existence mandala. 
Their rain sprinkles the mandala with the water of things left to 

be themselves, 
Their straight roads have the nature of the baselines laid out, 
Their.foot marks are the coloured sand drawing. 
Your body is the apparent-empty body of the yidam deity, 
Your verbal expressions are the empty sounds d vajra recitation 

and 
Your thoughts grasping-less self-liberated are the deity's mind 
Your limbs' movements all are prostrations, 
Your food and drink are dharmata offerings. 
Everything apparent in form is the deity's body. 
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All sounds and expressions you make are music. 
This is the without keeping, without corruption, left-to-be-itself 

samaya. 

For that sort of yogin, no matter what he does 
Oral instructions together with development stage and 
Samaya are completed in the state ofluminosity dharmata 
And that being so, he does not need to rely on the cause-and-

effect conceived-endeavour dharma. 

Fortunate heart sons, the attainment of wondrous and 
marvellous siddhis 

Quickly and without application of conceptual efforts is 
One of the special features of Great Completion! 

If your practice turns into that kind of certainty, 
Samsara-nirvana's masses of thoughts will have been purified in 

the primal ground 
Like clouds having vanished in the state of the sky and 
Self-knowing luminosity, the dharmakaya, will have been 

manifested 
Like the sun's disk which is luminous without obscuration. 
Then you will be able to revive the dead and understand the 

secret12s, 

And will tame migrators by showing various miracles. 

Having perfected all good qualities of the levels and paths 
without exception, 

Those of you with the best of faculties will be liberated in this 
life, 

Those with intermediate ones at the point of death, and those 
with inferior ones in the bardo. 

Having been liberated in the alpha purity ground, 
You will be perpetually seated in the inner expanse without 

disconnection from the wisdom three kayas. 
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Then you will distribute the taming emanations and they 
Will enact benefit for migrators uninterruptedly. 

Hold the meaning of these words in your minds and 
The sun of happiness will surely shine from within! 

The singer of this song of the understanding expressed here 
Is Activities Abandoned Sixfold Group Self-Liberated126• 

By its virtue, may many fortunate ones to be tamed 
Quickly purify all the stains of ignorance's afflicted thoughts 
Into alpha purity's primal expanse, 
Then attain the fruition in this very life! 

... ---
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This "Song of the View of the Thorqugh Cut of Luminosity Great 
Completion Called 'Flight of the Garuda Capable ofQui~kly Traversing 
All the Levels and Paths'" is based on many Great Completion trea
sures-"lntroduction which Brings Naked Sight of Rigpa" by Orgyan 
Rinpoche, All-Knowing's "Seven Treasuries" and "Three Chariots" and 
his support dharmas for Great Completion "The Space Trikgy" and 
"Billowing Clouds of An Ocean of Profound Meanint', his "Great 
Completion Dakjni Quintessence", "Buddha in the Palm of the Hand", 
and so on-and omamented with notes from my guru's foremost instruc
tions and my own experience. It was spoken to benefit the many faithful 
disciples by 1Activities Abantkned Tshogdrug Rangdrolm. May it also 
become a cause that holds unfathomable benefit for the teaching and for 
sentient beings. 

This vajra song was roused in order to benefit all the fortunate ones who 
seek emancipation, so the time to sing it is when yo gins are preserving the 
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view. The w~ to sing it is contained in the words of the eminent vidya
dharaSaraha1z8 who said, 

Buddhas' enlightened mind is pervasively present; 
Sentient beings' rigpa is partially present; 
Making it ai vast as space is the great way to enhance it. 

According to that, making your rigpa vast as space, let go into an infinite 
reach of elevated scope, then bring this vajra song forth from the state of 
mindness wide open and pervasively spread, and that will enhance view 
and meditation. 



"Flight of the Garuda" 
written as prose 

Your seven-horsed disk of all-illm;ninating kno:~ledg~ .and love 
radiates th.e light rays of immeasurable.compas$jonate a~vitY; 
dispelling at once all of the darkness of ignorance of the nugrators 
of the three realms-I bow down to you Chokyi Gyalpo2• 

ID. the vast heavens of your empty-luminous dharmakaya, mo~ture
laden clom.Js of loving-kindness and love amass and you e~Peztly 
pour down a rain of dharma on the vessels who Will hoi~ .lt, the 
fortunate on~ to be tamed-I bow down to you Ngagchang Dorje. 

Amidst your ship of the view, the great sail of the spe;<;ial wiSh. is. 
hoisted4 and, propelled by the wind of perseve~mce,"you set.the 
migrators drowning in the ocean of becoming dcnvn on the jewel 
island of the three kay95-I bow down to you captain Jamyang 
Gyatso. 

The warm rays of potent blessings radiated from.these three seven
horsed disks of knowledge and love, strike myself, the whit~ lotus 
of a fortunate one who has abandoned activities'S, making ~y bud 
of rigpa blossom into a thousand petals of experience and realiza
tion'. 
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This melodious song of the view, a nectar which liberates on 
tasting, having descended nicely into the centre of the fresh flower 
of my intellect, is offered to the swarm of bees, my fortunate 
students; please, respectfully drink to your heart's content! 

... ---

EMAHO 

I, abandoned of activities, spacious and carefree, happy of mind, 
sing Flight of the Garuda, .a melodious song of the view which will 
quickly take you through all the levels and paths without exception; 
fortunate mind sons, listen attentively! 

The loud sound of "buddha" is, like the roar of thunder, heard 
everywhere throughout both samsara and nirvana. That buddha is 
perpetually present in the mindstreams of the six migrator sentient 
beings, an alliance which never fails even for an instant-how 
·amazing! · 

N'ot knowing that buddha exists in ~emselves, they seek it else
where outside themselves-how amazing! It is directly visible, 
being like the pure brilliance which is the essence of the sun, yet 
few see it-how amazing! 

One's own mind, buddha itself, having no parents never knows 
birth so has no cause of death-how amazing! No matter what it 
experiences of the diverse joys and sufferings, it is not bettered or 
worsened in the slightest-how amazing! 
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This unborn primally-pure mindness8 uncontrived, primordially 
comes spontaneously into existence-how amazing!9 This 
primordially-liberated self-knowing, its nature, is liberated by 
leaving what arises to be as it pleases-how amazing! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Fortunate sons10 of the familr 1 listen undistractedly! 

All of the conquerors of the three times without exception give 
teachings-the eighty-four thousandfold dharma heap, and so on 12• 

These, equal to the limits of space, are unfathomable in extent yet 
are for the one purpose of realizing your own mind. The conquer
ors do not give teaching for any purpose other than that. 

As an example, if the one root of a tree trunk is cut, a thousand 
million branches and leaves wither at once, and likewise, if the one 
root of mind is cut, samsara's leaves and petals-grasped-graspini3, 

and so on-all wither. 

An empty house might be in darkness for a thousand years but a 
lamp dispels that in an instant and likewise in the instant of realiz
ing your own mind, luminosity1\ the evil deeds and obscurations 
accumulated over countless aeons are purified. 

The pure brilliance which is the nature of the sun's essence cannot 
be obscured by the darkness of a thousand aeons and, likewise, the 
luminosity which is the essence of your own mind cannot be 
obscured by the confusion of aeons15• 

Like the sky's nature beyond measure of colour and shape does not 
become tainted by black and white clouds, mind's nature beyond 
measure of colour and shape does not become tainted by the black 
and white of evil and virtue. 
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For example, like milk is the cause of butter but, until it has been 
churned, the butter does not arise, all migrators are the cause, 
sugatagarbha16, but, if they do not practise it, sentient beings do not 
become buddhas. 

If they do practise it, all of them will be liberated regatdless of the 
sharpness or dullness of their faculties-if it is practised, even a 
cowherd will be liberated17• 

If the fact of your own mind, luminosity, is realized in direct 
perception,. there is no need for someone expert in its verbal 
explanation, just as, when you put sugart8 in your own mouth, there 
is no need for an explanation of the taste of sugar. 

When just this i$ not realized, even master scholars remain con
fused; they might be totally expert at explaining the nine vehicles 
but their explanations will be like tales of unseen, far away places, 
and buddhahood will be even further away for them than the sky is 
from the earth19• 

If the authentic20, your own mind, luminosity, is not realized, you 
might keep the disciplines for as long as an aeon and might practise 
patience for a very long time but will not lift yourself out of the 
abodes of three-realmed samsara. Therefore, you must work hard 
to cut mind at the root and eliminate it completely! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more, all you excellent fortunate sons! 

If the root of your own mind is not resolved, any spiritual practice 
you do will not get to the key poin~ 1 • To give examples: it would 
be like putting a target before you, yet firing the arrow in a direc
tion far from it; it would be like leaving a thief behind in your 
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house, while making a strong effort to get rid of him outside; it 
would be like leaving a harmful spirit at the eastern· door, while 
putting the payment to get rid of him to the west; it would be like 
a poor man wh9, not knowing that his hearth stones are gold, goes 
begging for alms from others. 

Thus, those who are going to resolve the root of mind must go 
about it like this, fortunate heart sons! 

The flickering knowing and moving called "mind" if pursued 
cannot be captured-it vanishes and vanishes elusive as mist-and 
if set in place does not stay put-resdess, it flitters about all over the 
place. There's no showing it as "this" for it is definitely empty. 

This agent who experiences the diversity of happiness and suffer
ing, your mind-where initially does it come from, what is its 
source? Ask yourself and try to resolve, "Does it have a basis in 
outer appearances such as rocky mountains, rivers, trees, the wind 
of the sky, and so on or is it without such basis-from where does 
it come?" Alternatively, you might think, "Did it come from the 
semen and blood of the two parents22?" in which case you should 
analyse just how that would occur. 

When analySing like that yields no source for it, next ask where in 
the interim of the present moment does it dwell? Is it dwelling in 
the upper or lower part of your body, in your sense faculties, 
internal organs, heart, and so on? If it is dwelling in the heart, then, 
top to bottom, where exacdy is it dwelling? What sort of shape, 
colour, and so on does it have? · 

When, having analysed well, you find no dwelling place for it, try 
to resolve at the end when it goes, through which door of the object 
faculties23 it goes, and,_ for the mere instant that it takes to arrive at 
the external objects, during that time, whether it went via the body 
or via only the mind itself, or via body and mind.as a combination? 
Resolve it in these and other ways. 
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Moreover, when affliction or discursive thought arises2\ look to 
l)ee, "First, from where did it arise?", then for the present time ask 
"Where does it dwell?" and "What colour and shape does it have?" 
At the end, when subsiding in its own place i tvanishes, ask, "Where 
did it vanish and go?" Try to resolve it in those and other ways. 

At the time of death, carefully research to find out what exacdy 
happens when it departs? And continue to analyse for as long as 
you have not arrived at a certain determination of an inexpressible, 
cleared-out, empty state25 free of birth and death, coming and 
going, and the identification of things26• 

The dry examples and verbal explanations of others tell you "It is 
emptiness", but this does not help. For example, in a place where 
there are said to be tigers, others can tell you .that there are no 
tigers but that will not be enough to make you believe it, leaving 
you consumed with doubt-it's like that.27 

When you yourself have determined the root of your mind through 
careful research, it is, for example, like going yourself to that area 
where there are said to be tigers and looking everywhere, high and 
low, asking "Are there tigers here?" When, having resolved the 
matter like that, you find no tigers, you trust in that yourself and 
henceforth have none of the doubt that thinks "Are there tigers 
there?"-it's like that. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen here once more you fortunate sons!. 

When you examine and analyse mind as described above, at the 
point when you have failed to find so much as a speck of substan
tially existing "mind" that you could point to and say, "This is it", 
that not finding is the supreme finding. 
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Initially, our minds have no source, no place of arising, because, 
being primordially empty, ~y have no entity that could be identi
fied28. In the interim, they have no dwelling place, ito shape and 
colour. In the end, there is no place to which they go nor a trace 
left that shows where they went-their movement is empty move
ment, their being empty is empty appearance29. 

This mindness30 initially was not created by causes and at the end 
will not be destroyed by external circumstances. It has no rise and 
fall, no being filled and emptied. Wholly pervading samsara and 
nirvana, it has no partiality. Not demonstrable as "This", it shines 
forth31. without stoppage32 as everything whatever; not existing as 
anything whatever, it is beyond the extremes of existence and non
existence. It is without going and coiDing, without birth and death, 
and without clearing and obscuration. 

·Mind's nature is like a stainless crystal ball-it sits clearly presenr3 
as entity empty, nature luminous, and compassionate activity 
stoppage less. It is not .tainted at all by the faults of samsara; 
mindness is ascertained to be the primordial buddha. 

This has been the introduction which determined the nature of the 
actuality* of the ground's mindness. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, ~ten once more you fortunate mind sons! 

First, there is the way that dharmakaya Samantabhadra was liber
ated without having done so much as.a speck of Die~itation, then 
the way that the six migrators wandered into samsara without 
having done so much as a whisker of non-virtue and evildeeds. 
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In the original primordial beginning prior to all, samsara and 
nirvana, nameless, resided in the primal ground. This is how rigpa 
arose from the ground at that time: as with crystal which has its 
own light become. externally visible35 on being struck by sunlight, 
propelled by the life-wind of rigpa wisdom36 the seal of the youthful 
vase body was tom open and spontaneous existence, luminosity31, 

became visible as the field realms ofkayas and wisdoms, like the sun 
rising in the Sky. At that time, dharmakaya Samantabhadra, by 
lmowing it to be own appearance38, in an instant had the externaliz
ed luminosity kayas and wisdoms dissolve back inside and in the. 
alpha purio/9 primal ground was buddha. 

We,.not knowing the appearances ofthe.nature, spon~aneous 
existence, to be our own offput40, developed a blacked-out41 aware
ness42 without thought process called "co-emergent ignorance". 
Then an awareness which grasped dualistically at that ground 
appearance luminosityw:is produced called "nothing-but-conceptu
alization ignorance"43• With that, we were in the cocoon of igno
rance with dualistic grasping. Then latencies44 gradually grew and 
due to them all these functions ofsamsara began. Then the aftlic'" 
tions-the three, five, eighty-four thousand, and so on poisons
grew and due to them we began to cycle like a water-wheel through 
tlie places of samsara45 where we have till·now have suffered the 
misery of pleasure and pain. If you'd like a longer explanation, look 
atAll-Knowing's Supreme V ehide Treasury46, BiJJowini Ckluds of An 
Ocean uf Profound Meaning, and so on. 

Now, through the guru's profound foremost instructions, you have 
understood the &ults inherent in samsara th~ seen your own 
essence, your own mind of buddha. You have met the primal 
guardian face to face. You are equal in fortune to Samantabhadra. 
Cultivate gladness at this deep in your hearts, mind sons! 

This has been the introduction which determined confusion. 

0 0 0 
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EMAHO 

Now, listen once more you fortunate heart sons! 

The loud sound of"mind" is universally heard. As for how it exists, 
it has not a single existence. As for how it occurs, it occurs as. the 
whole variety of happiness and suffering of samsara and nirvana. As 
for how it is asserted, it is asserted in many ways in the enumera
tions of the vehicles. As for how is it named, it is given an incon
ceivable number of differing names: 

ordinary beings call it "I"; 
some tirthikas47 give it the name "self''; 
shravakas call it "selflessness of persons"; 
Mind Only followers give it the name "mind"; 
some call it "prajnaparamita"; 
some give it the name "sugatagarbha"; 
some give it the name "mahamudra"; 
some give it the name "madhyamaka"; 
some·give it the name "single unique sphere"; 
some give it the name "dharmadhatu"48; 

some give it the name "alaya'149; 

some give it the name "common awareness"50• 

Regardless of which of the inconceivable names it is Siven, know 
that what is really being referred to is exactly this:51 set yourselves 
into mindness relaxed in its own place and that right there is 
common awareness naked, looking but nothing to be seen's clear 
presence52, rigpa in direct perception's vividly" clear presence, the 
non-existence of anything at all empty yet panoramically seen, the 
non-duality ofluminosity and emptiness stick4tg out as one thing, 
not permanent, having no existence as anything at all, not nihilistic, 
being clearly present, vjvidly present, not singular, being lmown 
and visible as many, not many, being inseparability, one taste; there 
is nothing else, just exactly this is self-mowing rigpa! 

You are seeing the face of the primal guardian·seate~ in your heart 
centre in direct perceptio~. Do not separate from thiS, hear~ s~~s! 
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Anyone who asserts that it is not this but something special ob
tained somewhere else is like someone who has the elephant but 
continues to search for it by following its tracks; though he combs 
the entire third-order world54, it will be impossible for him to find 
so much as the name buddha55• This has been the main part's 
factual introduction to actualio/6• 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 
Now, once more, sons of the family listen well! 

In this self-knowing self-illumination of the present, the three 
kayas-entity, nature, and compassionate .activi~y~and ~he fi.ve 
kayas, five wisdoms, and so on all are complete. R1gpa s entity, with 
no existence at all as colour, shape, and so on, is empty dharmakaya. 
That empty aspect's natural offput, luminosity, is the s_ambh~ga
kaya. Its being an unstopped basis from which the vanety shmes 
forth is the nirmanakaya57• The example used to illustrate this is 
that a glass mirror is analogous to the dharmakaya; its nature, purity 
and luminosio/8, shows the sambhogakaya; its being an unstopped 
basis from which the reflections shine forth exemplifies the 

nirmanakaya. 

Migrators are mindness primordially abiding as the three kayas; if 
that is self-recognized, then they, without needing to do so much 
as a speck of meditation, at once become buddhas. 

The introduction to the them as separate, but in fact they are one; 
other than that, taking them to be separate is confusion-do not go 
there, heart sons! The three kayas being primordially empty are 
alpha purity-understanding them to be a single entity of unified 
luminosity-emptiness, act in the state without grasping! Threefold 
entity, nature, and compassionate activity moreover are equivalent 
to dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, and nirmanakaya; understanding 
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the three together to be great unified luminosity-emptiness, act in 
the state without grasping! · 

Then again, this self-arising rigpa wisdom: by appearing as every
thing is the Vairochana kaya; by being changeless is the Akshobya
vajra kaya; by being without centre and edge is the Amitabha kaya; 
by being comparable to a jewel that is the source of all supreme and 
ordinary siddhis is the Ratnasambhava kaya; by being the accom
plisher of all purposes is the Amoghasiddhi kaya59• Those are not 
something apart from rigpa's liveliness60• 

Rigpa's wisdom as an unstopped entity: by being directly perceiving 
luminosity is mirror wisdom; by being all-pervasive is equality 
wisdom; by being the variety shining forth from liveliness is indi
vidually discriminating wisdom; by being the accomplisher of all 
purposes is all-accomplishingwisdom; by containing their entities 
in alpha purity, is dharmadhatu wisdom. All of them have not a 
speck of existence apart from one's own rigpa's liveliness. 

If the three kayas of entity, nature, and compassionate activity, the 
five kayas, and five wisdoms are introduced all together at once in 
direct perception by pointing them out, then just this awareness of 
the present, unmanufactured and unaltered, not modified by 
conditions, not spoiled by grasping-this clearly present, vividly 
present rigpa is it! This is the source of all the buddhas of the three 
times, this is the enlightened mind of the buddhas of the three 
times, so do not separate from this, all you fortunate ones! 

This is uncontrived self-illumination exactly. so how can you 
complain that you do not see your own mind, buddha? Here, there 
is no meditation is to be done at all, so how can you complain that 
your meditation has failed? This is exactly rigpa directly seen, so 
how can you complain that you do not find your own mind? This 
is uninterrupted vividly present luminosity exactly, so how can you 
complain that you do not see mind's essence? Here, not so much 
as a speck of work is to be done, so how can you complain that your 
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efforts have failed? This is non-dual abiding and not abiding, so 
how can you complain that you are not getting to abiding? Here is 
self-knowing's three 'kayas of spontaneous existence not having 
conceived endeavours, so how can you complain that your endeav
ours at accomplishment yield no result? Here, with nothing to be 
done, setting yourself just so61 is sufficient, so how can you com
plain that you are unable to do that? This here is thought shining 
forth and being liberated simultaneously, so how can you complain 
that antidotes are not working? This is awareness of the present 
exactly, so how can you complain that you do not know it? 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 
Now, once more fortunate sons listen with respect! 

One's own mind is like the non-thing empty space62; to see whether 
that is so or not all you fortunate sons, look straight at your own 
minds with the approach that there is nothing to be looked at and 
let go into vast evenness, then know how it is! 

It Is not solely determined as empty, for it is ascertained to be self
knowing wisdom, primordially luminous63• It is self-arising self
illumination like the sun's essence; to see whether that is so or not, 
look straight at your own mindness and let go into vast evenness, 
then know how it is! 

It is ascertained that it cannot be identified as the movement and 
thinking of discursive thought, for such movements appear with 
uncertainty, like breezes; to see whether that is so or not, look 
straight at your own mindness and let go into vast evenness, then 
know how it is! 

It is ascertained that all of its appearances are own appearance, all 
of what appears being like the images in a mirror; to see whether 
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that is so or not, look straight at your own mindness and let go into 
vast evenness, then know how it is! 

There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no view to be viewed elsewhere. 
There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no meditation to be done anywhere else. 
There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no conduct to be done anywhere else. 
There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no samaya to be kept anywhere else. 
There is nothing somewhere other than mind, 
So there is no fruition to be accomplished anywhere else. 

Look again and look again at your own mind! Send your mind into 
the external space of the sky and look to see, ''Is there coming and 
going in my own mindness?" When you have looked, if you find 
that mind does not have going and coming, look inwardly at your 
internal mind and look to see, "Is there an agent who emits the 
emitted thoughts?" If there no agent who emits the emitted 
thoughts, l~okto see, "Does mindhavecolour,shape, and so on?" 
When you connect with its being empty of colour and shape, look 
to see, "Does the emptiness have centre and edge?" When you find 
no centre and edge, look to see, "Does it have inside and outside?" 
Rigpa without outside and inside is vast like space, transparent64 in 
its freedom from delimitation and falling into sides, a vast great 
interior space of self-knowing, everywhere-spread. Within it the 
whole variety of the phenomena of samsara and nirvana appear like 
rainbows floating in space yet that whole variety is the play of mind. 
Look out from this state without moving from self-knowing rigpa 
and see that all phenomena, like illusions and moons in water, are 
an appearance-emptiness not separable into parts. In the state of 
rigpa, samsara and nirvana are non-dual; look out from this state 
without moving from self-knowing rigpa and see that the phenom
ena of samsara and nirvana, like imagt:s in a mirror, appear as they 
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do but primally never know existence. All phenomena of samsara 
and nirvana, nameless, are the dharmakaya. 

The migrators who wander in three-realmed samsara, not realizing 
their own entity, the wisdom in which all the phenomena of sam
sara and nirvana are equally present, are under the control of the 
confusion of dualistic grasping. Thus they apprehend the phenom
ena individually and, because of dualistic grasping, are not liberated 
into the non-dual fact. Every one of them has a mind which is sam
sara and nirvana inseparable, yet their engagement in abandon
ment-adoption, rejection-adoption65 causes them to wander in 
sam sara. 

All the migrators who, in their stupidity and lack of knowledge, 
seek the levels and paths using methods which are not this self
mowing rigpa, three kaya, conceived-endeavours-less spontaneous
existence, methods that take them elsewhere very far way, do not 
ever arrive at the level of a buddha. 

It is ascertained that all that appears is own appearance. Look out 
from a state not moving from self-knowing rigpa and see that all of 
appearance and existence66 is like reflected images-sights seen yet 
empty and sounds heard yet empty, it has the nature of being 
primordially empty. 

Look in like that at the mind doing the looking and the thoughts of 
the thought process self-vanish, leaving an empty experience like 
space which is elaboration-less, elaboration-free67, beyond verbal 
and mental expression. 

All that appears is mind's trickery68; all of the trickery is baseless, 
empty. If you realizethatall of it is your own mind, all appearanc~ 
seen are empty, the dharmakaya. One is not bound by appearance, 
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one is bound by clinging. . Sever the confusion of clinging and 
attachment, heart sons! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Excellent mind sons of good fortune: since a horse not struck with 
a whip does not reach the speed of a donkey, milk not churned a 
great deal does not produce butter, and nothing is determined 
without precise explanations, this song comes with many words. 
However, do not be irritated, listen with a glad mind! 

If you do not know that all appearances are mind, you will never 
realize the meaning of emptiness so examine and analyse well, all 
you fortunate sons: where initially do these appearances al;'ise, 
where in the interim do they dwell, and where at the end do they 
go? When examined, you will find that, like mist in the sky arises 
from the sky and goes back again to the sky, appearances, mind's 
trickery, shine forth in on~'s mind and go back into' mind. 

To give an example for this: a person whose eye faculty is impaired 
will, on looking up into the sky, see floaters69 -there appears to be 
something there in the sky but there is not, it is just the eye's trick
ery. Similarly, the bad latencies of grasping at things in tandem 
with the mind faculty being impaired, make it seem as though every 
one of the fictional70 phenomena seen and heard do truly exist 
there, yet primallythey do not have so much as a speck of existence 
as things-all are the trickery of one's own mind. All this trickery 
is baseless, empty. It does not exist yet obviously appears, like an 
illusion and a moon in water, so put yourself in equipoise on the 
fact of appearance-emptiness inseparable! 

Now, in our dreams during sleep we direcdy see the appearances of 
homeland, dwelling, close ones, and so on and so experience hap
piness and sadness, yet at the time not a single one of those thingS 
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dear to us is present. We have not moved even a little from our 
beds, yet we experience them as directly as we would in our waking 
day. Similarly, all of the appearances of this life are like the experi
ences of last night's dream. One's own mind labels everything, 
grasps at that, and then appearance happens accordingly; everything 
is experienced because of mind. Dreams occurring during sleep are 
without nature71 and similarly, appearances, however they occur, 
are empty. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Only sons of mind, you of good fortune! 

All appearances are indefinite; where for some there is brightness, 
for others there is darkness. Moreover, for some sentient beings 
and this world: 

there are sentient beings who perceive earth as earth, 
there are sentient beings who perceive earth as a fire, 
there are sentient beings who perceive earth as useful, 
there are sentient beings who perceive earth as suffering. 
there are sentient beings who perceive water as water, 
there are sentient beings who perceive water at fire, 
there are sentient beings who perceive water as nectar, 
there are sentient beings who perceive water as a dwelling, 
there are sentient beings who perceive water as earth. 
there are sentient beings who perceive fire as fire, 
there are sentient beings who perceive fire as useful, 
there are sentient beings who perceive fire as a dwelling, 
there are sentient beings who perceive fire as food. 
there are sentient beings who perceive space as space, 
there are sentient beings who perceive space as a dwelling, 
there are sentient beings who perceive space as earth. 
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Thus appearances are not definite and the reason is that 
Controlled by latencies they appear as they do. Correspondingly, 
humans perceive each of the the four elements as they do. 

Moreover, other migrators perceive this world as hell's fires, a place 
for the use of farmers, and, for those with a depressed mind, as 
suffering. Similarly, fire is perceived as something for the fire god's 
use, pretas having a body of fire perceive it as a dwelling, and fire
flies perceive it as something to eat. Similarly, water is perceived by 
hell's migrators as fire, bypreta sentient beings as pus and blood, by 
elephants as the ground, and by gods as nectar. For the Gods wl?.o 
Control Other's Emanations it is jewels and rains of flowers, and 
for nagas a dwelling. \Vhen space is treated like that, it is an abode 
which all the gods perceive as a ground. That being so, everything 
is labelled by oneself then appears in accordance with however it 
was labelled. 

Moreover, when Devaputra asked the Bu_ddha72 "\Vho made Mt. 
Meru, the sun, moon, and so on?", the Buddha replied, "They have 
no other creator at all The concretization of the latencies of one's 
own thoughts labels that; grasps at that, and then it appears as such. 
Everything has been made by one's own mind". \Vhen Devaputra 
further asked the Buddha, ~Aside from how one's own thoughts are 
concretized, where did this sort of solid and firm Mt. Meru, sun; 
moon, and so on come from?" the Buddha replied, "In Varal}is~ an 
old woman imagined her body as a tiger and the village, on seeing 
her as such, was emptied. If she could make that appearance 
happen in a short time, habituation to the mind oflatencies since 
births without beginning could indeed produce this sort of appear
ance!" So said the Capable One73• That being so, everything has 
been made by mind. 

Moreover, there is the story of one outsider tirthika who, in order 
to stop the distractions of worldly entertainments·, imagined an 
isolated place thereby actually producing an isolated place that 
could be seen by other humans. And there is the story of a person 
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who meditated on space being solid as rock and, it having turned 
into rock, his body was trapped. That being so, everything has 
been made by mind's thoughts, so all of it is mind's own appearance 
and all own appearance in fact is empty. 

Moreover, the sentient beings of the transient hells perceive their 
bodies as form-doors, pillars, stoves, ropes, and so on-and 
experience suffering because ofit. That being so, however mind's 
thought makes a label, it appears like that to others.'4 

All of the happinesses and sufferings of the six migrator sentient 
beings are made solely by their own minds. Thus, everything is the 
trickery of one's own mind. Therefore, decide -with total confi
dence that all of it is non-existent appearance, emptiness's own 
forms, and let go. into vast evenness! 

Moreover, it was taught, "The Capable One Great Snow Lake has 
on a single pistil of the lotus in his hand the third-order world 
Endurance75 ." 

It was taught that at the time of Direct Crossing's rigpa having 
reached full measure76, "In each body pore of one's own body 
immeasurable buddha field realms will be seen and limitless six 
migrator sentient beings' abodes also will be seen. Migrator
taming emanations will be distributed to them and will act in a 
dream-like way to benefit them." That being so, the phenomena of 
samsara and nirvana are own appearance and all of own appearance 
is groundless, empty. Develop a concept-based assurance of the 
empty yet luminous grasping-less state77• 

Furthermore, it was taught, "On one single atom there are as many 
as there atoms-unfathomable numbers-of buddha field-realms 
and th~re are also countless six migrators' abodes." The conqueror 
taught that, "None of them mix with, contaminate, or damage any 
of the others." 
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Furthermore, it was taught, "In the interior of each insect, there are. 
unfathomable cities of insects." 

It was taught, "In the space element there are an unfathomable 
number of cities where many cities face downwards and similarly 
many face sideways and also upwards." 

If you wonder who made these kinds of things, the conqueror 
taught that everything has been made by mind. 

Know that mind 'snature prim ally is like space and that all phenom
ena are likewise! Everyone of all the fictional phenomena--sights 
and sounds78-are the own appearance solely of one's own mind
ness; therefore, when at death one's mindstream changes, it is not 
a change in external appearances but a Change in own appearance. 
That being so, everything is mind's own appearance and all the own 
appearance is groundless, empty. Its non-existent yet evident 
appearance is like a reflected image and moon in water; preserve the 
experience of the state of non-dualluminous-empty rigpa!79 

All appearance seen is mind's own appearance. The appearance of 
the material container worlds is mind. The appearance of the six 
classes of contained sentient beings also is mind. The appearance 
of the happiness of the gods and men in the upper levels also is 
mind. The appearance of suffering of the three bad migrations80 

also is mind. The appearance of ignorance's afflicted five poiso~s 
also is mind. The appearance of self-arising wisdom rigpa also is 
mind. The appearance of the latencies of bad-thought samsara also 
is mind. The appearance of good-thought buddha field realms, also 
is mind The appearance of obstacles created by maras and demons 
also is mind81• The appearance of good deities and spiritual attain
ments also is mind. The appearance of various discursive thoughts 
also is mind. The appearance of no-thought one-pointed medita
tion also is mind. The appearance of things, concept tokens82, and 
colours also is mind. The absence of concept tokens and elabora
tions also is mind. The appearance ofnon-dualityofone and many 
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also is mind The appearance of there being no establishmentat all 
of existence and non-existence also is mind Except for what comes 
from mind, there is ho appearance whatsoever. 

Mind is comparable to an artist: one's own body is made by mind 
and moreover all the third-order world realms as many as there are 
are drawn by mind Furthermore, these drawings made by one's 
own thought deceive all migrators with their childish rational 
minds83• That being so, it is very important to develop the certainty 
of having decided that everything is the trickery of mind 

This has been the introduction to discursive thought as mind 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more, all you supreme mind sons! 

Even the buddhas did not teach that the agent, one's own mindness, 
has an identifiable entity of colour, shape, and so on. Mindness is 
ascertained to be empty, groundless, like primordially empt}T; grasp
ing-less, spac~. Mindness is illustrated with the example of space 
but that serves only to illustrate the empty side. Mindness, which 
has knowing rigpa, is empty and shines forth in every which way. 
Space, without knowing rigpa, is a cut-off emptiness, a blankness84; 

therefore, mindness cannot fully be illustrated by space. This has 
been the introduction to mindness being empty. 

From the self-liveliness of that luminous-empty mindness the 
whole variety of appearance shines forth. It shines forth but, like 
the images in a mirror, it is non-dual, one with the state of being 
empty. This has been the introduction to the empty aspect being 
apparent; 
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Primordially it is non-dual appearance-emptiness; one's own mind 
being empty, appearance occurs without stoppage, and appearance 
without grasping glitters while being the empty state. Appearances 
do not stop the empty aspect and even as they appear their nature 
is one of being pdmordially empty. 

For the yogin who realizes non-dual appearance-emptiness like a 
rainbow in the sky and the form of a moon in water, the phenom
ena of samsara and nirvana are an illusory spectacle. When viewing 
this non-dual apparent while empty spectacle, the rational mind of 
the yogin whose mind is changeless is at ease To see whether it is 
so or not, all you fortunate sons look to see "Can the two aspects, 
the emptiness and appearance, of your minds be separated out?" 
and know how it is! Primordially they are appearance-emptiness 
non-duaL This has been the introduction to non-dual appearance
emptiness. 

That non-dual appearing-while-empty self-arising rigpa, self
illumining, clearly present, vividly present, three kayas spontan~ 
ously existing type of mind, must, mind sons, be preserved day and 
night in around the clock practice without division into sessions and 
breaks! This has been the introduction to non-dual self-liberation. 

• • • 
EMAHO 

Now, listen once more to this sang of mine, a man who has aban
doned activity! 

There is the way that the three kayas are co~plete in ground's rigpa 
and the way that the three kayas are complete at the time of ground 
appearances, and when this pair of distinctions has been properly 
comprehended, samsara and nirvana will be understood to be the 
field of the three kayas. 85 
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Although the way that the three kayas are complete in ground's 
rigpa was explained earlier, it will be. explained here again. The 
self-knowing ground is comparab_le to· a crystal ball: its being empty 
is the dharmakaya's nature; its natural offput of luminosity is the 
sambhogakaya; and its being an unstopped basis of shining forth is 
the nirmanakaya. That is the way in which the three kayas are 
complete within the ground's rigpa. In this, there is never any 
meeting and parting86• 

Then, as in the example of five lights shining forth from a crystal, 
at the time of ground appearances shining forth from it87, all of 
whatever shines forth-purity, the appearances of the conquerors' 
field-realms, and impurity, the appearances of containers and 
contents-has an empty entity which is the dharmakaya, a nature 
of appearance which is the sambhogakaya, and an unstopped variety 
which is the nirmanakaya And that is the way that the three kayas 
are complete at the time of ground appearances. This distinction, 
which is not much made in other places, is a key point that must be 
properly understood. For myself, fve understood it through the 
kindness of All-Knowing's excellent explanations. 

When known like that, the whole of appearance and existence pri
mordially is the spontaneously existing mandala of the three kayas 
and there is no seeking the three kayas in some other field realm. 
The six migrator sentient beings moreover abide as the three kayas 
and if they are able to self-recognize this, then, without needing to 
do so much as a speck of meditation, the migrators all will become 
buddhas. 

Moreover, in actual fact, the ground's three kayas also are the 
dharmakaya, so do not conceive of them as separate! The three 
kayas of the time of ground appearance also are the form kayas, so 
do not conceive of them as separate! The dharma and form kayas 
are two but in actual fact they are not separate, they are one taste in 
the state of empty dharmakaya. 
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Ultimately, ground appearances dissolve of themselves back into 
the ground then ground dharmakaya's mind becomes manifest at 
which time the factual fruition has become manifest. Then, while 
not wavering from dharrnakaya's space, both types offormkaya are 
shown just like rainbows, and the enactment of benefit for migra
tors goes on continuously. 

• • • 
EMAHO 

Now, listen once more to this song of mine, a man who has aban
doned activity! 

In the past you have been harmed. Bring to mind in detail all the 
ways that others have done this to you, mulling over how they have. 
bullied, hit and beaten, and humlliated you, and acted to make you 
feel bad. Allow yourself to become angry and then, looking straight 
at what it is, ask, "This agent88 anger, first from wher.e·does it arise? 
And then in the present time where does it dwell? And at the end, 
where does it go? Does it have colour, shape, and so on?" When 
you look, it is primordially empty, grasping-less. Un-abandoned, 
anger is mirror wisdom. 

Bring to mind in detail and mull over the ways in which you so 
badlywanta beautiful woman, want meatand other good things to 
eat, want clothes and other good things to wear, want the wealth of 
horses and other good possessions. Allow yourself to become 
desirous and then, looking straight at what it is, ask, "This agent 
desire, first from where does it arise? And then in the present time 
where does it dwell? And at the end, where does it go? Does it 
have colour, shape, and so on?" When you look, it is primordially 
empty, grasping-less. Un-abandoned desire, is discriminating 
wisdom. 
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Allow yourselves to become deluded as you do in sleep, in sinking 
and dullness, and so on, and then, looking straight at what it is, ask, 
"This agent delusion, first from where does it arise? And then in 
the present time where does it dwell? And at.the end, where does 
it go? Does it have colour, shape, and so on?" 'When you look, it 
is primordially empty, grasping-less. Un-abandoned, delusion is 
dharmadhatu wisdom. 

Bring to mind in detail the extent of your qualities-the strength of 
your family line, your very fine form and beauti~l tone of voice, 
your ability at threefold hearing, contemplation, and meditation, 
and reading and writing, your great k,nowledge and your ability to 
perform village rites, and so on. Allow yourself to have the pride of 
thinking, "I am a little better than others" and then, looking 
straight at what it is, ask, "This agent pride, first from where does 
it arise? And then iJ?. the present time where does it dwell? And at 
the end, where does it go? Does it have colour, shape, and so on?" 
When you look, it is primordially empty, grasping-less. Un
abandoned, pride is equality wisdom. 

Allow the jealousy of being concerned that others are higher than 
you to arise through bringing to mind in detail all the good quali
tieS of others-those whose family strengths are greateJ,' than yours, 
who are filled with good qualities and who have more disciples, who 
are more knowledgeable, better at reciting aloud, and have a finer 
voice, who understand dharma, know worldly stories, and so on
and then, looking straight at what it is, ask, "This agent jealousy, 
first from where does it arise? And then in· the present time where 
does it dwell? And at the end, where does it go? Does it have 
colour, shape, and so on?" When you look, it is primordially 
empty, grasping-less. U n-abandoned, jealousy is all-accomplishing 
wisdom. 

If you realize it like that, affliction is wisdom. On the other hand, 
casting aside the realization of affliction then seeking emptiness and 
wisdom from there is just ludicrous; I feel pity fer anyone who seeks 
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it like that then does not find it! It is this way: after knowing that 
the five poisons are empty, the five poisons henceforth shine forth 
as realized five poisons, removing the need for the analysis ex
plained in this introduction of birthplace, dwelling-place, destina
tion, and colour and shape. The five poisons already having been 
understood to be empty, immediately they shine forth set yourself 
in not following after them but letting them relaxin their own place 
in the state of mindness; there is no doubt that they will go on to 
vanish of themselves. This has been both introduction and train
ings9. 

It is like this: if training has been done beforehand, then when the 
five poisonous afflictions shine forth, the force of already having 
understood their faults will cause both emptiness and wisdom to 
shine forth.simultaneously, with the result that the afflictions will 
enter a process of shining forth and being liberated· at the same 
time! Understand this to fit with what has been said in the life 
stories of the forefather gurus-"Many afflicted thoughts, many 
chances for dharmakaya!" 

For the beginner, when afflicted minds appear intensely, itis good 
to do analysis .then resting-this is my personal instruction, so keep 
it in mind! 

This has been· the introduction to the self-liberation of the five 
pmsons. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more sons who are like my ~eart! 

Wrap smooth things like clothing, and so on around your body and 
look at your mind's thought "It is smooth". Wrap rough things like 
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serge, and so on around your body and look at your mind's thought 
"It is rough". On looking, both are equal taste in being empty. 

Look at beautiful forms like golden statues, and so on and look at 
your mind's thought "It is beautiful~'. Look at ugly forms like frogs, 
and so on and look at your mind's thought "It is ugly". On looking, 
both are equal taste in being empty. 

Take good-tasting things into your mouth, like sugar, and so on 
and look at your mind's thought "It is sweet". Take things into 
your mouth like ginger, and so on and look at your mind's thought 
"It is foul". On looking, both are equal taste in being empty. 

Smell nice smells like sandalwood incense, and so on and look at 
your mind's thought "It is nice". Smell bad smells such as asafoeti
da, garlic, and so on and look at your mind's thought "It is rank". 
On looking, both are equal taste in being empty. 

Listen to the sounds of a bell, vina90, and flute and look at your own 
mind's thought "It is pleasant". Listen to the sounds of stones and 
hands being clapped together and look at your mind's thought "It 
is unpleasant". On looking, both are equal taste in being empty. 

Meditate on being born as a wheel-wielding king who governs a 
realm of the four continents91 and is surrounded by a retinue of 
many queens and ministers and, .in a palace made of the five pre
cious substances92, eats food having one hundred flavours. When 
this appears in mind, look at your mind's thought "It is pleasant". 
Meditate on having become poor, without a single helper, with a 
bed in a broken down shack with earthen walls, the rain coming in 
from above and moisture coming up from the ground beneath, your 
body struck by many illnesses, such as leprosy, and the like, and 
your hands and feet gone. You have so many difficulties that you 
experience unremitting suffering. When that sort of appearance 
has been brought to mind, look at your mind's thought "It is 
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suffering". On looking, pleasure and pain are equal taste in being 
empty. 

It is like this: the sixfold group is known to re empty beforehand93, 

then after that, however it shines forth, whether good or bad, 
analysis as explained in this introduction will be unnecessary. 
Because it is groundless, primordially liberated, empty, just as it 
shines forth, do not follow after it but set yourse~f into letting it 
relax in its own place in the state of mindness; there is no doubt that 
it will go on to vanish of itself. 

This has been the introduction to the sixfold group self-liberating. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, once more listen well sons of the family! 

Set yourselves so that your minds are relaxed, allowed to be them
selves, then look at how they are when they abide! Fortunate mind 
·sons, having looked, understand that because this is abiding in 
rigpa's state, this is the abiding yet empty state of rigpa! That was 
the introduction to how abiding is an ornament of mind. 

For the elaboration of discursive thoughts, look at the way in which 
they are emitted and then fortunate sons of the family understand 
that, because there is not so much as the slightest shift away from 
that state of empty-luminous rigpa, this is the emitting but empty 
state of rigpa! That is the introduction to emitting, the play of 
mind. 

For example, a wave that appears on an ocean does not shift.in the 
slightest from being the ocean; likewise, mind whether it abides or 
moves does not shift in the slightest being from rigpa-emptiness. 
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Thus, whichever way abides, take that as being the state of rigpa; 
whichever way it shines forth, take that as being the offput of rigpa! 

The assertions that mind when abiding is meditation and that mind 
when emitting is not meditation, with their fuilure to appreciate the 
faults inherent in both abiding and movement, signify that three
fold abiding, movement, and knowing rigpa have not been merged 
into one. Therefore, all of you excellent fortunate mind sons, for 
us there is the state of rigpa in which abiding and movement are 
equally fine. Thus, with these points absorbed beforehand, practise 
threefold abiding, moving, and knowing rigpa as one! 

This has been the introduction to emitting and abiding being non
dual. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Only mi~d sons, you who are fortunate, listen here with undis
tracted and attentive ears! 

The singer of this song, I, Tshogdrug Rangrol who has abandoned 
activities, have a melodious song pleasant to hear, so take it into 
your snow-white minds. 

When all phenomena have been determined to be one-taste in 
being empty, samsara and nirvana are freed of abandonment
adoption, the confusion of grasping at enemies and friends is 
destroyed, and there are none ofthe appearances that come with 
dualistically grasping at self and other, because everything has been 
realized to be one-taste in being empty. 

Here is a summation of the essential points of extensive 
explanations: 

In the pinnacle of vehicles, Great Completion, 
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All of samsara and nirvana are free of ground and root; 
Primordially buddhahood, they are one taste in the dharmakaya. 
In the state of Great Completion, there is no duality of gods and 

demons; · 
In the land of Great Completion, there are no buddhas and 

sentient beings; 
In the ground of Great Completion, there is no good and bad; 
In the path of Great Completion, there is no near and far; 
In the fruition of Great Completion, there is no attained and not 

attained; 
In the dharma of Great Completion, there is no doing and not 

doing the conduct; 
In the fact of Great Completion, there is no meditating and not 

meditating; 
Stay like that, which is the Great Completion king of views. 

When you realize that sort of Great Completion view, all of the 
coarse and subtle thoughts of the three doors are pacified, so you 
remain, like wool to which water has been applied94, in a state in 
which your three doors are pacified and tamed. The samadhis of 
bliss, luminosity, and no-thought arise and, for all the migrators 
wandering in samsara who have not realized such, an uncontrived 
compassion like the love a mother has for an only son is produced. 
Those are special features of the Great Completion view95, so know 
that too! 

After you have firmly decided that everything is emptiness, if you 
develop a conduct in which you abandon virtue and do not avoid 
evil deeds, that will be the view of the mara of bad action run wild. 
Keep yourself from falling under the control of the view of that sort 
of mara! These are the introductions of Great Completion. 

These introductions are extremely important: while you have not 
realized that every one of all the external fi<;tional visible and 
audible phenomena are emptiness, you might think you are medi
tating in the view but what meditation is it? Therefore, first you 
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should proceed like this: sometimes look while supplicating the 
guru and sometimes look carefully while relaxing and tightening. 
When you look in that way, your mind will be glad and everything 
will be shining forth while obviously empty. There will definitely 
be the birth of a deep certainty in which you think "I can touch the 
objects of external appearances with my hand but there.is nothing 
to apprehend there" and "This is definitely the view." This is the 
time of discovering certainty of the view. Do not spoil it with 
grasping; relax into a state without grasping. 

Even if you do not practise after having received the introduction96, 

at the time of death no matter which fears arise in the bardo, you 
will know that everything is own appearance, the own forms of 
emptiness, and will become buddha in the alpha purity ground To 
practise without having received the introduction will be like the 
exatnple of som~one who is mistaken on the first day of the month 
being still being mistaken on the fifteenth day of the month. When 
you have not realized that all fictional phenomena are truthless, 
what a huge lie it is to say, "I have realized emptiness." 

Thus, this sort of introduction must first be received while sitting 
in front of the guru so that it is determined based on what is real
then you won't go down a mistaken path. Therefore, fortunate 
sons keep this advice in your hearts! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, once more fortunate sons of the family, listen! 

When you have taken in that actuality of the view, sever all ties of 
attachment and aversion to people and homeland Alone in forest 
tracks and mountain valleys, give up endeavours of the body and let 
it be natura4 cut talk and other expressions of speech, and stay 
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silent; allow mind to be like space, beyond the realm of thinking. 
Relax in that state without addition or subtraction97• 

If there is no focus in mind, that is the view98• Stay in the state in 
which there is no meditation to be done! Attain the fruition of 
attainment-less Great Completion! Moreover, when you set 
yourself in equipoise on the view, do not catch yourself in nets of 
thought such as "This is how to rest in the state of rigpa!" or "I am 
falling under the control of sinking and. agitation!". Instead, set 
yourself relaxed in the state absent of the things of referenced focus, 
a state clear and open, free of restrictions, a state of transparency, 
free to be as it pleases99• 

You cannot see the fact beyond rational mind using the stuff of 
rational mind and you cannot reach the activity-less place with the 
stuff of activity, so, if you want to attain the beyond rational mind, 
activity-less fact, instead of engaging in the spoilage of contrivance, 
set yourself in naked rigpa100• 

That is the supreme, free of all grasped-grasping view. 
That is the supreme, absent of abandonment-adoption 

meditation. 
That is the supreme, beyond conceived-endeavour conduct. 
That is the supreme, hope-free self-abiding fruition. 

It is not seen by looking at a view, so put aside all searching for 
the view! 

It is not discovered by meditation, so cast away the referenced 
foci of thinking with grasping. 

It is not accomplished by conduct, so let go of grasping at 
illusions. 

It is not gained by seeking it, so leave aside hopes of a fruition. 

The awareness of the present is un-manufactured and hanging 
loose, so do not engage in biasses, do not spoil it with grasping! 
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This rigpa of non-thing which is luminous-just this is the pinnacle 
of all views. This freedom from rational mind smeared all over 
with referenced foci-just this is the pinnacle of all meditation. 
This placement in uncontrived grasping-less looseness-just this is 
the pinnacle of all conduct. This unsought primordially spon
taneously-existing situation-just this is the pinnacle of all fruition. 

Look at the heart of the view, empty luminosity without grasping! 
Preserve the heart of meditation, self-liberation without grasping! 
Set yourself in the heart of conduct, the sixfold group left loose! 
The heart of the fruition is the collapse of hope and fear. 

If you are free of bounding extremes, that is the supreme king of 
views. If you are free of vacillatory foci101 , that is the supreme king 
of meditation. I~ you are free of accepting and rejecting, that is the 
supreme king of conduct. If you are free of hope and fear, that is 
the supreme king of fruition. · 

Since there is nothing to view, cast off referenced foci of the view. 
Since there is nothing to meditation on, let whatever arises do as it 
pleases. Since there is no conduct to be done, release suppression 
and furtherance102, abandonment and adoption. Since there is no
thing to be attained, leave aside hopes for a fruition. 

By letting what ir03 is be, do not engage in grasping on its account. 
By being without "This is it", do not engage in suppression and 
furtherance. By being without vacillatory foe~ do not engage in 
biasses. 

In primal purity's self-knowing self-illumination, because it is 
beyond rational mind's objects of thought, there is nothing to view; 
because its entity is free of a ground, there is nothing to meditate 
on; because it is self-liberation beyond extremes, there is no con
duct to be done; because it is beyond the clinging that goes with 
conceived endeavours' accomplishment, there is no fruition. 
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Because the entity is emptiness, there is no abandonment and no 
attainment. Because the nature is luminosity-emptiness, conceived 
endeavours' accomplishment has collapsed. Because everything is 
stoppageless, there are no biasses. No matter which way it shines 
forth, do not grasp at it being so! 

A yogin's awareness is comparable to a bird's path in the sky. As 
with a bird's trace which is not visible because it has ceased to begin 
with, thinking and thought are nothing to be seen because they 
cease to begin with, so do not attempt to continue thinking and 
though by grasping at following after them! As with a bird's trace 
which is nothing because of not happening afterwards, do not go 
out to greet thinking and thought afterwards! As with a bird's trace 
which in the present has no colour and shape, the thinking and 
thought of the present in the end goes its own way so do not create 
the spoilage of contrivance by using an antidote directed at ~'it". 

No matter how it shines forth, do not grasp at it being like that! 
This is the ultimate heart instruction for bringing it to the path: no 
matter which way it shines forth, if you do not grasp at it being like 
that, affliction, vanishing of itself, is great wisdom. 

It is a birthless beyond-thought primordially-liberated view, 
So if you work hard at it, there will be no view of it. 
It is a relaxation-into-being-left-to-be-itself naturally-occurring 

meditation, 
So if you work hard at it, there will be no meditation on it. 
It is a non-duality of abandonment-adoption illusory conduct, 
So if you work hard at it, there will be no conduct of it. 
It is a non-duality-of-hope-and-fear nature of fruition, 
So if you work hard at it, there will be no fruition. 

This mindness, being free of root of the thre~ times, unmeditated 
directly appears-what a happy event! Phenomena from beginning 
to end are by nature pure, primordially liberated, wholly liberated, 

with all conceived effort-endeavours collapsed-how wondrous! 
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This common awareness left un-manufactured and hanging loose 
is the conqueror's mind, extreme-free~ a wide-open interior space. 
Moreover, analysis and meditation done with conceived efforts will 
not make mindness, actuality, the innate, become visible. In the 
uncontemplated, unanalysed, common dharmata104, there is no 
meditating and not meditating, no being distracted and not dis
tracted-it is through unmeditated looseness that many have been 
liberated. 

Liberation and non-liberation are non-dual in its fact. If you know 
actuality, whether you make conceived endeavours or not, mind 
remains at ease. If you are bound by thought that wants to be 
without thought, discursive thought having risen up, it will try its 
best to go all over the place. If, on the basis of the innate character 
which is rigpa without coming and going, you relax into letting it 
do what it wants, then, having given it the freedom to do as it 
pleases, it will stay put, unmoving, steady as a ~ountain. Sons, 
understand its perverse ways! 

The point to be most highly treasured is that, for this, there is no 
reference to even a speck of meditation to be done, nevertheless, it 
must be kept in place, without distraction, by mindfulness. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen here once more, fortunate sons! 

This own-form of appearance-emptiness without external object, 
because it is primordially empty, comparable to a moon in water, 
does not need to be cleansed The internal thoughts of the think
ing process vanish of themselves, without trace, so it is not neces
sary to apply the antidotes of effort-filled endeavours to them. The 
appearing mind, which is primordially-liberated hanging-loose 
wisdom, does not need the superimposition of any abandoiiment-
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adoption, hope and fear, at all. For this direcdy seen, naked, rigpa, 
do not dress it in the clothes of mental analysis's elaborations105 but 
relax yourself into its being just as it is, just what it is, evanescent, 
and traceless106, in bias-less great equality. 

In that state, whichever ideas of the thought process shine forth, 
know all of them to be bias-less self-arising rigpa's own offput, an9 
then, instead of following after them, if you let the jingling and 
jangling, blaring on and off, elusive comings and goings of appear
ing mind107 be a vast sameness of the dharmata's shifting events108, 

you will have arrived at Samantabhadra's mind space. That is 
referred to as "Great Completion, the yoga of self-liberation of the 
whole variety produced in primordially-liberated spontaneous
existence". 

You have not gone anywhere, yet have arrived at the level of a bud
dha. You have not accomplished anything, yet your fruition is 
spontaneously existing. You have left the afflictions on-abandoned, 
so that they are now purified in their own place. Your mind is equal 
to the mind of the holy gurus. You have followed after them and 
completed all works. There is this key point, so sons, you should 
know it! 

Through the kindness of the old father, Chok.yi Gyalpo, I, Tshog
drug Rangrol, the man whose sixfold group is self-liberated, have 
arrived at the mind of activity-free spontaneous existence. 

There is this key point, though some do not understand it. 
Everything is already primordially done but they say "I will do 

it!" 
Everything is already primordially liberated but they say" I will 

liberate it!" 
Everything is already primordially in eqUipoise but they say "I 

will enter equipoise on it!" 
Everything is already primordially in meditation but they say "I 

will meditate on it!" 
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Everything is already primordially seen but they say "I will see 
it!" 

Everything is already primordially traversed but they say "I will 
traverse it!" 

Speaking like that, they are people who put their hopes in a mental 
analysis type of view. They have learning, but being theoretical, 
dead words only, it is discursive thought; they have realization, but 
being a result of can-do meditation109, it is a product of rational 
mind; they have analysis but being a dualistic accomplishment, it is 

samsaric. 

These people who approach dharmata through mental analysis 
certainly have no karmic connection to Quintessence Great Com
pletion. Engaging in activity is not necessary; doing so does not 
achieve it. It is beyond the accounting of acting and not acting. In 
non-meditation beyond meditation, meditation only ruins it. In 
non-viewing beyond viewing, what will be viewed? In non-seeking 
beyond seeking, there is no finding. Rigpa is present with transpar
ency; that's how ~tis. The person who has that explained but does 
not listen, has no karmic connection to Great Completion, how 
ridiculous! 

Wherever you look, since it is the mind of alpha purity great space 
shiningforth, samsara and nirvana are without duality. Having put 
the mind of that sort into song, the conquerors of the three times 
will be pleased, no doubt! 

If you ask, "But, having given confusion's externally appearing 
objects the freedom to go to their own place, won't one return to 
being confused again?" An ordinary person grasps at a self in them 
and so is confused; a yogin, knowing them to be groundless, root
free, does not treat them with contrivance-spoiled adoption and 
rejection but leaves them to be themselves, without grasping, and 
so is unconfused. If yo.u then ask, "Is there a point in this where 
one could deviate?" The answer is no, there is not a single point of 
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deviation nor mistake in it~ Points of deviation happen when there 
is clinging and attachmenr10; if there is no grasping at what shines 
forth, where could there be a point of deviation to fall into? Still, 
there is the point that, at the time when rigpa shines forth as ·an 
object, the meditation of viewing the entity of the discursive 
thinking is not what is proclaimed; what is to be preserved is the 
rigpa of that time's factor of being naked and clearly present. 
Furthermore; when rigpa is not emitting-withdrawini11 , when it 
is abiding, it is not the no-thought abiding factor itself that is the 
actual meditation-at that time, the factor which is the strength of 
the luminous pure part which at that time is vividly present and 
clear is what is to be preserved. Hot having understood this key 
point, if you think "The viewing ofboth abiding and shining forth 
is the entity of meditation", then you have become confused, heart 
sons! Mere abiding is the same as the dhyana of the gods112 and 
mere shining forth is the same as ordinary thought. You could 
meditate in those ways but you would not attain buddhahood. In 
short, for as long as the rigpa factor being naked, transparent, and 
comparable to a crystal ball has not become inte~or space, you 
must preserve its clear presence! When it has, do not be separated 
from that state! 

The main issue of Thorough Cut's view stated as "Rigpa is to be 
stripped naked then have its clear presence preserved", is ·the 
particular key point that is of the greatest importance-it is the 
central issue of a hundred statements about the subject because of 
which you fortunate heart sons must know it! 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, once more fortunate sons listen with respect! 

The four great spotlights that unmistakenly illuminate are as 
follows113• The great spotlight of view without mistake is e:Xactly 
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this awareness of the present clearly present; because it illuminates 
this un-mistakenly it is called "a spotlight". The great spotlight of 
meditation without mistake is exactly this awareness of the present 
clearly present; because it illuminates this un-mistakenly it is called 
"a spotlight". The great spotlight of conduct without mistake is 
exactly this awareness of the present clearly present; because it 
illuminates this un-mistakenly it is called "a spotlight". The great 
spotlight of fruition without mistake is exactly this awareness of the 
present clearly present; because it illuminates this un-mistakenly it 
is called "a spotlight". 

The four great nails that make an unchanging situation are as fol
lows. The great nail of changeless view is exactly this a ware ness of 
the present clearly present; because it is steady through the three 
times, it is called "a nail". The great nail of changeless meditation 
is exactly this awareness of the present clearly present; because it is 
steady through the three times, it is called "a nail". The great nail 
ofchangelessconductis exactlythis awareness of the present clearly 
present; because it is steady through the three times, it is called "a 
nail". The great nail of changeless fruition is exactly this awareness 
of the present clearly present; because it is steady through the three 
times, it is called "a nail". 

There are a vast number of differing views, but in the self-knowing 
rigpa self-arising wisdom of the present there is no duality of view 
and viewer. Do not look at the view but seek the viewing agent. If 
the viewing agent having been sought is not found, at that time, the 
view is reaching the exhaustion point. This view in which there is 
nothing at all to be viewed does not go into the primordial absence 
of a cut-off emptiness, a blankness-this awareness of the present, 
uncontrived and clearly present, is Great Completion's view 
exactly. 

There are a vast number of differing meditations, but in transparent 
common awareness of the present there is no duality of meditated 
on and meditator. Do not meditate but seek the agent of 
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meditation. Having been sought, if the agent of meditation is not 
found, at that time, meditation is reaching the exhaustion point. 
This meditation in which there is no meditation at all to be done 
does not fall under the control of agitation, dullness, and absence 
of knowing-uncontrived equipoise on the awareness of the 
present, uncontrived and self-luminous, is the meditation. 

There are a vast number of differing conducts, but in the single 
unique sphere of self-knowing wisdom there is no duality of con
duct to be done and doer of it. Do not engage in conduct but seek 
the agent of the conduct. Having been sought, if the agent of the 
conduct is not found, at that time, conduct is reaching the exhaus
tion point. This conduct in which there is no conduct at all to be 
done does not fall under the control oflatencies' confusion-in the 
awareness of the present, uncontrived and self-luminous, not 
engaging at all in contrivance-spoiled adopting and rejecting exactly 
is the conduct of complete purity114• 

There are a vast number of differing fruitions, but in the self-know
ing three kayas, conceived endeavour-less spontaneous-existence, 
there is no duality of accbmplishment and accomplisher. Do not 
engage in accomplishment of a fruition but seek the agent of the 
accomplishing. Having been sought, if the agent of accomplishing 
the fruition is not found, at that time, fruition is reaching the 
exhaustion point. This fruition in which there is no accomplish
ment at all to be made does not fall under the control of adoption
rejection, hope and fear-the awareness of the present, self-lumi
nous spontaneous existence, the manifest three kaya self-illuminat
ing emptiness is itself the fruition of primordial buddhahood. 

0 0 0 
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EMAHO 
Now, once inore sons of the family listen well! 

Iflike that, first you have preserved being without distraction, then 
later, even if you allow everything without inhibition, based on the 
factual state it all will be left normal but there will be no coming 

and going. 

When both appe~ance and emptiness are inseparable, 
At that time the view has become internalized. 
When both dream and day times are without difference, 
At that time the meditatio~?- has become interruiliz.ed. 
When both happiness and suffering are without difference, 
At that time the conduct has become internalized. 
When both this and the next life are without difference, 
At that time the actuality has become internalized. 
When both ffiind and space are without difference, 
At that time dharmakaya has become internalized. 
When your mind and buddha are without difference, 
At that time the fruition has become internalized. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 
Still, sons of the family, please listen to me! 

View this material body as a moon in water!. Let your verbal 
expressions of speech be as echoes! Allow mind's mass of thoughts 
to be cleared out in their own place! 

Seeing all visible, audible, and mental phenomena as though they 
were illusions, mirages, dreams, reflections, moons in water, gan
dharva's cities, visual distortions, apparitions, bubbles, or echoes, du 
your conduct without grasping; do all types of behaviour within 
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that state! Conduct yourself like that day and night around the 
clock without cutting it up into sessions and breaks. Stay in a state 
without the spoilage of contrivance of the thought process, where 
everything is left to be itself; there, self-complexion self-liberated 
without grasping is .luminous and empty115-stay in truthless, 
meditation-less, conceived endeavour-less, tracelessness. Treat all 
discursive thinking that goes by as the traceless flight of a bird in 
the sky. With the awareness of the present like a dustless space and 
future thoughts like a mill with its water cut off, in tranquil relax
ation without manufacturing or altering, set yourself loose in the 
state where thought is left to be itself, free of all restriction. 

Leave alone coarse and subtle thoughts, the three poisons, five 
poisons, and so on treating them like a thief who has arrived in an 
empty house. Leave all appearing objects of the·sixfold group to be 
traceless, treating them as a city of illusion which has collapsed. 

In short, threefold birth, cessation, and dwelling, ground, path, and 
fruition, view, meditation, and conduct, fruition, time, place, and 
words expressed, that to be placed and placer of it, that to be 
liberated and liberator of it, and so on are in self-illumination bias
less, without the grasped endeavours of abandoning and adopting. 
Like streamlets merging with a great ocean, all phenomena are, in 
mind's expanse, alpha purity; having developed assurance in this, 
cross over into being without grasping. 

At the time of meditating like that, many thoughts will be elabo
rated, but there is no need for the suffering that comes from 
thinking "Meditation is not happening!" Mind elaborates but is 
empty and abides but is empty. Whichever way it shines forth, it is 
rigpa's state, so, not engaging in suppression and furtherance, 
adoption and rejection at all, put yourselfinto relaxation in the state 
of the uncontrived innate. By doing so, it is certain that discursive 
thought will be liberated in its own place. 
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If you are a person oflesser ability, unable to stay in the state, you 
should alternate analysis and resting as described earlier in the in
troductions. Alternatively, you can force the issue to a resolution 
with discursive thought like this: provoke discursive thoughts 
needed or otherwise till all sorts of thoughts are being produced, 
one after another, and keep it up until mind becomes tired of the 
process. Then, when mind has become tired of it, enter relaxation. 
Alternatively, meditate on the genuine guru in the centre of your 
heart; keep your mind on him for a long time, then, after that, set 
yourself in the state of grasping-less rigpa. Alternatively, meditate 
on a sphere in the centre of your heart and imagine that it descends 
down until reaching the place of Great Indi:'a; doing so will defi
nitely sever agitation. 'When the agitation has been cut, put your
self in the state of rigpa. 

If there is a greater level of dullness, intensify your gaze then, 
having stripped rigpa naked, preserve its clear presence; Alterna
tively, with your own mindness visualized as a sphere, exclaim the 
sound ofPHAT and immediately expel it from the Brahma aperture 
as though shot by a mighty archer; think that it has thoroughly 
merged with space, then make your mind into the characteristic of 
space. It is impossible that doing so will not clear away the sinking. 
When the sinking has been cleared, put yourself into the grasping
less state. These are my personal oral instructions, so understand 
them! 

Not being bound by thoughts of wanting to be without thought, 
make your rigpa vast, let go into an infinite reach of elevated scope, 
then remain at ease and happy, open and unhindered 

First discursive thought is like water rushing through a ravine, in 
the middle, it is like the slow-flowing Ganges, in the end, like all 
rivers having become one taste with the ocean, abide in the state of 
mother and child luminosities having met. 
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In particular, whatever trickery ofsiclmess and dons116 arises, do not 
try to solve the problem using various rituals117; instead, take the 
upper hand using equalization of taste. Go to frightening, anxiety
inducing places such as forests, charnel grounds, islands, productive 
groves118, rock caves, deserted houses, the foot of a single tree119, 

and so on, transform your body and containers and contents, ap
pearance and existence, into nectar and of:fer it to all of the con
querors together with their sons in the ten directions. Having been 
pleased, they show a loving appearance. You visualize that they 
melt into light and the whole of samsara and nirvana, all of it, is 
totally filled with luminosity nectar. Then the ones of good quali-: 
ties who have become guests, the samaya'd dharma protectors120, 

the excellent field of compassion-the six classes of sentient beings, 
those with retribution to make121-all the dons, obstructors, and 
elementals122, all of the migrators equal to the limits of space ~re 
satisfied by this nectar which liberates on being tasted. Then, 
having firmly decided that samsara and nirvana are of one taste, 
from the state of mindness, uncontrived dharmakaya, engage in the 
conducts of going, staying, jumping, running, talking, laughing, 
crying, singing, and being alternately subdued and agitated, the 
behaviour of a·madman. At the end, stay in a peaceful and happy 
state. 

At night-time, sleep peacefully remaining just as you are, free of all 
the discursive thoughts that come from the emitting and withdraw
ing of the thought process. Sleep in the state of the birthless, 
complete as you remember it, innate. 

If you do that, siclmess and dons will be pacified of themselves, then 
view and meditation will be enhanced, you will have a realization 
like space, meditation will be self-illumining, lind conduct will be 
like that of a small boy. Through the state free of all.va~illatory 
foe~ you will be like a madman. Without the duality of self and 
other, you will be like a noble person. Whatever you say, being 
without grasping, will be like a melodious echo. With no attach
ment to anything, you will be like a garuda. You will be like a lion 
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who has no anxiety or concern. Everything being primordially 
liberated, you will be the sky cleared of clouds. 

That sort ofyogin is a-real sugata vidyadhara worthy of. the prostra
tions that come with placed above the crowns of hundreds of 
faithful beings, superior in greatness to even a wish-fulfilling jewel. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 
Now, listen once more fortunate ones to this song of one who has 
abandoned activities! 

Vairochana does not exist outside, he exists within. Mindness free 
of elaboration, dharmadhatu wisdom, the very entity of delusion 
purified in its own place is the actual bhagavat Vairochana. 

Vajrasatva does not exist outside, he exists within. Rigpa liveliness's 
unstopped basis of shining forth, mirror-like wisdom, the very 
entity of anger purified in its own place, is the actual bhagavat 
Vajrasatva123• 

Ratnasambhava does not exist outside, he exists within. Without 
adoption-rejection, stoppage-furtherance, equality wisdom, the 
en~ty of pride purified in its own place, is the actual bhagavat 
Ratnasambhava. 

Amitabha does not exist outside, he exists within. Discriminating 
wisdom, subsidence into the bliss-empty expanse, the entity of 
desire purified in its own place, is the actual bhagavat Amitabha. 

Amogasiddhi does not exist outside, he exists within. Rigpa 
unimpededly-occurring Self-liberated, all-accomplishing wisdom 
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the entity of jealousy purified in its own place is the actual bhagavat 
Amogasiddhi. 

0 0 0 

EMAHO 

Now, listen once more fortunate only mind sons, glad and thankful, 
to this vajra song! 

When you have realized it .that way, the whole of appearance and 
existence, all of it, is a mandala showing the meaning of the books 
of oral instruction. On papers of the various red and white appear
ances124, the pen of self-arising wisdom, rigpa, writes groundless, 
primordially liberated, grasping-less letters. Having looked at these 
books in the state of non~dual appearance-emptiness, all of the 
third-order thousand worlds are a spontaneous-existence mandala. 
Their rain sprinkles the mandala with the water of things left to be 
themselves, their straight roads have the nature of the baselines laid 
out, their foot marks are the coloured sand drawing. Your body is 
the apparent-empty body of the yidam deity, your verbal expres
sions are the empty sounds of vajra recitation and your thoughts 
grasping-less self-liberated ar~ the deity's mind. Your limbs' move
ments all are prostrations, your food and drink are dharmata 
offerings. Everything apparent in form is the deity's body. All 
sounds and expressions you make are music. This is the without 
keeping, without corruption, left-to-be-itself samaya. 

For that sort of yogin, no matter what he does oral instructions 
together with development stage and samaya are completed in the 
state ofluminosity dharmata and that being so, he does not need to 
rely on the cause-and-effect conceived-endeavour dharma. 

Fortunate heart sons, the attainment of wondrous and marvellous 
siddhis quickly and without application of conceptual efforts is one 
of the special features of Great Completion! 
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If your practice turns into that kind of certainty, samsara-nirvana's 
masses of thoughts will have been purified in the primal ground like 
clouds having vanished in the state of the sky and self-knowing 
luminosity, the dharmakaya, will have been manifested like the 
sun's disk which is luminous without obscuration. Then you will be 
able to revive the dead and understand the secret125, and will tame 
migrators by showing various miracles. 

Having perfected all good qualities of the levels and paths without 
exception, those of you with the best of faculties will be liberated in 
this life, those with intermediate ones at the point of death, and 
those with inferior ones in the bardo. Having been liberated in the 
alpha purity ground, you will be perpetually seated in the inner 
expanse without disconnection from the wisdom three kayas. Then 
you will distribute the taming emanations and they will enact bene
fit for migrators uninterruptedly. 

Hold the meaning of these words in your minds and the sun of 
happiness will surely shine from within! 

The singer of this ·song of the understanding expressed here is 
Activities Abandoned Sixfold Group Self-Liberated126• By its 
virtue, may many fortunate ones to be tamed quickly purify all the 
stains of ignorance's afflicted thoughts into alpha purity's primal 
expanse, then attain the fruition in this very life! 

••• 

This "Song of the View of the. Thorough Cut of Luminosity Great 
Completion Called 'Flight of the Garuda Capable of Quickly Traversing 
All the Levels and Paths'" is based on many Great Completion trea
sures-"Introduction which Brings Naked Sight of Rigpa" by Orgyan 
Rinpoche, AJl-Knuwing's "Seven Treasuries" and "Three Chariotr" and 
his support dharmas for Great Completion "The Space Trilogy" and 
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"Billowing Clouds of An Ocean of Profound Meaning", his "Great 
Completion Dakini Quintessence", "Buddha in the Palm of the Hand", 
and so on--and ornamented with notes from my guru's foremost instruc
tions and my own experience. It was spoken to benefit the many faithful 
disciples by 1Activities Abandoned Tshogdrug Rangdrol127 • May it also 
become a cause that holds unfathomable benefit for the teaching and for 
sentient beings. 

This vajra song was roused in order to benefit all the fortU71ate ones who 
seek emancipation, so the time to sing it is when yogins are preserving the 
view. The way to sing it is contained in the words of the eminent vidya
dhara Saraha118 who said, 

Buddhas' enlightened mind is pervasively present; 
Sentient beings' rigpa is partially present; 
Making it as vast as space is the great way to tnhance it. 

According to that, making your rigpa vast as space, let go into an infinite 
reach of elevated scope, then bring this vajra song forth from the state of 
mind ness wide open and peroasively spread, and that will enhance view 
and meditation. 





A Summary of the Guidebook to the Thorough Cut 
V.ew, Flight of the Garuda, Called 

"A Key to Unravel the Treasury of the TITee 
Lineages' Instructions" 

by Ontrul Tenpa'i Wangchug 

Zhabkar Rinpoche's Song of the View of the Thurough Cut ofLumiws
iiy Great CMnpletion Called "Flight oftbe Garuda Capable of Quickly 
Traversing All the Levels and Paths" will be explained to have ·three 
parts: 

1. Prefatory_section of being virtuous at the begummg, 
2. Main part of being virtuous in the middle~ 
~.Concluding part of being virtuous at t~e end. 

I. The Prefatory Section 

1. In order to understand the meaning contained in the text; the 
title of the text is given, irl "Song of the View of the Thorough 
Cut of Luminosity Great Completion ... " · 

2 In order to remove obstacles, there is an expression of worship 
for the actual lineage gurus, in three verses beginning with 
"Namo guruvyal}.· ... " 

3. Advice is given, through shQwit)g the source of. th~ foremost 
instructions that will be presented, to ~e fortunate disciples of 
the need to trust this text, in two verses be~g with "The 
warm rays of potent blessings radiate4 from these three seven
horsed disks of knowledge and love ... " 

107 
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4. The greatness of the text itself is shown; a commitment is made 
to complete the composition and in order to do that, the ones to 
be tamed are urged to listen, in one verse beginning with ":E MA 

HO ... " 
S. Words of amazement are used to show the essence of what is to 

be expressed, in four verses beginning with "The loud sound 
"buddha" is, like the roar of" thunder, ·heard everywhere 
throughout both samsara and nirvana ... " 

2. The Main Part 

I. Determination done through the uiew 

1. Resolving the root of mind 
1. Giving the history 

1. The qy in which the meaning of all phenomena of sutra 
and tantra is contained in the key points in three verses 
and two lines, "E MA HO Fortunate sons of the family 
listen undistractedly ... " 

2. Showing that the innate character of mind is freedom 
from stains in twover~s "The pure }>rilliance which is the 
nature of the sun's essence ... " 

3. Nonetheless, if experience is not gained, the way of no 
liberation in one verse "For example, like milk is the cause 
of butter but ... " 

4. Showing that all will realize it regardless of sharpness or 
dullness of faculty in four verses "If they do practice it, all 
of them will be liberated ... " 

2. Elimination by severing the root 
1. Showing that, if mind's root is not eliminated, there will 

be not going to the authentic point in two verses and 
three lines "E MA HO Now listen once more, all you 
excellent fortunate sons ... " 

2. Resolvi~g the root by threefold arising, dwelling, and 
going in eleven verses and three lines "Thus, those who 
are going to resolve the root of mind ... " 
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3. Finding the actuality which is the absence of mind in six 
verses "E MA HO Now listen here once more, you fortunate 
sons ... " 

4. Extensively explaining the ways of samsara and nirvana's 
liberation and confusion in ten verses "E MA HO Now, listen 
once more you fortunate mind sons ... " 

5. The way of expressing the names of the tenets in five verses 
"E MA HO Now listen once more, you·fo~tunate heart 
sons ... " 

2. Rigpa introduced 
1. Synopsis in four verses and three lines "Set yourselves in 

mindness relaxed in its own place ... " 
2. Extensive Explanation 

1. Introduction to rigpa as three kayas and five wisdoms 
going from "E MA HO Now, once more, listen well sons 
of the family . . . In this self-knowing self-illumination of 
the present ... " down to "How can you complain that you 
do not know it?" 

2. The empty luminous inexpressible rigpa factor nakedly 
introduced, and the whole appearing factor having been 
recognized as its liveliness and play, all of view, 
meditation, conduct, and fruition are introduced as being 
rigpa alone in "E MA HO Now, once more, fortunate sons 
listen with respect . . . One's own mind is like the non
thing empty space ... " down to "Sever the confusion of 
clinging and attachment, heart sons!" 

3. A synopsis the method for introducing appearances as 
mind in "E MA HO Excellent mind sons of good 
fortune ... A horse not struck with a.whip ... " down to 
"Similarly, appearance, however it occurs, is empty". 

4. Everything not in accord with that to beviewed of the six 
classes of sentient beings being inade by one's own mind 
and the method for introducing all of what appears as 
mind extensively explained in "E MA HO Only sons of 
mind . . . All appearances are indefinite ... " down to "This 
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has been the introduction to the discursive thought as 
mind". 

5. Introduction to that mind of agent doing like that also 
being appearance-emptiness non-dual in "E MA HO Now, 
listen once more, all you excellent mind sons ... Even the 
buddhas did not teach that ... " down to ''This has been 
the introduction to non-dual self-liberation". 

6. Introduction to ground's rigpa and rigpa at the time of 
ground appearances both being the three kaya inseparable 
in "E MA HO Now, listen once more to this song of mine, 
a man who has abandoned activity ... " down to "And the 
enactment of benefit for migrators goes on continuously". 

7. Introduction to the five poisons being the five wisdoms in 
"E MA HO Now, listen once more to this song of mine, a 
man who has abandoned activity ... In the past you have 
been harmed ... " down to "This has been the 
introduction to the self-liberation of the five poisons". 

8. Introduction to the good and bad objects of the sixfold 
group being the great equal taste in "E MA HO Now, 
listen once more sons who are like my heart ... " down to 
''This has. been the introduction to the sixfold group self
liberating". 

9. Introduction to threefold abiding, movement, and rigpa 
being one in "E MA HO Now, once more listen well sons 
of the family . . . Set yourselves so that your minds are 
relaxed ... " down to "This has been the introduction to 
emitting and abiding being non-dual". 

1. How to gain experience, through meditation, in the ground 
uiew which has just been determined 

1. Explaining the uncontrived, left-as-it-is-primordially 
meditation 
1. Actual 

1. Showing the meditation of realizing in one taste of all 
phenomena of samsara in the great rigpa-empty 
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primordial equality in three verses and one line in "E MA 
HO Only mind sons, you who are fortunate ... " 

2. Showing the meditation of non-meditation·which is free 
of all elaboration's concept tokens hope and fear, good 
and bad, in the state of the Great Completion view in two 
verses in "In the state of Great Completion, there is no 
duality of gods and demons ... " 

2. Ancillary 
1. Assessing the extent of signs of the. path of authentic 

meditation in two verses and one line in "When you 
realize that sort of Great Completion view ... " 

2. Stopping wrong concepts which mislead into a wrong 
path of meditation in one verse and one line in "After you 
have firmly decided that everything is emptiness ... " 

3. Showing the faults and good qualities. of coming down 
and not right on the key points of introduction and 
showing the extent of having produced certainty of the 
view in seven verses in "These introductions are 
extremely important ... " 

2. Showing the way to preserve using meditation in which the 
birthplaces of dhyana are view, meditation, conduct, and 
fruition that are not kept distinct from each other 
1. Showing the birth places of dhyana in one verse in "E MA 

HO Now, once more fortunate sons of the family, listen ... 
"When you have taken in that actuality of the view ... " 

2. Explaining the left-to-be-itself method of placement for 
relaxing the three doors in three verses and one line in 
"Give up endeavours of the body and let it be natural ... " 

3. Showing the need for freedom from rational mind-made 
grasping at concept tokens in one verse in ''You cannot see 
the fact beyond rational mind using the stuff of rational 
mind ... "· 

4. Connecting to the conventions such as supreme, and 
pinnacle, and essence, and king of all view, meditation, 
conduct, and fruition in six verses and two lines in "That is 
the supreme, free of all grasped-graspingview ... " 
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5. Showing that in fact there is not separate, individual view, 
meditation, conduct, and fruition apart from elaboration
free, directly seen rigpa alone in four verses in "Since there 
is nothing to view, cast off referenced foci of the view ... " 

6. Showing that the masses of thoughts of the three times are 
like the traeeless flight of a bird in three verSes and one line 
in "A yogin's awareness is comparable to a bird's path in the 
sky ... " . 

7. Showing the key point that for all of view, meditation, 
conduct, and fruition there is no accomplishment through 
assiduous effort and that it is a liberation through un
meditated, left-to-be-itself, loose p~cement in seven verses 
and three lines in ~No matter how it shines forth, do not 
grasp at it being like that ... " 

3. Showing the meditation of uncontrived left-to-be-itself innate 
character in freed of adoption-rejection, suppression and 
furtherance 
1. Having understood that external appearances are 

primordially empty and internal grasping is primordially 
liberated, there is the meditation of having placed on~lfby 
leaving it as it is in the state of the naked rigpa factor 
without adoption-J;"ejection in two verses and three lines in 
"E MA HO Now, listen here once more, fortunate sons ... 
This own-form of appearance-emptiness without external 
object ... " 

2. Manifesting the extent of assurance over the appearing mind 
being taken into the internal space of primordially liberated 
dharmakaya in two verses and one line in· "In that state, 
whichever ideas of the thought process shine forth ... " 

3. Showing that the author of the text has himself produced 
that measure of assurance in two verses and one line in "You 
have not gone anywhere, but have arrived at the level tt a 
buddha ... " 

4. Explaining the way that the dharmata cannot be fathomed 
by mental analysis in five verses and one line in "There is 
this key point though some do not understand it ... " 
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5. The· features of the yoga of realizing what arises as 
dharmakaya in one verse in "Wherever you look, the mind 
of alpha purity great space ... , 

6. Removing obstructors and difficult places of meditation in 
seven verses in "If you ask, "Having given confusion's 
externally appearing objects ... , 

7. Explaining how that the innate character free of 
misdirection sits in two verses and one line in "In short, for 
as long as the rigpa factor ... " 

4. In the context of meditation, the baseline ·of non-mistaken 
view, meditation, conduct, and fruition and driving the nails of 
changelessness 
1. The four great dots of non-mistakenness in three verses and 

two lines in "E MA HO Now, once more fortunate sons fisten 
with respect ... The four great spotlights that unmistakenly 
illuminate are as follows ... , 

2. The four great nails of changelessness in three verses and 
one line in "The four great nails that make an unchanging 
situation as follows ... , 

3. Thewayofview, meditation, conduct, and fruition reaching 
the exhaustion point in ten verses and two lines "There are 
a vast number of differing views but ... , 

5. Showing the signs of reaching the measure of ultimate 
meditation, the way that view, meditation, conduct, and 
fruition become the inner space in four verses in "E MA HO 

Now, once more sons of the family listen well ... Iflike that, 
first you have.preserved being without distraction, then ... , 

3. Training up through conduct 

1. First, the conduct of the three. doors is put into uncontrivance, 
left to being itself in one verse in "E MA HO Stil~ sons of the 
family, please listen to me ... , 

2. All sights and sounds are identified as being like the ten 
analogies of illusion then for all types of conduct that state is 
preserved in six verses and two lines in "Seeing all visible, 
audible, and mental ... , 
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3. Showing the conduct of a variety of methods so that the 
beginner's discursive thoughts, elaboration and agitation of all 
types, goes on to self-dissolution in five verses and two lines in 
"At the time of meditating like that, many thoughts will be 
elaborated but ... " 

4. Showing the conduct which has threefold sinking, dullness, 
and darkness go on to self-dissolution in four verses and one 
line in "If there is a greater level of dullness, intensify your 
gaze and then ... " 

5. The way in which, no matter what appearing circumstances 
shine forth, obstructors are dispelled through reliance on 
conduct of equal taste taking the upper hand in five verses and 
two lines in "In particular, whatever trickery of sickness and 
dons arises ... " 

6. The way that dreams are mixed with luminosity in three verses 
in "At night-time, sleep peacefully being just as you are ... " 

7. Explaining the features of the conduct of the three doors of a 
person who has gained the full measure of assurance of 
realization in three lines in "That sort of yogin is a real sugata 
vidyadhara ... " 

4. The mode of the manifested fruition 

1. Showing that the fruition phenomena ofkayas and wisdoms 
and so forth are inherently present in rigpa itself in five verses 
and one line in "E MA HO Now, listen once more fortunate 
ones to this song of the one who has abandoned activities ... 
Vairochana does not exist outside, it exists within ... " 

2. The mode of the appearance and existence as universal purity, 
as it actually is, manifested 
1. The way that all of whatever liveliness and play of rigpa 

shines forth is an ornament of the expanse and only the 
universal purity in six verses and three lines in "E MA H 0 

Now, listen once more fortunate only mind sons, Glad and 
thankful, to this vajra song ... " 
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2. The way that threefold birth, death, and bardo are suitable 
to be liberated in three verses in "If your practice turns into 
that· kind of certainty ... " 

3. Having been liberated, the way that the aims of migrator 
sentient beings are enacted in one verse and two lines in 
"Then you will distribute the taming emanations and 
they ... " 

I. The Conclusion 

1. Dedication of the virtue for the sake of others in one verse in "By 
its virtue, may many fortunate ones to be tamed ... " 

2. The colophon which begins "This "Sqng of the View of the 
Thurough Cut of Luminosity Great Cqmpletiqn ••. " 

With the.thought to benefit oneself and others, this'WIIS'Writtm by the one 
with the name Tmpa at The Sll'fl&tUarJ of Elaboratiqn-Free Alpha 
Puritjz9. 





ENDNOTES 

1. This is the Sanskrit in the text foc "I prostrate to the guru". It 
should be "namo gurave" but this mistake is common in'Tibetan texts. 
This initial prostration is usually given in Sanskrit as a way of retaining 
the blessings of the original language of the teaching. 

2. The principal theme in this prefatory section hetded by these verses 
is enlightened being and its qualities. Enlightened being is wisdom at 
root. Its qualities can be summed up into three: knowledge, love, and 
capability. The example for wisdom is the sun and its ~ys, the sun 
being wisdom with its qualities of knowledge and love and its rays 
being the wisdom's capacity to help sentient beings atworkin'the form 
of radiated energy. 'In the verses here "seven-horsed~ is an ancient 
Indian riame for the sun, given that the sun's disk was thought to be 
drawn by seven horses. Compassionate activity is the special name· 
used foc the capability aspect as it is understood in ~e Great Comple
tion.~eaclung. For compassionate activity and migrators, see the 
glossary. The first three verses pay homage to the author's three 
principal gurus mentioned in the introduction. 

3. For fortunate, see the glossary. 

4. The special wish 8 the name foc the aspect of enlightenment mind, 
bodhicitta, that wishes above. all else that sentient beings could be 
taken to enlightenment. 

5. For kaya and three kayas, see the glossary. 
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6. One who has abandoned activities means a dharma practitioner who 
has let go of all worldly types of activity. In Quintessential Great 
Completion, it is taught that it is necessary to abandon 'all activities of 
body, speech, and mind in order to gain any significant level of 
a·~complishment. The author often refers to himself in this text as 
hiving this quality. Despite the wording in other translations, these 
words do not mean "vagabond" or "vagrant", though it is true that the 
author was a wandering yogi. 

7. For rigpa, see the glossary. 

8. For mindness, see the glossary. 

9. Primal and primordial bQth are used extensively in these explana
tions. Primal is (Skt. adi, Tib. gdod rna) meaning something in the 
very first position, the situation that comes before and is the head of all 
others, for examp~e, as in "prime minister". Primordial has a very 
similar meaning; referring to the original situation, a situation that has 
and does prevail from the outset. Thus primordially liberated means 
something which, from the very beginning has been liberated, that is 
its original situation and it will always remain that way. Thus, "primal
ly pure" means that the situation to begin with is one of purity and 
"primordially liberated" means that the content of that situation has 
been, from the outset, liberated. 

1 0. The Tibetan text says "sons" exactly and not anything else. Some 
Westerners fee.l that it should be changed but this is a translation and 
as such it is not appropriate to change its wording because of the 
whims expressed by some people in other cultures. Those who would 
continue to insist on it demonstrate a lack oflmowledge of the subtle
ties of the language used in these texts. For example, "sons" here 
4enotes those who have strength, capacity, and intelligence; it is a very 
positive statement where the use of"children" or "child" in this class 
of literature indicates the opposite. This is a text of another culture, 
one whose norms even now are very different from that of present-day 
Western culture; we should respect that and use the wording to 
understand the text as it was written, rather than attempting to sanitize 
it according to our own ideas. 
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11. "Of the family" means who karmically belong to the family or line 
of those who can be involved with this particular level of teaching. 

12. The current buddha Shakyamuni's teaching, characterized as a 
mass of eighty-four thousand teachings, is used as an example of 
buddhas' spoken teachings in general. 

13. For grasped-grasping, see the glossary. 

14. For luminosity, see the glossary. 

15. For confusion, see the glossary. 

16. For sugatagarbha, see the glossary. 

17. A cowherd in Tibet in the past has no education at all. 

18. Sugar here and elsewhere i~ .the text is the Tibetan word "bu ram" 
which originally meant the sweet juice of sugar-cane, a drink very 
popular in India. In Tibet over time it came. to refer to all degrees of 
unrefined sugar, starting with the juice itself, going to various forms of 
molasses and treacle, and ending up with raw sugar. 

19. The distance between the sky and the earth is very great according 
to Tibetan culture because the sky and earth are regarded as two· 
different things that never come into contact with each other, ·any-
where. . 

2 0. "The authentic" is one of many names for reality. Reality is none 
other than one's own, innate mindness which is characterizecl here as 
luminosity. 

21. For key point, see the glossary. 

22. Tibetan medicine considers that a human comes from the union of 
the subtle elements of the parents, the white vitality of the father and 
the red blood vitality of the mother. The sperm and egg are outer 
manifestations of these more subtle substances. 

2 3. Object faculties are the faculties for each of the six senses. 

24. For discursive thought, see the glossary. 
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25. "Oeared-out empty state" is a practitioner's approach to empti
ness; it means a state of being empty which has had all the thought
stuff of dualistic mind cleared out from it. 

26. "Identification of things" refers to the process of samsaric mind in 
which phenomena are known through a process of identifying them 
with labels. The labelled phenomena are then solidified as "things". 

27. Any explanation given to you, the practitioner, by someone else 
that says your mind is empty is dry because it comes without your own 
experience. That is not helpful; what is needed is your own direct 
experience of mind being empty. 

28. Again, identified refers to the process of samsaric mind in which a 
phenomenon is picked out using concept. 

29. Note that, since emptiness is being emphasized here, it is empty 
movement and enipty appearance. The first member of these types of 
pairs always indicates which member of the pair is the most important 
in the discussion at hand This is true throughout the book. 

30. Having investigated mind and found that it has no source, dwelling 
place, or final destination, there is the supreme discovery of its not 
being findable and, with that, it is understood that the coming and 
going called "mind" in fact is empty appearance. With that, one has 
gone past mind and arrived at mind's nature, also called mindness. 
The qualities of "this mindness" which you have just discovered 
through personal experience will now be described. 

31. For shine forth, see the glossary. 

32. For without stoppage, unstopped, and stoppage less, all of whih 
have the same meaning, see the glossary. 

33. Tib. sa ler gnas. The term "sa le" or "clearly" is unique to 
Mahamudra and Great Completion presentations of the nature of 
mind It means that the mindness, the nature of mind, from its own 
side, sits there presenting itself fully and clearly just as it is. If we are 
obscured, we might not see it clearly but this term is specifically 
indicating how it sits from its own side and is also indicating that there 
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is no increase or decrease of this from its own side-it is always 
presenting itself fully and clearly, just as it is. 

34 .. For actuality, see the glossary. 

35. In ancient cultures it was thought that a clear crystal, for example 
a quartz prism, possessed internal lights of the fi'V'e colours that were 
made evident externally when the rays of the sun struck the crystal. 
This understanding is key to understanding this example, an example 
used consistently in these teachings. 

36. For wisdom, see the glossary. Rigpa can come out either as 
wisdom or ignorance. The name "rigpa wisdom" is used to indicate 
rigpa of the wisdom side. "Life wind" is an unusual term here, nor
mally this process is simply described using the term "wind". The 
explanation ofits use is that this is the very force of rigpa wisdom, like 
the life-wind that keeps sentient beings alive. 

3 7. For field realms, see the glossary. 

38. For own appearance, see the glossary. 

39. For alpha purity, see the glossary. 

40. For offput, see the glossary. 

41. Tib. thorn me ba. In colloquial usage, this term is used to indicate 
those moments when one has lost track of what one is doing, one 
"loses it" for a period and just blanks out, not knowing what one is 
doing. 

42. For awareness, see the glossary. 

43. This is the second level of ignorance. Once the fundamental co;. 
emergent ignorance (which actually is co-emergent no-rigpa) is in 
place, it is fortified by the production of a mind that only deals in 
concepts. This is known with the name given here in the text. As the 
next line says, we are now firmly entrenched in the dualistic mind of 
samsara. 

44. For latencies, see the glossary. 
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45. The 1/Jwminator Tibetan-English Dictionary gives: "water wheel: a. 
device from ancient India that was used to carry water to a higher level; 
the equivalent of« modem-day pump. One form of the device was 
used for raising water from a 'well and had buckets strung along a rope, 
these buckets would be driven around and arourid up and down, 
swinging all over the place, during the operation of the device. This 
was then used as a metaphor for sentient beings being pushed around 
helplessly all over cyclic existence by karma. A water wheel is for 
example, the wheel of a mill driven by water; it just goes around and 
around and cannot do anything else." 

46. All-Knowing in this text always refers to All-Knowing Longchen 
Rabjam. The text mentioned is one of his seven Treasuries. 

4 7. nrthika is a name coined by the Buddha for followers of other 
religions in his time. Although the name is usually translated as "non
buddhist", there is more meaning to it than that. The term means 
"those who, because they have undertaken a spiritual journey even if 
it is not a true journey, have arrived at the beginning of the journey 
across the ocean of samsara". It has a lot of kindness to it. The point 
here is that people such as the Hindus called the mind "the atman" 
meaning the eternal self. 

48. For dharmadhatu, see the glossary. 

49:For alaya, see the glossary. 

50. For common awareness, see the glossary. 

51. In this section he has gone through many levels of view, starting 
with the lowest-that of common, worldly people who think of mind 
as "1"-and going all the way up to the view ofinnermost unsurpassed 
Great Completion, which he, beginning with this line, will now 
explicitly show. 

52. Clearly present here and in the next line is the Tibetan term "sal 
le" described in a previous note. 

53. Tib. hrig ge ba. This and the term clearly present are very similar. 
This term has the sense that it is, from its own_ side, vividly present, as 
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though the rigpa is standing up and showing itself to you. 

54. For third order world, see the glossary. 

55. Meaning it will be impossible for him to find so much as the name 
buddha apart from his own mindness which has just been pointed out. 

56. Factual introduction means an ititroduction which leads the 
disciples direcdy to the fact of one's own mind beyond dualistic un
derstanding. We are now past the point of the p~eliminary introduc
tions and have reached the main part in which the state of actuality 
beyond dualistic mind is entered direcdy. 

57. For shining forth, see the glossary. 

58. Luminosity in the case of mind refers to its ability to-know.· In the 
example of the mirror, it is the mirror's fundamental quality of being 
able to make things visible. 

59. Where Vairochana means "appearing in all different ways", Ak
shobyavajra means "immutable", Amitabha means "boundless light", 
Ratnasambhava means ''jewel source of all", and Amoghasiddhi IIleans 
"all-accomplishing acts". Kaya in each case means the collective aspect 
of self-arising rigpa which behaves in that way. 

60. For liveliness, see the glossary. 

61. "Setting yourself just so" in Tibetan is called the Chogzhag. 
approach; for Chogzhag, see the glossary. · · 

62. Here again, "thing" means a conceived of thing, so this is referring 
to space free of concepts. 

63. Note thatluminosity is a metaphor for knowing. 

64. For transparency, see the glossary. 

65. There are a number of phrases like ~bandonment-adoption and 
rejection-acceptance which in English sound as though they_refer to 
the same thing. However, each of these pairs has i~ own specific use 
and meaning and because of that, they are translated in a consistent 
way throughout the text so that the reader can gain the full meaning 
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intended. Abandonment-adoption (lib. spangs blang) is a standard 
phrase that refers specifically to following the proscriptions and 
prescriptions of the Buddha's formal dharma teaching which are often 
summed up in the form of vowed behaviour. Rejection and acceptance 
has a more general meaning of giving up on whatever is generally bad 
for oneself as a human and taking up whatever is good. The common 
thread is that concepts of "this is good" and "this is bad" have been set 
in place in either case, concepts which enforce a dualistic approach to 
the path to enlightenment in particular and to human living in generaL 
This Great Completion teaching deals only in unification in which 
these approaches that belong to and enforce a dualistic approach have 
been set aside. 

66. Appearance and existence, meaning all of the appearing container 
worlds and all of the contained being existing in them, is one of several 
standard phrases. used to sum up the entirety of samsara and nirvana. 

67. For elaboration, see the glossary. 

68. Tib cho 'phruL This term has several connotations. It means 
something which has been produced using some sort of magic or 
trickery and which in itself creates a false sense of existence in mind 
It could equally be translated as "con jury", "trickery", "gadgetry". I 
have translated it as trickery throughout this book because that fits best 
with its usage here. 

69. For floaters, see the glossary. 

70. For fictional, see the. glossary. 

71. Here nature means "a solid, self-existing nature". 

72. Devaputra was one of Shakyamuni Buddha's disciples. This 
conversation is recorded in the sutras. Tlm>ughout the remainder of 
this section there are a number of statements marked with "It was 
taught" or the like. These are extracts from various sutras and in one 
case from a tantra. He uses them here to lend the weight of the 
Buddha's own statements to what he is presenting. 

73. For Capable One, see the glossary. 
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74. The beings of the transient hells have a birth fora dayorsoofour 
time in which they believe that they are trapped in a door, pillar, 
etcetera, and suffer greatly for it. The 4oor, pillar, or what have you 
is their own projection and is sufficiently strong that it is seen as such 
by the humans of our world 

7 5. The third order world system in which we humans reside was given 
the name Endurance by Shakyamuni Buddha because, he explained, 
the beings in it have the quality of enduring suffering. The Buddha 
also spoke of its cosmic location, for example, in the quote from the 
sutras mentioned here. 

7 6. Samantabhadra, in the innermost unsurpa~ed Great Completion 
tantras, explained the good qualities of a person who has reached the 
third-Rigpa Reaching it Measure-of the four appearances, which are 
the states of Direct Crossing practice. 

77. The meaning of assurance is not the same as confidence. Assur
ance in these teachings means that one knows, through perscinal and 
direct experience hom of practice, that it is so, and because of that, one 
is assured of one's capabilities because of it, just as a bird is not merely 
copfident of flying but is assured of flying because of the capabilities 
it has developed with its bird-type body. 

78. When speaking of all appearances, they are often characterized, as 
they are here, by visual sights and audible sounds. Of course, appear
ance includes the appearances of all senses-which for humans and 
animals number six. The reason then for mentioning olilyvisible and 
audible phenomena ~s that these are the ones primarily known by 
humans. If you examine your own experience you will see that you are 
mainly occupied with sights and sounds and the smells, tastes, touches, 
and mentally known phenomena make up less of your sensed appear
ance. Thus, on reading phrases like "sights and sounds" or "visible and 
audible phenomena" understand that it in fact means all phenomena 
of the senses. 

79. For preserve, see the glossary. 

80. The bad migrations are the hell, preta, and animal realms. 
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81. For mara, see the glossary. 

82 For concept tokens, see the glossary. 

83. For rational mind, see the glossary. 

84. A cut off emptiness is one which is empty only and has no relation 
to any other quality such as knowing or appearance. Blankness (Tib. 
had po) specifically refers to a mistaken state of meditation in which 
the meditator, in trying to achieve emptiness, falls into a blank state of 
dualistic mind in which the luminous or knowing factor is absent. 
Blankness has not even transcended dualistic mind and is a very serious 
mistake in meditation. 

85. According to most learned people that I have spoken with, this 
topic is one of the most difficult to comprehend topics of Great 
Completion. Longchenpa explains it at length in the first vajra topic 
of his Meaning of the W ord.r Treasury but it remains conceptually very 
difficult to fathom. 

86. Never any meeting and parting it is always exactlythatwaywithout 
any change of degree. In other words, it is a ground situation in which 
things are primordially so, rather than a path situation. 

87. Where it is the ground A unique feature of this Great Completion 
teaching is that ground and ground appearances are two distinct 
pliases. 

88. "This agent" mentioned at this point in all of these verses means 
the mind as opposed to the object at which the delusion has been 
directed which is what he discusses first in each case. 

89. Thorough Cut is practised in three steps: introduction, training, 
and finalization. 

90. Avina is a stringed instrument of ancient India, similar to a lute but 
with a very long neck. 

91. In ancient Indian cosmology there were not only kings who 
controlled areas on this earth but kings who controlled cosmic do
mains. These kings were called Chakravartins, meaning that they hold 
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a wheel which is a sign of their governance. There are four levels of 
these kings. The lowest level controls a first order thousand world 
domain, which is comprised of one Mt. Meru system and four conti
nents. This sort of king, even though he is the lowest of the four, has 
fantastic,- in the true sense of the word, enjoyments, far beyond the 
enjoyments. of our world 

92. The five precious substances are gold, silver, pearl, cora~ and 
mumen. Mumen is a semi-precious stone of the same chemicalfamily 
as sapphire. Sometimes it is used to mean sapphire, as is the case here. 

93. The sixfold group is the set of sense consciousnesses of humans as 
a whole. 

94. Applying water to wool makes it manageable. 

95. One's being is tamed simply by realizing the view. This ieads to 
the meditation-which is generally characterized a5 having the three 
qualities. mentioned-being aroused. With that, compassion and love 
for all migrators is effortlessly produced, and the conduct has .been 
gained. Thus, through the view, the meditation and conduct are 
automatically produced All of this is part of the special character of 
Great Completion. 

96. Here, introduction does not mean "these introductions· .... " 
referred to a little bit above. Here, it means the introduction to the 
nature of mind, which is the necessary feature of entering into this 
path. The introduction to the nature of mind was covered in one of 
the earlier songs. 

97. "Without subtraction or addition" means that there is no need to 
change anything-no· need to remove something seen to be un
necessary and no need to add something seen to be missirig. 

98. "A focus" is a concept which dualistic mind is taking as its refer
ence point. 

99. For referenced, see referencing in the glossary. The state of Great 
Completion is an open state because the pollution of concepts has been 
removed. This is carefree, not subject to the usual controls that come 
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with the biasses of conceptual mind. Moreover, it is a state of trans
parency, meaning that the totality ofthe view is seen because there are 
no obscuring concepts; such a state of transparency is allowed to do as 
it wishes, because there is not need to control it. 

100. For contrivance's spoilage, see the glossary. Dualistic mind is 
always a contrived situation and that contrivance causes spoilage of the 
innate wisdom. 

101. For vacillatory foci, see the glossary. 

102. For suppression and furtherance, see the glossary. 

103. Where it continues to refer to the naked state of rigpa mentioned 
a little above. 

104. For dharmata, see the glossary. 

1 0 S. Mental analysis refers to the process ci dualistic mental investiga
tion, examination, and so on. It always involves elaboration, so it is 
always the opposite of rigpa. · 

106. This line is composed of what are called "experiential terms" 
whose use evokes direct experience of what is being discussed. In this 
line it is something like "freely moving and dancing and staying 
without inhibition, sitting there as itself without anything interrupting 
th.at view of it, an evanescent uncatchable experience, which is there 
like that but which leaves no trace as it goes about being itself. There 
are several lines like this in the text. All of them are very beautiful and 
evoke a precise experience at the same tit\te; unfortunately there are 
simply no English equivalents. The next line points out that this rigpa 
being itself like that is the great state evenness in which all phenomena 
appear without any conceptual biasses whatsoever but are equal in 
being ~pty. 

107. These two lines likewise are filled with experiential terms. The 
image being painted is very similar to the idea of cosmic noise. The 
stuff of the thinking process,. if not covered over with dualistic grasp
ing, is like blaring cosmic static and the way to approach that is to 
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understand that all ofrigpa's offput or output is nothing other than the 
shifting events of the dharmata. 

108. For shifting events, see the glossary. 

109. Can-do meditation is meditation done by someone who is 
convinced that they personally can push through and do the medita
tion. 

11 0. Existence here means samsaric existence. 

111. Emitting and withdrawing refers to the process of thinking
thoughts are first emitted and then withdrawn again. Rigpa can either 
be producing thoughts or not producing them and these two situations 
are dealt with here in that order. The second situation is .called 
abiding. 

112. For dhyana see the glossary. The dhyana of the gods referS to the 
deep states of absorption that sustain the god-like existences of the 
form and formless realms. 

113. The actual term translated by spotlight is "thig". This referred 
in ancient Indian culture to a round and luminous sph~re. The closest 
thing in current Western culture is a spotlight that Shows up· the 
matter under scrutiny, illuminating it so fully that it is· unmistakably 
and clearly seen. These are fuur SpOt lights that highlight four specific 
issues, illuminating them so thoroughly that there ean .be no mistake 
over the meaning. 

114. For complete purity, see the glossary. 

liS. For complexion, see the glossary. 

116. For dons, see the glossary. Obstructors are anything that gets in 
the way of practice. Elementals are spirits who are strongly attached 
to the elements, for example, a spirit that prefers to live near water; 
unless appeased they can get in t!te way of practice. 

117. It is very commo~ in Tibet fur people each day to send some 
money to the afternoon assembly of monks with a request that certain 
mantras or sutras, etcetera, be recited in order to remove whatever 
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problem is ailing them that day. This is saying not to take such a 
cheap approach. 

118. Productive grove is a general name for all areas where the vegeta
tion produces something useful. 

119. Making one's dwelling at the foot of a single tree in a forest and 
not moving to another location then staying seated in meditation is 
one of the twelve ascetic acts of Buddhist monks. 

120. T~is line refers to the upper beings who are the guests of a feast. 

121. These are other beings with whom you have a karmic debt that 
will result in harm or death to you when it ripens. 

122. For dons, see the glossary. Obstructors are anything that gets. in 
the way of practice. Elementals are spirits who are strongly attached 
to the elements, for example, a spirit that prefers to live near water; 
unless appeased they can get in the way of practice. 

12 3. For the spelling ofVajrasatva, see sattva and sa tva in the glossary. 

124. Red and white appetirances are the two kinds of appearances that 
occur based on the red and white elements of the subtle body. 

125. Where the secret is the teachings of the Vajra Vehicle. 

12(). The name ofTshogdrug Rangdrol 

127. The numeral seven is not a mistake. This is a sign used in 
Tibetan literature to indicate the greatness of someone. It means that 
the person is considered to have the Seven Noble One's Riches, a set 
of good qualities of a noble being which were set forth by the Buddha 
in the teachings of the sutras. 

17 8. Saraha is generally put as one of the greatMahamudra yogins of 
ancient India. However, he is regarded as the greatest of the eighty
four siddhas and so is also courited as a vidyadhara in this system. 

129. This was written by Tenpa'i Wangchug one of his two monas
teries. 
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Actuality, Tib. gnas lugs: A key term in both sutra and tantra and one 
of a pair of terms, the other being "apparent reality" (Tib. snang 
lugs). The two terms are used when determining the reality of a 
situation. The actuality of any given situation is how (lugs) the 
situation actuality sits or is present (gnas); the apparent reality is 
how (lugs) any given situation appears (snang) to an observer. 
Something could appear in many different ways, depending on the 
circumstances at the time and on the being perceiving it but, 
regardless of those circumstances, it will always have its own 
actuality of how it really is. The term actuality is frequently used 
in Mahamudra and Great Completion teachings to mean the 
fundament~ reality of any given phenomenon or situation before 
any deluded mind alters it and makes it appear differendy. 

Affliction, Skt. kldha, Tib. nyon mongs: This term is usually translated 
as emotion or disturbing emotion, etcetera, but the Buddha was 
very specific about the meaning of this word 'When the Buddha 
referred to the emotions, meaning a movement of mind, he did 
not refer to them as such but called them "kldha" in Sanskrit, 
meaning exactly "affliction". It is a basic part of the Buddhist 
teaching that emotions afflict beings, giving them probiems at the 
time and causing more problems in the future. 

Alaya, Skt. alaya, Tib. k:un gzhi: This term, if translated, is usually 
translated as all-base or thereabouts. It is a Sanskrit term that 
means a range that un<ferlies and forms a basis for something else. 
In Buddhist teaching, it means a particular level of mind that sits 
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beneath all other levels of mind. However, it is used in several 
different ways in the Buddhist teaching and changes to a different 
meaning in each case. In the Great Completion teachings, an 
important distinction is made between alaya alone and alaya 
consc10usness. 

All-Knowing One, Tib. kun mkhyen: Every century in Tibet, there were 
just a few people who seemed to know everything so were given 
the title~ All-Knowing One". One of them was Longchen Rabjam 
and throughout this text All-Knowing One always refers to him. 
Moreover, of all the All-Knowing ones, Longchenpa was regarded 
as the greatest, ~erefore, he is also frequently referred to as the 
"great" or"greatest" All-Knowing One. Note that" All-Knowing" 
does not mean "omniscient one" even though it is often translated 
that way. 

Alpha purity, Tib. ka dag: A Great Completion term meaning purity 
that is there from the first, that is, primordial purity. There are 
many terms in Buddhism that express the notion of "primordial 
purity" but this one is unique to the Great Completion teaching. 
The term "alpha purity" matches the Tibetan term both literally 
and in meaning. 

Alteration, altered: Same as contrivance q.v. 

Assurance, Tib. gdeng~ Although often translated as confidence, this 
term means assurance with all of the extra meaning conveyed by 
that term. A bird might be confident of its ability to fly but more 
than that, it has the. assurance that it will not fall to the ground 
because of knowing that it has wings and the training to use them. 
Similarly, a person might be confident that he could liberate the 
afflictions but not be assured of doing so because of lack of train
ing or other causes. However, a person who has accumulated the 
causes to be able to liberate afflictions is assured of the ability to 

do so. 

Awareness, Skt. jfia, Tib. shes pa. "Awareness" is always used in our 
translations to mean the basic knower of mind or, as Buddhist 
teaching itself defines it, "a general term for any registering 
mind", whether dualistic or non-dualistic. Hence, it is used for 
both samsaric and nirvanic situations; for example, consciousness 
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(lib. "mam par shes pa") is a dualistic form of awareness, whereas 
rigpa, wisdom (Tib. "ye shes"), and so on are non-dualistic forms 
of awareness. See rigpa i~ the glossary for more. 

It is noteworthy that the key term "rigpa:" is often mistakenly 
translated as "awareness", even though it is not merely an aware
ness; this creates considerable confusion amongst practitioners of 
the highertantras who are misled by it. 

Bardo, Tib. bar do: Literally, "interval" or "in-between place". The 
general teachings of Buddhism teach this as the interval between 
one life and the next. However, Nature Great Completion teaches 
that the cycle of samsaric life consists of four intervals, with the 
interval between lives consisting of two of the four. 

Becomins, Skt. bhavana, Tib. srid pa: This is another name for s~aric 
existen<;e. Beings in samsara have a samsaric existence but, more 
than that, they are constandy in a state of beooming-becoming 
this type of being or that type of being in this abode or that, as 
they are driven along without choice by the karmic process that 
drives samsaric existence. 

Bodhfscatua: A bodhisatva is a person who has ·engendered the 
· bodhichitta, ·enlightenment niind, and, with that as a basiS, has 

undertaken .the path to the enlightenment of a truly complete 
buddha specifically for the welfare of other beings. Note that, 
despite the common appearance of "bodhisattva" in Western 
books on Buddhism, the Tibetan tradition has steadfastly main
tained since the time of the earliest translations that the correct 
spelling is bodhisatva; see under satva and sattva. 

CGpGble One, Skt. muni, Tib. thub pa: The term "muni" as for example 
in "Shakyamum" has long been thought to mean "sage" because 
of an entry in Monier-Williams ex<;ellent Sanskrit-English dictio
nary. In fact, it has beeQ. used by many Indian religions since the 
times of ancient India to mean in general, a religious practitioner 
"one who could do it", one :who has made progress on a spiritual 
path and thereby become able to restrain his three doors away 
from non-virtue and affliction. 

Chog Zhag, Tib. cog bzhag: The teaching on four Chog Zhag is part of 
the Thorough Cut teaching of Great Completion. The four Chog 
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Zhag are four ways of being in which the practitioner has put 
himself "chog zhag", meaning "set just so". The fom: are moun
tain, ocean, appearances, and rigpa. They show the way of being 
that is taught in the Thorough Cut prac1:ice; they can be used as an 
introduction to that practice but also to give profound instruction 
on the details of the practice. 

Clarity or Illumination, Skt. vara, Tib. gsal ba: This term should be 
understood as an abbreviation of the Tibetan term, '"od gsal ba", 
which is translated with luminosity q.v. Clarity is not another 
factor of mind distinct from luminosity but merely a convenient 
abbreviation in both Indian and Tibetan dharma language for 
luminosity. 

Clinging, Tib. zhen pa: In Buddhism, this term refers specifically to the 
twofold process of dualistic' mind mis-taking things that are not 
true, not pur!!, as true, pure, etcetera and then, because of seeing 
them as highly desirable even though they are not, attaching itself 
to or clinging to those things. This type of clinging acts as a kind 
of glue that keeps a person joined to the unsatisfactory things of 
cyclic existence because of mistakenly seeing them as desirable. 

Convnon awareness, Tib. tha ~al gyi shes pa: One of several path terins 
used to indicate mind's essence. It is equivalent to "mindness" and 
"rigpa". These terms are used by practitioners as a code word for 
their own, personal experience of the essence of mind. These 
words are secret because of the power they are connected with and 
should be kept that way. 

This term is often referred to as "ordinary mind", a term that was 
established by Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche for his students. 
However, there are two problems with that word. Firstly, "tha 
mal" does not mean "ordinary". It means the awareness which is 
common to all parts of samsaric mind and also which is common 
to all beings. It is glossed in writings on Mahamudra to mean 
"nature". In other words, it refers to that part of mind which, 
being common to all events of mind, is its nature. This is well 
attested to in the writings of the Kagyu forefathers. Secondly, this 
is not "mind", given that mind is used to mean the dualistic mind 
ofbeings in cyclic existence. Rather this is "shes pa", the most 
general term for all kinds of awareness. 
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Compclssiomte octiuity, Tib. thugs rje: This does not mean compassion
ate activity in general. Rather, it is a specific term of the most pro
found level of teachings of Mahamudra and Great Completion. 
These teachings describe innate wisdom as having three character
istics. The third characteristic is this compassionate activity. It 
refers to the fact that wisdom spontaneously does whatever needs 
to be done, throughout all reaches of time and space, ~or all 
beings. Although it includes the word "compassion!' in its name, 
it is more primordial than that. It is the dynamic quality of en
lightenment which choicelessly, ceaselessly, spontaneously, and 
pervasively acts to benefit others. The term is often used in 
discussions of Great Completion and essence Mahamudra. 

Complete purity, mam dag: This term refers to thequalityof a buddha's 
mind, which is completely pure compared to a sentient being's 
mind The mind of a being in samsara has its primordially pure 
nature covered over by the muck of dualistic mind. If the being 
practises correcdy, the impurity can be removed and mind can be 
returned to its original state of complete purity. 

Complexion, Tib. mdangs: In both Mahamudra ~nd Great Compl~tion 
there is the general term "gdangs" meaning what is given off or 
emitted by something in genera~ for example the sound given off 
by a loudspeaker or what the empty factor of mind emits. The 
Mahamudra teaching does not distinguish between "gdangs" and 
"mdangs" but the Great Completion teaching does. ~ Great 
.Completion, this term has the more refined meaning of the 
"complexion" or "lustre" of thing. In this teacJting, there is the 
"gdangs" offput or output of the empty aspect of mind in gener~ 
but there is also the more subde "mdangs" complexion or lustre 
which is an aspect of the offput or output of that emptinesS~ 

Conceiued effort, conceiued endeooour, Tib. rtsol ba: In Buddhism, this 
terni usually does not merely mean effort but has the specific 
connotation of effort of dualistic mind. In that case, it is effort 
that is produced by and functions specifically within the context of 
dualistic concept. For example, the term· "mindfulness with effort" 
specifically means "a type of mindfulness that is occurring within 
the context of dualistic mind and its various operations".· The 
term "effortless" is often used in Mahamudra and Great Comple-
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tion to mean a way of being. in which dualistic mind has been 
abandoned and, therefore, in which there is none. of the striving of 
ordinary people. . 

Concept fohns, Tib. mtshan ma: This is the technical name for the 
structures or concepts which function as the words of conceptual 
mind's language. For example, a table seen in Adirect visual 
perception will have no concept tokens involved with knowing it. 
However, when thought becomes involved and there is the 
thought "table" in an inferential or conceptual perception of the 
table, the name-tag "table" will be used to reference the table and 
that name tag is the concept token. 

Although we usually reference phenomena via these concepts, the 
phenomena are not the dualistically referenced things we think of 
them as being. The actual fact of the phenomena is quite different 
from the concept tokens used to discursively think about them and 
is known by ~isdom rather than concept-based mind. Therefore, 
this term is often used in Buddhist literature to signify that samsar
ic mind is involved rather than non-dualistic wisdom. 

Confusion, Tib. 'khrul pa: In Buddhism, this term mostly refers to the 
fundamental confusion of taking things the wrong way that 
happens because of fundamental ignorance, although it can also 
have the more general meaning of having lots of thoughts and 

· · being confused about it. In the first case, it is defined like this 
"Confusion is the appearance to rational mind of something being 
present when it is not" and refers, for example, to seeing an object, 
such as a table, as being truly present, when in fact it is present 
only as mere, interdependent appearance. · 

Contriumlce, contrioed, Tib. bcos pa: A term meaning that something 
has been altered from its native state. 

Cyclic existence: See under samsara. 

Dhdrltlddhdtu, Skt. dharmadhatu, Tib. chos k:yi dbyings: This is the 
name for the range or basic space in which all dharmas, meaning 
all phenomena, come into being. If a flower bed is the place where 
flowers grow and are found, the dharmadhatu is the dharma or 
phenomena bed in which all phenomena come into being and are 
found The term is used in all levels of Buddhist teaching with 
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that b~is meaning but the explanation ofi t becomes more pr<r. 
found as the teaching becomes more profound. In Great Comple
tion and Mahamudra, it is the all-pervading sphere of luminosity
wisdom, given that ~uminosity is where pheno~ena arise an~ that 
the luminosity is none other than wisdom. · · 

DhdrmGkdfld, Skt. dharmakaya, Tib. chos sku: In the general teachings 
of Buddhism, this refers to the mind of a buddha, with "dharma" 
meaning reality and "kaya" meaning body. In the Thorough Cut 
practice of Great Completion it additionally has the special 
meaning ofbeing the means by which one rapidly imposes libera
tion on oneself. 

DhdrmGtG, Skt. dharmata, Tib. chos nyid: This is a general term 
meaning the way that something is, and can be applied to anything 
at all; it is similar in meaning to "actuality" q. v. For example, the 
dharmata of water is wetness and the dharmata pf the becoming 
bardo is a place where beings are in a samsaric, or becoming mode, 
prior to entering a nature bardo. It is used frequently in Tibetan 
Buddhism to mean "the dharmata of reality" but that is a specific 
case of the much larger meaning of the term. To read texts which 
use this term successfully, one has to understand thatthe term has 
a general meaning and then see how that applies in context. 

Df¥mG, Skt. .dhyana, Tib. bsam gtan: A Sanskrit term technically 
meaning all types of mental absorption. Mental absorptions culti
vated in the human realm generally result in births in the form 
realms which are deep forms of concentration in themselves. The 
practices of mental absorption done in the human realm and the 
godly existences of the form realm that result from them both ~e 
named "dhyana". The Buddha repeatedly ·pointed ·out that the 
dhyanas were a side-track to emancipation from cyclic existence. 

In a more general way, the term also means meditation in general 
where one is concentrating on something as a way of developing 
oneself spiritually. Texts on Great Completion often use the word 
in this sense when making the point that attempts to meditate on 
anything are the very opposite of the Great Completion practice 
and will inevitably keep the practitioner within samsara. 
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Direct Crossing, Tib. thod rgal: The name of one of the two main 
practices of the innermost level of Great Completion. The other 
one is Thorough Cut q. v. 

Discursioe thought, Skt. vikalpa, Tib. rnam rtog: This means more than 
just the superficial thought that is heard as a voice in the head. It 
includes the entirety of conceptual process that arises due to mind 
contacting any object of any of the senses. The Sanskrit and 
Tibetan literally mean "(dualistic) thought (that arises from the 
mind wandering among the) various (superficies q. v. perceived in 
the doors of the senses)". 

Don(s), Tib. gdon: A general term for any kind of negative force that 
hits a person and brings trouble. It could be any external or 
internal thing that causes trouble. A good way to· think of it is 
"negative influence" or "negative force". 

Effort, Conceioed. effort, Tib. rtsol ba: In Buddhism, this term usually 
does not merely mean effort but has the specific connotation of 
effort of dualistic mind. In that case, it is effort that is produced 
by and functions specifically within the context of dualistic con
cept. For example, the term "mindfulness with effort" specifically 
means "a type of mindfulness that is occurring within the context 
of dualistic mind and its various operations". The term "effort
less" is often used in Mahamudra and Great Completion to mean 
a way of being in which dualistic mind has been abandoned and, 
therefore, has with it none of the effort of dualistic mind. 

Elaboration, Tib. spro ba: This is a general name for what is given off 
by dualistic mind as it goes about its conceptual process. In 
general, elaborations prevent a person from seeing emptiness 
directly. Freedom from elaborations implies direct sight of 
emptiness. 

Entitg, Tib. ngo bo: The entity of something is just exactly what that 
thing is. In English we would often simply say "thing" rather than 
entity. However, in Buddhism, "thing" has a very specific mean
ing rather than the general meaning that it has in English.. It has 
become common to translate this term as "essence". However, in 
most cases "entity", meaning what a thing is rather than an essence 
of that thing, is the correct translation for this term. 
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Equipoise and post-attainment, Tib. mnyam bzhag and rjes thob: Al
though often called "meditation and post-meditation", the actual 
term is "equipoise and post-attainment". There is great meaning 
in the actual wording which is lost by the looser translation. 

Expressions, Tib. brjod pa: According to Sanskrit and Tibetan grammar 
following it, expressions refers to mental and verbal expressions. 
Thus, for example, the phrase seen in translation of "word, 
thought, and expression" is mistaken. The phrase is actually 
"expressions mental" and verbal". 

Expanse, Skt. dhatu, Tib. dbyings: A Sanskrit term with over twenty 
meanings. Many of those mea'nings are also present iri the Ti
betan equivalent. In the Vajra Vehicle teachings it is used as a 
replacement for the teim emptiness that conveys a non-theoretical 
sense of the experience of emptiness. VVhen used this way, it has 
the sense "expanse" because emptiness is. experienced as an ex-
panse in which all pheno~ena appear. . 

Fact, Skt. artha, Tib. don: "Fact" is that knowledge of an object that 
occurs to the surface of mind It is not the object but what the 
mind understands as the object. 

Fictional, Skt. sarp.vrti, Tib .. kun rdzob: This term is paired with the 
term "superfactl,lal" q.v. Until now these two terms have been 
translated as "relative" and "absolute" but these translations are 
nothing like the original terms. These terms are extremely 
important in the Buddhist teaching so it is ·very impottari.t that 
they be corrected, but more than that, if the actual meaning: ·of 
these terms is not presented, then the teaching connected with 
them cannot be understood. 

The Sanskrit term samvrti means a deliberate invention, a fiction, 
a' hoax. It refers to the mind of. ignorance whi~h, because.ofbeing 
obscured and so not seeing suchness, is not true but a fiction. The 
things that appear to that ignorance are therefore fictional. 
Nonetheless, the beings who live in this ignorance believe that the 
things that appear to them through~ filter of ignorance are true, 
are real. Therefore, these beings live in fictional truth. 

Fictional and superfactual: Fictional and superfactual are our greatly 
improved translations for "relative" and "absolute" respectively. 
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Briefly,. the original Sanskrit word for fiction means a deliberately 
produced fiction and refers to the world· projected by a mind 
controlled by ignorance. The original word for superfact means 
"that superior fact that appears on the surface of the mind of a 
noble one who has transcended samsara" and refers to reality seen 
as it actually is. Relative and absolute do not convey this nieanihg 
at a11· and, when they are used, the meaning being presented is 
simply lost. 

field, field refilm, Tib. zhing, zhing khams: Thi~ term is often trans
lated "buddha field" though there is no "buddha" in the term. 
There are many different types of "fields" in both samsara and 
nirvana. Thus there are fields that belong to enlightenment and 
ones that belong to ignorance. Moreover, just as there are 
"realms" of samsara-desire, form, and· formless-so there are 
realms of nirvana-the fields dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, and 
nirmanakaya and these are therefore called "field realms". 

finalitg obtained, Tib. gtan pa thob ba: the path of a the Thorough Cut 
practitioner proceeds in a three step process of introduction, 
followed by training, followed by attaining finality. This term is 
sometimes translated as stability but that does not capture the full 
meaning. The original term means that one has gone to the point 
where the whole training is finalized; it has been taken to the 
definitive point. 

fiue kagas: See under kaya. 

fiue paths, Tib.lam lnga: In the Prajfiaparamita teachings of the Great 
Vehicle, the Buddha explained the entire Buddhist jom:ney as a set 
of five paths called the paths of accumulation, connection, seeing, 
cultivation, and no more training. The first four paths are part of 
journeying to enlightenment; the fifth path is that one has actually 
arrived and has no more training to undergo. There are a set of 
five paths that describe the journey of the Lesser Vehicle and a set 
of five paths that describe the journey of the Greater Vehicle. The 
names are the same in each case but the details of what is accom
plished at each stage are different. 

floaters, Tib. rab rib: This term has usually been mistakenly translated 
as "cataracts". It is the medical te~ for eye5 wltha disease known 
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as Muscaria voltmte in Western ophthalmplo~ . The disease is 
common to a large portion of the world's population and has the 
common term "floaters" given to it by. the Jiledical profession. 
Almost anyone who looks out at a clear source of light.will see 
grey threads, sometimes twisted, sometimes straight, floating in 
the field of vision. When an eye is moved, because the gel of the 
eye shifts, the floaters ~n seem to be like hairs falling through the 
.field ()f vision and so are sometimes called "falling hairs" .. They 
seem to be "out there" when in fact they are shadows being·.cast on 
the retina by fissures in the gel inside the eye. The point is that 
they seem real when in fact they are an aberration produced by an 
illness of the eye. ' 

Focus, foci, Tib. gtad so: A focus is a particular issue that rational mind 
is focussing on. Sometimes this term is used to infer the presence 
of dualistic mind. 

foremost instruction, Skt. upade5ha, nb. man ngag: There are several 
types of instruction mentioned in Buddhist literature: there is the 
general level of instruction which is #te meaning contained in the 
words of the texts of the tradition; on a .more personal and direct 
level there is oral instruction which has been passed down from 
teacher to student from the time of the buddha; and on the most 
profound level there are foremost instructions which are not only 
oral instructions provided by one's guru but are special, core 
instructions· that come out of personal experience and which 
convey the teaching concisely and with the full weight of personal 
experience. Foremost instructions or upadesha are crucial to the 
Vajra Vehicle because these are the special way of passing on the 
profound instructions needed for the student's realization. 

fortune, fortUJNJte person, Tib. skal ldan: To meet with any given 
dharma teaching, a person must have accumulated the karmic 
fortune needed foc such a rare opportunity, and this kind of person 
is then called "a fortunate one" or "fortunate person". This term 
is especially used in the Vajra Vehicle, whose teachings and 
practices are generally very hard to meet with. 

Grasped-grasping, Tib. gzung 'dzin: When mind is turned outwardly as 
it is in the normal operation of dualistic mind, it has developed 
two faces thatappear simultaneously. Special names are given to 
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these two faces: mind appearing in the form of the external object 
being referenced is called "that which is grasped". and mind 
appearing in the form of the consciousness that is registering it is 
called the "grasper" or "grasping" of it. Thus, there is the pair of 
terms "grasped-grasper" or "grasped-grasping". \Vhen these two 
terms are used, it alerts one to the fact that a Mind Only style of 
presentation is being discussed. This pair of terms pervades Mind 
Only, Middle Way, and tantric writings and is exceptionally 
important in all of them. 

Note that one could substitute the word "apprehended" for 
"grasped" and "apprehender" for "grasper" or "grasping" and that 
would reflect one connotation of the original Indian terminology. 
The solidified duality of grasped and grasper is nothing but an 
·invention of dualistic thought; it has that kind of character or 
characteristic. 

Ground, Tib. gzhi: This is the first member of the formulation of 
ground, path, and fruition. Ground, path, and fruition is the way 
that the teachings of the path of oral instruction belonging to the 
Vajra Vehicle are presented to students. Ground refers to the 
basic situation as it is. 

Ignorance, Skt. avidya, Tib. marigpa: Rigpaq.v. is a key term in these 
discussions. It refers to the enlightened kind of knowing. Its 
opposite, not-rigpa, which refers to the unenlightened way of 
knowing, is equally important. As it says in theAbhidharmakosha, 
"not-rigpa is not merely a discordance with rigpa but is its very 
opposite". N ot-rigpa· is usually translated as ignorance though this 
has the great fault in Great Completion discussions that it masks 
the all-important relationship between rigpa and not-rigpa. 

Innate, Tib. gnyug rna: This is a standard term of the higher tantras 
used to mean the inner situation of samsaric mind, which is its in
dwelling or innate wisdom. 

Introduction and To Introduce, Tib. ngos sprad and ngos sprod pa 
respectively: This pair of terms is usually translated today as 
"pointing out" and "to point out" but this is a mistake that has, 
unfortunately, become entrenched The terms are the standard 
terms used in day to day life for the situation in which one person 
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introduces another person to someone or something.· They are 
.the exact same words as our English "introduction" and "to 
introduce". 

In the Vajra Vehicle, these terms are specifically used for the 
situation in which one person introduces another person to the 
nature of his own mind. There is a term in Tibetan for "pointing 
out", but that term is never used for this purpose because in this 
case no one points out anything. Rather, a person is introduced by 
another person to a part of himself that he has forgotten about. 

Kag!Ju, Tib. bka' brgyud: There are four main schools of Buddhism in 
Tibet-Nyingma, Kagyu, Sakya, and Gelug. Nyingma is the 
oldest school dating from about 800 C. E. Kagyu and Sakya both 
appeared in the 12th century C.E. Each of these three sc~ools 
came directly from India. The Gelug school came later and did 
not come directly froni India but came from the other three. The 
Nyingma school holds the tantric teachings called Great Comple
tion (Dzogchen); the other three schools hold the tantric teachings 
called Mahamudra. Kagyu practitioners often join Nyingma 
practice with their Kagyu practice and Kagyu teachers ofteri teach 
both, so it is common to hear about Kagyu and Nyingma together; 

Ka!Ja, Skt. kaya, Tib. sku: The Sanskrit term means a func?onal or 
coherent. collection of parts, similar to the French ~corps", and 
hence also comes to mean "a body". It is used in Tibetan Buddhist 
texts specifically to distinguish bodies belonging to the enlight
ened side from ones belonging to the samsaric side. 

Enlightened being in Buddhism is said to be comprised of one or 
more kayas. It is most commonly explained to consist of one, two, 
three, four, or five kayas, though it is pointed out that there are 
infinite aspects to enlightened being and therefore it can also be 
said to consist of an infinite number of kayas. In fact, these 
descriptions of enlightened being consisting of one or more kayas 
are given for the sake of understanding what is beyond conceptual 
understanding so should not be taken as absolute statements. 

The most common description of enlightened being is that it is 
comprised of three kayas: dharma, sambhoga, and nirmanakayas. 
Briefly stated, the dharmakaya is the body of truth, the sambhoga-
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kaya is the body replete with the good qualities of enlightenment, 
and the nirmanakaya is the body manifested into the worlds of 
samsara and nirvana to ben~fit beings. 

Dharmakaya refers to that aspect of enlightened being in which 
the being sees the truth for himself and, in doing so, fulfilS his own 
needs for enlightenment. The dharmakaya is purely mind, with
out form. The reltlaining two bodies are summed up under the 
heading of rupakayas or form bodies manifested specifically to 
fulfil the needs of all un-enlightened beings. "Sambhogakaya" has 
been mostly translated as "body of enjoyment" or "body of 
rapture" but it is clearly stated in Buddhist texts on the subject that 
the name refers to a ~tuation replete with what is usefu~ that is, to 
the fact that the sambhogakaya contains all of the good qualities 
of enlightenment as needed to benefit sentient beings. The 
sambhogakaya is extremely subtle and not accessible by most 
sentient beings; the ninnanakaya is a coarser manifestation which 
can reach sentient beings in many ways. Nirmanakaya should not 
b.e thought of as a physical body but as the capability to express 
enlightened being in whatever way is needed throughout all the 
different worlds of sentient beings. Thus, as much as it appears as 
a supreme buddha who showS the dharma to beings, it also appears 
as anything needed within sentient beings worlds to give them 
assistance. 

The three kayas of enlightened being is taught in all levels of 
Buddhist teaching. It is especially important in Great Completion 
and is taught there in a unique and very profound way. 

Keg points, Tib. gnad: Key points are those places in one's being that 
one works, like pressing buttons, in order to get some desired 
effect. For example, in meditation, .there are key points of the 
body; by adjusting those key po~nts, the mind is brought closer to 

reality and the meditation is thus assisted. 

In gener~ this term is used in Buddhist meditation instruction but 
it is, in particular, part of the special vocabulary of the Great 
Completion teachings. Overall, the Great Completion teachings 
are given as a series of key points that must be attended to in order 
to bring forth the various realizations of the path. 
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Knower, Tib. ha go ba: "Knower" is a generic term for that which 
knows. There are many typeS of knower, with each having its own 
qualities and name, too. For· example, wisdom il! a non-dualistic 

. knower, mind is the dualistic samsaric version of it, amsciormuss 
refers to the individual "registers" of samsaric .:rund, and so on. 
~metimes a term is needed which simply says·"that which knows" 
without further implication of what kind ofknowing it might be. 
Knower is one of a few terms of that sort. 

Latency, Skt. visani, Tib. bag chags: The original Sanskrit has the 
meaning exactly of "latency". The Tibetan term translates that 
inexactly with "something sitting there (lib. chags) within the 
environment of mind (lib. bag)". Although it has become popular 
to translate this term into English with "habitual pattern", that is 
not its meaning. The term refers to a karmic seed that has been 
imprinted on the mindstream and is present there as a latency, 
ready and waiting to come into manifestation. 

Left to be itself, Tib. rang babs bzhag: An important term in Mahamu
dra and Great Completion which refers to the basic style of 
meditation in these systems. It has the same ~eaning as uncon
trived resting but instead of saying "without contrivance" it says 
"left as it naturally is". It means that the resting is not made up, 
forced or produced but allowed to happen of itself. 

Uueliness, Tib. rtSal: A key term in both Mahimudra and Great Com
pleti_on. The term is sometimes translated ~ "display" or "ex
pression" but neither are correct. The primary meaning .is the 
ability of something to express itself but in use, the' actual expres
sion of that ability is also included. Thus, in English it would not 
be "expression" but "expressivity" but that is too dry. This term 
is not at all dry; it is talking about the life of something and how 
that life comes into expression; "liveliness" fits the meaning of the 
original term very wefl. 

Luminosity or illumiiiiJOOn, Skt. prabhasvara, Tib. 'od gsal ba: The core 
of mind has two aspects: ali emptiness factor and a knowing factor. 
The Buddha and many Indian religious teachers used "luminosity" 
as a metaphor for the knowing quality of the core of mind. If in 
English we would say"Mind has a knowing quality", the teachers 
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of ancient India would say, "Mind has an illuminative quality; it is 
like a source oflight which illuminates what it knows". 

This term been translated as "clear light" but that is a mistake that 
comes from not understanding the etymology of the word. It does 
not refer to a light that has the quality of clearness (something that 
makes no sense, actually!) but to the illuminative property which 
is the nature of the empty mind. · 

Note also ·that in both Sanskrit and Tibetan Buddhist literature, 
this term is frequently abbreviated just to Skt. "vara" and Tib. 
"gsal ba" with no change of m~ning. U nfortlinately, this has been 
thought to be another word and it has then been translated with 
"clarity", when in fact it is just this term in abbreviation. 

Maha Ati, ~kt. mahati, Tib. shin tu chen po: Mahii Ati or Ati Yoga is 
the name of the ninth and last of the nine vehicles taught in the 
Nyingma system of nine vehicles. The name "ati" literally means 
that it is the vehicle a tthe end of the sequence of all other vehicles. 
It is not only the final vehicle at the end of the sequence but the 
peak of all vehicles given that it presents reality more directly than 
any of the vehicles below it. It is therefore also called the king of 
vehicles. 

"Mahiisa:ridhi"-"Dzogpa Chenpo" in the Tibetan language and 
. "Great Completion" in the English language-is the name of the 
teachings on reality contained in the Maha Ati vehicle and also of 
the reality itself. Great Completion and Maha Ati are often used 
interchangeably even through their references are slightly differ
ent. See Great Completion in the ·glossary for more. 

Mahamudra~ Skt. mahiimudri, Tib. phyag rgya chen po: Mahamudra 
is the name of a set of ultimate teachings oil reality and also of the 
reality itself.· This is explained at length in the book Gmnpopa's 
Mahamudra: The Five-Part Mahamudra of the Kagyus by Tony 
Duff, published by Padma Karpo Translation.Committee, 2008, 
ISBN: 978-9937-2-0607-5 .. 

Mara, Skt. mara, Tib. bdud: A Sans.krit term closely related to the word 
"death" .. Buddha spoke of fo~ classes of extremely negative 
influences that have the capacity to drag a sentient being deep into 
samsara. They are the "maras" or "kiss of death": of having a 
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samsaric set of five skandhas; of having afflictions; of death itself, 
and of the son of gods, which means being seduced and taken in 
totally by sensuality. 

Migrator, Tib. 'gro ba: Migrator is one of several terms that were 
commonly used by the Buddha to mean "sentient being". It shows 
sentient beings from the perspective of their constantly being 
forced to go here and there from one rebirth to another by the 
power of karma. They are like fli~ caught in a jar, constantly 
buzzing back a_nd forth. The term is often translated using 
"beings" which is another general term for sentient beings but 
doing so-loses the meaning entirely: Buddhist authors who know 
the tradition do not use the ·word loosely but use it specifically to 
give the sense of beings who are constantly an~ helplessly going 
from one birth to another, and that is how the term should be 
read. The term "six migrators refers to the ~types of migrators 
within samsaric existence-hell-beings, pretas, animals, humans, 
demi-gods, and gods. 

Mfnd, Skt. chitta, Tib. sems: There are several terms for mind in the 
Buddhist tradition, each with its own, specific meaning. This term 
is the most general term for the -samsaric type of inind. It refers to 
the type of mind that is produced because of fundamental igno
rance of enlightened mind. Whereas the wisdom of enlightened 
mind lacks all complexity and knows in a non-dualistic way, this 
mind of un-enlightenment is a very complicated apparatus that 
only ever knows in a dualistic way. 

The Mahamudra and Great Completion teachings use the teims 
"entity of mind" and "mind's entity" to refer to what this compli
cated, samsaric mind is at core-the enlightened form of mind. 

Mindfulness, Skt. smpti, Tib. dran pa: A particular mental event, one. 
that has the ability to keep mind on its object. Together with 
alertness, it is one of the two causes of developing shamatha. See 
under alertness for an explanation. 

Mindness, Skt. chittati, Tib. sems nyid: Mindness is a specific term of 
the tantras. It is one of many terms meaning the essence of mind 
or the nature of mind. It conveys the sense of"whatmindis at its 
very core". It has sometimes been translated as "mind itself' but 
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that is a misunderstanding of the Tibetan word "nyid". The term 
does not mean "that thing mind" where mind refers to dualistic 
mind. Rather, it means the very core of dualistic mind, what mind 
is at root, without all of the dualistic baggage. 

Mindness is a path term. It refers to exactly the same thing as 
"actuality" or "actuality of mind" which is a ground term but does 
so from the practitioner's perspective. It conveys the sense to a 
practitioner that he has baggage of dualistic mind that has not yet 
been purified butthatthereis a core to that mind that he can work 
with. 

Muni: See under capable one. 

Nail, Tib. gzer: Nail is used to mean an instruction or a procedure by 
which a particular point of understanding or realization is "peg
ged" or "pinned" down so that it does notleave the practitioner's 
experience. 

Nature Great Completion, Tib. rang bzhin rdzogs pa chen po: This is 
one of several names for Great Completion that emphasizes the 
path aspect of Great Completion. It is not "natural great comple
tion" nor is it "the true nature Great Completion" as commonly 
seen. In terms of grammar, the first term is the noun "nature" not 
the adjective "natural". In terms of meaning, the noun nature is 
used because it refers to the nature aspect in particular of the three 
characteristics of the essence of mind-entity, nature, and un
stopped compassionate activity-used to describe Great Comple
tion as experienced by the practitioner. Thus, this name refers to 
the approach taken by Great Completion and does not refer at all 
to Great Completion being a "natural" practice or its being 
connected with a "natural reality" or any of the many other, 
incorrect meanings that arise from the mistaken translation 
"natural Great Completion". 

Noble one, Skt. arya, Tib. 'phags pa: In Buddhism, a noble one is a 
being who has become spiritually advanced to the point that he has 
passed beyond cyclic existence. According to the Buddha, the 
beings in cyclic existence were ordinary beings, spiritual common
ers, and the beings who had passed beyond it were special, the 
nobility. 
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Not stopped, Tib. ma 'gags pa: An important path term in the teaching 
of both Mahamudra and Great Completion. There are two ways 
to explain this term: theoretically and from a practice perspective. 
The following explanation is of the latter type. The ~ore of mind 
has two parts-emptiness and luminosity-which are in fact 
unified so must come that way in practice. However, a practitio
ner who is still on the path will fall into one extreme or the other 
and thatre$ults in "stoppage" of the expression of the luminosity. 
When emptiness and luminosity are unified in practice, there is no 
stoppage of the expression of the luminosity that comes from 
having fallen into one extreme or the other. Thus "non-stopped 
luminosity" is a term that indicates that there is the luminosity 
with all of its appearance yet that luminosity, for the practitioner, 
is not mistaken, is not stopped off. "Stopped luminosity" is an 
experience like luminosity but in which the appearances have, at 
least to some extent, not been mixed with emptiness. 

Offput, Tib. gdangs: Offput is a general term for that which is given off 
by something,. for example, the sound that comes from a loud
speaker. In Mahamudra and Great Completion, it refers to what 
is given off by the emptiness factor of the essence of mind. 
Emptiness is the empty condition of the essence of mind, like 
space. However, that emptiness has liveliness which comes off the 
emptiness as compassion and all the othe~ qualities of enlightened 
mind, and, equally, all the apparatus of dualistic mind. All of this 
is called its offput. Note that the Great Completion teachings 
have a sj>ecial word that is a more refined version of this term; see 
under complexion for that. · 

Own Appearance, Tib. rang snang: This is regarded as one of the more 
difficult terms to explain within Buddhist philosophy. It does not 
mean "self-appearance" in the sense of something coming into 
appearance of itself. Suffice it to say that it refers to a situation 
that is making its own appearances in accord with its own situa
tion. 

Poisons, Tib. dug: In Buddhism, poison ~s a general term for the 
afflictions. For samsaric beings, the afflictions are poisonous 
things which harm them. The Buddha most commonly spoke of 
the three poisons, which are the principal afflictions of desire, 
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aggression, and ignorance. He also spoke of "the five poisons" 
which is a slightly longer enumeration of the principal afflictions: 
desire, aggression, delusion, pride, and jealousy. 

Preserue, Tib. skyong ba: An important term in both Mahamudra and 
Great Completion. In general, it means to defend, protect, 
nurture, maintain. In the higher tantras ·it means to keep some
thing just as it is, to nurture that something so that it stays and is 
not lost. Also, in the higher tantras, it is often used in reference to 
preserving the state where the state is some particular state of 
being. Because of this, the phrase "preserve the state" is an 
important instruction in the higher tantras. 

Primal Guardian, Skt. adinatha, Tib. gdod ma'i mgon po: Primal 
Guardian protector is one of many names for the primal state of 
enlightenment innate to each person personified as the g;uardian 
who in Nyingma tradition is Samantabhadra and in new transla
tion schools is Great Vajradhara. 

Rational mind, Tib. blo: Rational mind is one of several terms for mind 
hi Buddhist terminology. It specifically refers to a mind that 
judges this against that. With rare exception it is used to refer to 

samsaric mind, given that samsaric mind only works in the dualis
tic mode of comparing this versus that. Because of this, the term 
is mostly used in a pejorative sense to point out samsaric mind as 
opposed to an enlightened type of mind. 

The Gelugpa tradition does have a positive use for this mind and 
their documents will sometimes use this term in a positive sense; 
they claim that a buddha has an enlightened type of this mind. 
That is not wrong; one could refer to the ability of a buddha's 
wisdom to make a distinction between this and that with the term 
"rational mind". However, the Kagyu and Nyingma traditions in 
their Mahamudra and Great Completion teachings, reserve this 
term for the dualistic mind In their teachings, it is the villain, so 
to speak, which needs to be removed from the practitioner's being 
in order to obtain enlightenment. 

This term has been commonly translated simply as "mind" but 
that fails to identify this term properly and leaves it confused with 
the many other words that are also translated simply as "mind". 
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It is not just another mind but is specifically the sort of mind that 
creates. the situation of this and that (ratio in Latin) and hence, at 
least in the teachings ofKagyu and Nyingma, upholds the duality 
of samsara. In that case, it is the very opposite of the essence of 
mind. Thus, this is a key term which should be noted and not just 
glossed over as "mind". 

Realization, Tib. rtogs pa: Realization has a very specific meaning: it 
refers to correct knowledge that has been gained in such a way that 
the knowledge does not abate. There are two important points 
here. Firstly, realization is not absolute. It refers to the removal 
of obscurations, one at a time. Each time that a practitioner 
removes an obscuration, he gains a realization because of it. 
Therefore, there are as many levels of realization as there are 
obscurations. ·Maitreya, in the Ornament of Manifest Realizations, 
shows how the removal of the various obscu~tions that go with 
each of the three realms of samsaric existence produces realization. 

Secondly, realization is stable or, as the Tibetan wording says, 
"unchanging". As Guru Rinpoche pointed out, "Intellectual 
knowledge is like a patch, it drops away; experiences on the path 
are temporary, they evaporate like mist; realization is unchang
ing". 

Aspecial usage of"realization" is found in the Essence Mahamu
dra and Great Completion teachings. There, realization is the 
term used to describe what happens at the moment when mind
ness is actually met during either introduction to or self-recogni
tion of mindness. It is called realization because, in that glimpse, 
one actually directly sees the innate wisdom mind The realization 
has not been stabilized but it is realization. 

Referencing, Tib. dmigs pa: This is the name for the process in which 
dualistic mind references an actual object by using a conceptual 
token instead of the actual object. The term referencing implies 
the presence of dualistic mind and the term non-referencing or 
without reference implies the presence of non-dualistic wisdom. 

Rigpa, Tib. rig pa: This is the singularly most important term in the 
whole of Great Completion and Mahamudra. In particular, it is 
the key word of all words in the Great Completion system of the 
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Thorough Cut. Rigpa literally means to know in the sense of "I 
see!" It is used at all levels of meaning from the coarsest everyday 
sense of knowing something to the deepest sense of knowing 
something as presented in the system of Thorough Cut. The 
system of Thorough Cut uses this term in a very special sense, 
though it still retains ~ts basic meaning of "to know". To translate 
it as "awareness", which is common practice today, is a poor 
practice; there are many kinds of awareness but there is only one 
rigpa and besides, rigpa is substantially more than just awareness. 
Since this is such an important term and since it lacks an equiva
lent in English, I choose not to translate it. 

This is the term used to indicate enlightened mind as experienced 
by the practitioner on the path of these practices. The term itself 
specifically refers to the dynamic knowing quality of mind. It 
absolutely does not mean a simple registering, as implied by the 
word "awareness" which unfortunately is often used to translate 
this term. There is no word in English that exactly matches it, 
though the idea of "seeing" or "insight on the spot'' is very close. 
Proof of this is found in the fact that the original Sanskrit term 
"vidya" is actually the root of all words in English that start with 
"vid" and mean "to see", for example, "video", "vision", and so on. 
Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche, who was particular skilled at getting 
Tibetan words into English, also stated that this term rigpa really 
did not have a good equivalent in English, though he thought that 
"insight" was the closest. My own conclusion after hearing 
extensive teaching on it is that rigpa is best left untranslated. Note 
that rigpa has both noun and verb forms. 

Samsara, Skt. satpSara, Tib. 'khor ba: This is the most general name for 
the type of existence in which sentient beings live. It refers to the 
fact that they continue on from one existence to another, always 
within the enclosure of births that are produced by ignorance and 
experienced as unsatisfactory. The original Sanskrit means to be 
constantly going about, here and there. The Tibetan term literally 
means "cycling", because of which it is frequently translated into 
English with "cyclic existence" though that is not quite the mean
ing of the term. 
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Satua and sattua: According to the Tibetan tradition established at the 
time of the great translation work done at Samye under the watch 
of Padmasambhava not to mention the one hundred and sixty
three of the greatest Buddhist scholars of Sanskrit -speaking India, 
there is a difference of meaning between the Sanskrit terms "satva" 
and "sativa", with satva meaning "an heroic kind of being" and 
"sattva" ineaning simply "a being". · According to the Tibetan 
tradition established under the advice of the Indian scholars 
mentioned above, satva is correct for the words Vajrasatva and 
bodhisatva, whereas sattva is correct for the words samayasattva, 
samadhisattva, and jiianasattva, and is also used alone to refer to 
any or all of these three satvas. 

Shifting euents, Tib. yo lang: This refers to the events of a practitioner's 
life being seen as the shifting events of the dharmakaya. The 
dharmakaya has an outpouring of display which comes out not as 
a nice, rationally-ordered experience but as the random and 
higgledy-piggledy events experienced by the practitioner of that 
state. 

Shine forth,· shining forth, Tib. shar ba: This term means "to dawn" or 
"to come forth into visibility" either in the outer physical world or 
in the inner world of mind. 

It is heavily used in texts on meditation to indicate the process of 
something coming forth into mind. There are other terms with 
this specific meaning but most of them also imply the process of 
dawning within a samsaric mind. "Shine forth" is speeial because 
it does not have that restricted meaning; it refers to the process of 
something dawning in any type of mind, un-enlightened and 
enlightened. It is an important term for the higher tantras of 
Mahamudra and Great Completion texts where there is a great 
need to refer to the simple fact of something dawning in mind 
especially in enlightened mind but also in un-enlightened mind. 

In the Tibetan language, this term stands out and immediateiy 
conveys the meaning explained above. There are words in English 
like "to appear" that might seem easier to read than "shine forth", 
but they do not stand out and catch th~ attention sufficiently. 
Moreover, terms such as "appear" accurately translate other 
Tibetan terms which specifically indicate an un-enlightened 
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context or a certain type of sensory appearance, so they do not 
convey the meaning of this term. There will be many times where 
this term's specific meaning of something occurring in any type of 
mind is crucial to a full understanding of the expression under 
consideration. For example, "shining-forth liberation" means that 
some content of mind, such as a thought, comes forth in either un
enlightened or enlightened mind, and that, on coming forth, is 
liberated there in that mind 

State, Tib. ngang: This is a key term in Mahamudra and Great Com
pletion. Unfortunately it is often not translated and in so doing 
much meaning is lost. Alternatively, it is often translated as 
"within"whichisincorrect. The term means a "state". A state is 
a certain, ongoing situation. In Buddhist meditation in general, 
there are various states that a practitioner has to enter and remain 
in as part of developing the meditation. 

Stoppageless, Tib. 'gag pa med pa: This is a key term in Mahamudra 
and Great Completion. It is usually translated as "unceasing" but 
this is a different verb. It refers to the situation in which one thing 
is not being stopped by another thing. It means "not stopped", 
"without stoppage", "not blocked and prevented by something 
else" that is, stoppageless. The verb form associated with it is "not 
stopped" q.v. It is used in relation to the practice of luminosity. 
A stoppageless luminosity is the actual state of reality and what the 
practitioner has to aim for. At the beginning of the practice, a 
practitioner's experience of luminosity will usually not be 
stoppageless but with stoppages. 

Stopped, Tib. 'gags pa: See under not-stopped and stoppageless. 

Sugatagarbha, Tib. bde war gshegs pa'i snying po: This is a Sanskrit 
term literally meaning "the birthplace of those who go to bliss" 
and used as a name for the buddha nature. The buddha nature is 
the potential that we all have which allows us to go to the state of 
enlightenment, the blissful state beyond all the unsatisfactoriness 
of normal existence. Sugatagarbha has the same basic meaning as 
tathagatagarbha though its use indicates a more practical way of 
talking whereas tathagatagarbha is more theoretical. A discussion 
which uses the term sugatagarbha is one that is talking about the 
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practical realities of an essence that can be oris being developed 
into enlightened being. 

Suppression and furtherance, Tib. dgag sgrub: SuppreSsion and further
ance is the term used to express the way that dualistic mind 
approaches the path to enlightenment. In that case, some states of 
mind are regarded as ones to be discarded, so the practitioner 
takes the approach of attempting to suppress or stop them, and 
some are regarded as ones to be developed, so the practitioner 
takes the approach of trying to go further with and develop them. 
These two poles represent the way that dualistic mind always 
works with itself. Thorough Cut pract~ce goes beyond that 
duality. 

The nature, Tib. rang bzhin: The nature is one of the three characteris
tics-entity, nature, and un-stopped compassionate activity-of 
the core of mind.· Using this term emphasizes that the empty 
entity does have a nature. In other words, its use explicitly shows 
that the core of mind is not merely empty. If you ask "Well, what 
is that nature like?" The answer is that it is luminosity, it is 
wisdom. 

Third-order thousandfold world system, Tib. stonggsum 'jigrten: Indian 
cosmology has for its smallest cosmic unit a single Mt. Meru with 
four continents type of world system; an analogy might be a single 
planetary system like our solar system. One thousand of those 
makes a first order thousandfold world system; an analogy might 
be a galaxy. One thousand of those makes a second order 
thousandfold world system; an analogy might be a region of space 
with many galaxies. One thousand of those makes a third-order 
thousandfold world system (1000 raised to the power 3); an 
analogy would be one whole universe like ours. The Buddha said 
that there were countless numbers of third-order thousandfold 
world systems, each of which would be roughly equivalent to a 
universe like ours. 

Thorough Cut, Tib. khregs chod: The innermost level of Great Com
pletion has two main practices, the first called Thregcho which 
literally translates as Thorough Cut and the second called Thogal 
which translates as Direct Crossing. The meaning of Thorough 
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Cut has been misunderstood. The meaning is clearly explained in 
the Illuminator Tibetan-English Dictionary: 

Thorough Cut is a practice that slices through the solidi
fication produced by rational mind as it grasps at a per
ceived object and perceiving subject. It is done in order to 
get to the underlyingrealitywhich is always present in the 
core of mind and which is called Alpha Purity in this 
system of teachings. For this reason, Thorough Cut is 
also known as Alpha Purity Thorough Cut. 

The etymology of the word is explained in the Great Completion 
teachings either as ~~~·c.r or ~~·~~·c.r. In either case, the 
term~·c.r is "a cut"; there are all sorts of different "cuts" and this 
is one of them. Then, in the case of ~~r~·c.r, ~~· is an 
adverb modifying the verb "to cut" and has the meaning of making 
the cut fully, completely. It is traditionally explained with the 
example of slicing off a finger. A finger could be sliced with a 
sharp knife such that the cut was not quite complete and the cut 
off portion was left hanging. Alternatively, it could be sliced 
through i~ one, decisive movement such that the finger was 
completely and definitely severed. That kind of thorough cut is 
what is meant here. In the case of ~~~·c.r, the term~~~ is 
as an adverb that has the meaning of something that is doubtless, 
of something that is unquestionably so. A translation based on the 
first explanation would be "Thorough Cut" and on the second 
would be "Decisive Cut". 

Other translations that have been put forward for this term are: 
"Cutting Resistance" and "Cutting Solidity". Both are grammati
cally incorrect. Further, the name "Cutting Resistance" is made 
on the basis of students expressing resistance to practice and the 
like, but that is not the meaning intended. Similarly, the name 
Cutting Solidity comes from not understanding that th~ term~ 
(khregs) has both old and new meanings; the newer meaning of 
"solid", "solidity" does not apply because the term Thorough Cut 
was put into use in the time of Padmasambhava when only the old 
meaningof~"F·was in use. The term means that the practitioner 
of this system cuts decisively through rational mind, regardless of 
its degree of solidity, so as to arrive directly at the essence of mind. 
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Tlree kcagcas; See under kaya. 

Tmnspcarencg, Tib. zang thal: This term belongs to the unique vocabu-
. lary of Great Completion. It has two connotations: that some
thing is seen directly, in direct perception; and that it is seen with 
full visibility because there is no agent obscuring the view of it. 
The term is used to indicate that rigpa is truly present for the 
practitioner. Luminosity when it is the rigpa of the enlightened 
side and not the not-rigpa, usually translated as ignorance, of the 
samsaric side, has transparency or, we could say, full visibility, as 
one of its qualities precisely because it has none of the factors of 
mind as such in it, which would ol>scure it. Transparency means 
that the rigpa is in full view: it really is rigpa seen in direct percep
tion and it is without rational mind so it is seen without any of the 
obscuring factors that would make it less than immediately and 
fully visible. 

Unaltered or uncortriued, Tib. rna bcos pa: This term is the opposite of 
altered and contrived. It refers to something which has not been 
altered from its native state; something which has been left just as 
it is. 

~llcatorg foci, Tib. gza' gtad: This term is twice pejorative. The word 
"vacillatory" refers to a process of hovering around a subject, 
seeing it from this angle and that angle because of vacillating over 
how it really is. "Focus" means that rational mind takes one of the 
possible angles and settles on that For example, in. the process of 
resting in the essence of mind, there can be the fault of not leaving 
rational mind but staying within in it and thinking, "Yes, this is the 
essence of mind" or "No, this is not it. It is that". Each of those 
is a vacillatory focus. Any vacillatory focus implies that the 
practitioner has not left rational mind and so is not in rigpa. 

Wisdom, Skt~ jfiana, Tib. ye shes: This is a fruition term that refers to 
the kind of mind, the kind of knower possessed by a buddha. 
Sentient beings do have this kind of knower but it is covered over 
by a very complex apparatus for knowing, dualistic mind If they 
practise the path to buddhahood, they will leave behind their 
obscuration and return to having this kind of knower. 
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The Sanskrit term has the sense of knowing in the most simple 
and immediate way. This sort of knowing is present at the core of 
every being's mind Therefore, the Tibetans called it "the particu
lar type of awareness which is there primordi;illy". Because of the 
Tibetan wording it has often been called "primordial wisdom" in 
English translations, but that goes too far; it is just "wisdom" in 
the sense of the most fundamental knowing possible. 



SUPPORTS FOR STUDY 

I have been encouraged over the years by all of my teachers. to pass 
on the knowledge I have accumulated in ·a lifetime dedicated to 
study and practice, primarily in the Tibetan tradition of Buddhism. 
On the one hand, they have encouraged me to teach~ On the other, 
they are concerned that, while many general books on Buddhism 
have been and are being published, there are fevi books that present 
the a~tual texts of the tradition. Therefore they;toget~er with~ 
number of major figures in the Buddhist book publishing world, 
have also encouraged me to translate and publish high quality 
translations of individual texts of the tradition. 

My teachers always remark with great appreciation on the extraor
dinary amount of teaching that I have heard in this life. It allows 
for highly informed, accurate translations of a sort not Wiually seen; 
Briefly, I spent the 1970's studying, practising, then ~eachll1g the. 
Gelugpa system at Chenrezig Institute, Australia,· where. I ~as. a 
founding member and also the first Australian to. be·ord~incfd a:s ·a 
monk in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition. In i 980, I ~ove(fto the 
United States to study, at the feet of the Vidyadhara Chogyiun 
Trungpa Rinpoche. I stayed in his Vajradhatu community, now 
called Shambhala, where I studied and practised all 'the Karma 
Kagyu, Nyingma, and Shambhala teachings being presented there 
and was a senior member of the Nalanda Transhltion Committee. 
After the vidyadhara's nirvana, I moved in 1992 to Nepal, where I 
have been continuously involved with the study, practise, traJ.?-Sla-
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tion, and teaching of the Kagyu system and especially of the Nying
ma system of Great Completion. In recent years, I have spent 
extended times in Tibet with the greatest living Tibetan masters of 
Great Completion, .receiving very pure transmissions of the ulti
mate levels of this teaching directly in Tibetan and practising them 
there in retreat. In that way, I have studied and practised exten
sively not in one Tibetan tradition as is usually done, but in three 
of the four Tibetan traditions-Gelug, Kagyu, and Nyingma-and 
also in the Theravada tradition, too. 

With that as a basis, I have taken a comprehensive and long term 
approach to the work of translation. For any language, one first 
must have the lettering needed to write the language. Therefore, 
as a member of the Nalanda Translation Committee, I spent some 
years in the 1980's making Tibetan word-processing software and 
high-quality Tibetan fonts. After that, reliable lexical works are 
needed. Therefore, during the 1990's I spent some years writing 
the Illuminator Tibetan-English Dictionary and a set of treatises on 
Tibetan grammar, preparing a variety of key Tibetan reference 
works needed for the study and translation of Tibetan Buddhist 
texts, and giving our Tibetan software the tools needed to translate 
and research Tibetan texts. During this time, I also translated full
time for various Tibetan gurus and ran the Drukpa Kagyu Heritage 
Project-at the time the largest project in Asia for the preservation 
ofTibetan Buddhist texts. With the dictionaries, grammar texts, 
and specialized software in place, and a wealth of knowledge, I 
turned my attention in the year 2000 to the translation and publica
tion of important texts of Tibetan Buddhist literature. 

Padma Karpo Translation Committee (PKTC) was set up to 
provide a hom~ for the translation and publication work. The 
committee focusses on producing books containing the best of 
Tibetan literature, and, especially, books that meet the needs of 
practitioners. At the time of writing, PKTC has published a wide 
range of books that, collectively, make a complete program of study 
for those practising Tibetan Buddhism, and especially for those 
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interested in the higher tantras. All in all, you will find many books 
both free and for sale on the PKTC web-site. Most are available 
both as paper editions and e-books. 

It would take up too much space here to present an extensive guide 
to our books and how they can be used as the basis for a study 
program. However, a guide of that sort is available on the PKTC 
web-site, whose address is on the copyright page of this book and 
we recommend that you ~ead it to see how this book fits into the 
overall scheme of PKTC publications. In short, the author of the 
text presented in this book is one of the important figures in the 
transmission of the Quintessential Great Completion teachings in 
Tibet; the importance of his text for those studying the Thorough 
Cut aspect of thatteaching has been explained in the introduction. 
We have published many texts on the Thorough Cut teaching, each 
one carefully selected for its particular treatment of the subject. 
When studying the Thorough Cut teaching, the texts on the Three 
Lines teaching originally from Garab Dorje will be essential 
reading: 

• The Feature of the Expert, Glorious King by Dza Patrul 
• About the Three Lines by Dodrupchen III 
• Relics of the Dharmakaya by Ontrul Tenpa'i Wangchug 

A few of the many other texts published by PKTC that deal with 
Thorough Cut and add further ornamentation are: 

• Empowerment and AtiYoga by Tony Duff 
• Peak Doorways to Emancipation by Shakya Shri 
• Akhemy of Accomplishment by Dudjom Rinpoche 
• The W ~ of the Realized Old Dogs by Ju Mipham 
• The Method of Preserving the Face ofRigpa by JuMipham 
• Essential Points of Practice by Zhechen Gyah:shab 
• Words of the Old Dog Vij~ by Zhechen Gyaltshab 
• Hinting at Dzogchen by Tony Duff 

The other main practice of Quintessential Dzogchen is Direct 
Crossing; other PKTC publications on Direct Crossing are: 
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• Key Points of Direct Crossing called Nectar of the Pure Part 
by Khenchen Padma Namgyal 

• Jigmey Lingpa's most important text Guidebook called 
"Highest Wisdom" (Triyig Yeshe Lama) 

We make a point of including, where possible, the relevant Tibetan 
texts in Tibetan script in our books. We also make them available 
in electronic editions that can be downloaded free from our web
site, as discussed below. The Tibetan textforthis book is included 
at the back of the book and is available for download from the 
PKTC web-site. 

Electronic Resources 

PKTC has developed a complete range of electronic tools to faci
litate the study and translation of Tibetan texts. For many years 
now, this software has been a prime resource for Tibetan Buddhist 
centres throughout the world, including in Tibet itself. It is 
available through the PKTC web-site. 

The wordprocessor TibetDoc has the only complete set of tools for 
c!eating, correcting, and formatting Tibetan text according to the 
norms of the Tibetan language. It can also be used to make texts 
with mixed Tibetan and English or other languages. Extremely 
high quality Tibetan fonts, based on the forms ofTibetan calligra
phy learned from old masters from pre-Communist Chinese Tibet, 
are also available. Because of their excellence, these typefaces have 
achieved a legendary status amongst Tibetans. 

TibetDoc is used to prepare electronic editions ofTibetan texts in 
the PKTC text input office in Asia. Tibetan texts are often corrupt 
so the input texts are carefully corrected prior to distribution. After 
that, they are made available through the PKTC web-site. These 
electr~nic texts are not careless productions like so many of the 
Tibetan texts found on the web, but are highly reliable editions 
useful to non-scholars and scholars alike. Some of the larger 
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collections of these texts are for purchase, but most are available for 
free download. 

The electronic texts can be read, searched, and even made into an 
electronic library using either TibetDoc or our-other software, 
TibetD Reader. Like TibetDoc, TibetD Reader is advanced 
software with many capabilities made specifically to meetthe needs 
of reading and researching Tibetan texts. PKTC software is for 
purchase but we make a free version ofTibetD Reader available for 
free download on the PKTC web-site. 

A key feature ofTibetDoc and Tibet Reader is that Tibetan terms 
in texts can be looked up on the spot using PKTC's electronic 
dictionaries. PKTC also has several electronic dictionaries-some 
Tibetan-Tibetan and some Tibetan-English---.and a number of 
other reference works. The Illuminator Tibetan-English Dictirmary 
is renowned for its completeness and accuracy. 

This combination of software, texts, reference works, and dictionar
ies that work together seamlessly h~s become famous over the years. 
It has been the basis of many, large publishing projects within the 
Tibetan Buddhist community around the world for over thirty 
years and is popular amongst all those needing to work with 
Tibetan language or deepen their understanding of Buddhism 
through Tibetan texts. 





TIBETAN TEXTS 

~1 ~~~~~~·~wiJ;·~·~~~~ 
Q.l~Cij·~~·~~·~~~·~~·~Q.l·'i(~CijF~·~~·~zrra,~~~~s-~ · 

~~'11~·~1 

~1 11!\·if~~~= '!J,i!\'~Q.l'3J~~i~·~·~~;e,Q.l·~rr~· 
Q.l~1 1~·~;·~'1l~·i~·a:';-a~:~crf~·i!\~1 . ·1~~'11~31'~ 
~·~~zrr~~'!li!\1 ~~'11~3ll!;iirtrr~·~;1 1 
~·"l*f~~~·"~~·~~1 lP'i~·~~·~·~~ 
~~~~~!\~ ~·~·'i(~q~·~Q.l's~·~~~~ 1~~· 
~a~~~~~~~·~;1 l'lf~~'"w~zrr~· 
~~1 ~~~'&~~,.-;1!\w~-~1. t~wq~· 
~~~~·~·~~1 F~~;?r~~~i 
31~·~~i1 R''ll~~qj-~·~~~~·~1 r{'w 
~·~ap~~~~·ct~~·~~1 1~Q.l''i(i!\'s-~'r·q;~·~zrtl'Q.l' 

~ l~~·F·~~r~~;~·~i1 l~zrriF~·~·f 
~~·Ol'llw+·~~1 ~·~~·~~~~·~·~Q.l·~~;t~·~~1 1 
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~lll"~~·~·~·~·~~·~~·ll!"a&~ 1~~r~riir;·~~·~w~·~r;· 
~W~o.!ll ~ ~~~ Sz:tlj'~11.1~t\l·ut~·qfz:~~·~t\11 F 
~~·~t\l·~~·~z:~~·~,.~, ~·z:~~·~·1S~t\l'~fl'2-·~~·~t11· 
art~·<il~l ~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 FF~·~r;t\1· 
~~·o.t·~tll·~·,z::t~~·~l ,~t\l·~~t\l't\l~t\l·~·~~:z::t~·~·q.
~1 Ff~qr~~~r~~·,z:;·o.t·?~·z:~~~·~t\11 1~1·~·~~·ut~· 
~~c.q·~,·~~tll~·a.~·&l~l ,t\l~t\l'jt\l'~~·o.t:Ufl·'f~'&l'~t\1· 

~1 ~~~~'t\l~~~~z:t'~l ltll~·~~~·~· 
~~·~·z:~~~·~ 1~~·~o-r~o.t·~~·o.t~:&~f~·~·z:t'o.t~1 1Z'4' 
~·~1''f~·~~·~o.tt\l't\l~t\l·~t\1·~11 1i'c~r~·~~·~i·t·~r;·'l· 

~, 1~~~¥·'lf-·~·~·l lz:t~·'T'·~~~~·~· 
£!·~&1~1 l&l'i~~·~t\l·~·~if~·~~i"'~l 1&1'z::t~·~· 
~~~~·et\l~z:t·tr&J~l" 1~~·Cl~~~·~t\l·~·q~'2\~·~~~1 1 
~·~~·l:tl~·z:~~~·~·'lt\l.~o.t·z:t'~~n 1· n~·&~·~ ~Cl.J· 
~~~"F'·~~·~~·o.t·~·Ul~t\1~1· l~t\l'l:tl~&J'~l;J·~·~~$1t\l' 
~·~t\11 ~t\l'!S~'z::ti1~·~f~·ai~~~l l~~·~z:t'~~· 
~f~·~~CJ.l~·r;~·ii,·~~·, l~·o.t·~~·~~t\lftllt\l·s~·~~~t\1· 

l:l'a.tt\11 ~~~·~~v.)~·~~.rz:tt\l'~~~t\l'tf~l ,,~~·~·~·?.Ta·~ 
z:~·~q~·~ ,~~af&I'~'Q.!~~~~~' ,~.~~· 
~&l~·t~~·z:~~,.~, m~·a.t~o.t"~t\l·~~·~·ar~,z:~· 
z:t~~t\11 F~·~·~~·l:l'af~·~·l:l·~·l l~·ii~·~r;·~~r;· 
o.t•ita.t'z:t'~l 1~~·it~t\l'~'tll~a.tf~·l:l~·~r;~·o.t, 1z::t~· 
l:l'~~iil'Clt\l~'~·~~~z:~·~~l lttt~.,~t\1·~·~·~~~· 
~~·Cl~~·~1 lz::t~o.t'~·~-~~·l:lt\l'iz::t•£l·~t\ll ~·z:~~~'l\~· 
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~~~~~·~·~·z:tt~a!'~1 1t::l~~·ql\'~Q!·q~·~z;:rq:z;:~·~~ 
ar, 1¥f~~.,.,~·q~~~ttfzti:I~~·Q!~~~1 11"f.'~ 
ft~~·~~·~·'T-''ifl ~~~~l\~·q~~~~~· 
Q!~~~l t;it·~~·~t:tf~·&.~~~~l\1 1~·~~~· 
~l\·w,~~·~l t&t'f'lfq2:.:~~l\·~·~·~~·'ift Fi'Jl~ 
q~~:~z:tt~~~·~·,~~-e~·1 l~~·&ra~~~~~~~·~~~ 
~·~, ~~·~·~~·~a~~~~'JJ,~~~1 lll:l~·q~~~a!( 
~Cl!'jai'~ili1 1~~~·fi'~~CI'i}r;·~~f'~t 1&1~~~~ 
l\~'~&l~·~·~·~fz:tt~~l 1fl'CU1l'&lfl~q'(:2;~'Q!'~·;ar~· 
~1 1~l\~l\~·~·f1·~~~~·~1 ~l\~~~-£t·;at~a·~:~~· 
~ 1(:2;~'~'&Tfz:tt~~·lj·u.t~·~~ 1~'1f~~·~~~Q!' 
&1fl~~·~·1 1&1'&1i'~·~-~~·"l~'ti'~i'':fq~~1 1~~~ 
r-~·~~~·1 F~~~~~~ 
~1 1~~~'1:1:2\~~~~~~·1 ~~~·Cil\·~q~ 
q·qf~·s~·~·1 fl&l~z:tt~&l·c:2;rrl\·q~·~~·C\~~~·~qz:rt~ 

~1 ~a·e~:~q;·~~&l~~~·~~~~n ~ 1~;1' 
;·u.t~:.·~ar'i(~~&l~'Jl~·e~~1 F~·~·~~~i'q~l\·&1·~· 
~1 rtitt-111~·~~;~~~~1 ~·<\~q~~~~·~~ 
~~e~·1 ~~·~·~~~·m·c:2;~~·&1~~1 tt~·&l·~~· 
tt~~~~·1 ~·~S'If~~~~~~, ~· 
~~·§F·r~~q~~~~·1 lJli'~·~q-~r~~~· 
&l~~~, 1~~~·-;-~~l\'~&l~~ql\1 1z:tt~~~·~if 
e;·q~·~"(t l~~·~l\"~·~~·&.Wi'q~l\·~~~1 ~·~~ 
~·~~Cl!''i(~~~~·~1 F~~~~·~~·~'lf~'lfa.t~ 1 
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q,~~f!·~~~u.r~q~~~at'l fz:J~ttr~ff·~·~q·~q-fil:z:.·Ui:z:.· 

til F~·~~·~r-~~,·fr;.·'(e"·~·tif 1q~·~ttt·~·~~·~· 
~f~·:z:_r;.·ar~~~1 1,"·r.r~~·~~"·~·ttt"·~~~"·1 e.~·~r;.·q·~· 
!ilttr~·~r;.·,r;.·l 1~~·~f~·~r;.·~ttt~·~~·q~~,r~~·~,·~1 ltlf"' 
o.~~·~r;.·r;.~·~·~r;.·~,·q~:z:.·i"",1 1u.r"·~·C4·~·ttt~~·~·~·rsttt· 

"-~~ ~"·"~tJ~~·a·~:z:.·~r;.·~·~, ,~·~:z:.·1S,·~~"·~· 
~,.~, ,q:z:_·~,·f:z:_"·~~~·lf,.1".1 1,qr;.·~·~r;.·~ 

~ttt~·ttt"·o.t·ttt~~1 1~r;.·o.t·ttt~~·~·~ar~ttt·tttr;.·~·ttt~~1 1 
ztq~·,r;.·f~·o.~·~~~~:z:_·~ttt f)ttf~~·~·o.t·ttt~~~·~· 

~,·~1 1~r~:z:.·~~~~~e,qr;.·~·ifl R"·~~·~,"·~~~ 
~o.t·~~~·~1 1~,·~·~,-o.~·~q·~·~~·~·~1 1~~·~~·s~·~~· 
~~~·~·rr~~ .. s~' re~·~~~·rttt~·~~·s~·~ttt~·~,·q~:z:.· 
~1 ~'UI"~~~·~~r~q~·~1 ~"·?ftttr;_·~~i~·,r;.·,· 
~~~~, ~·o.~·ttt~~"';!~~rzt~·~·~~ttrcf~l fi!";J:Z:.-:z:."· 
~~·~·~~u.ro.t·q~·~1 1tttr;.·~u.ro.t·~~·~~~·~·q~:z:_·~, 1 
~£·z::r~·~·~·a·~:z:.·s~·~~·~~ l~z::r·~·~·o.~·~·~£·~~· 
,:;.·1 1,~i.r~r;.·!ilo.~·z::r~·~~:~r;.~·z::r~·~,·~ l~~·~·ttt~·o.t· 

if~z::r~q:z:_·~~1 1~~e~,2r,"·f·~'ftf~q-&)~1 ~·'( 
~·tq~·!:z:.·~·£!·1'4~~1 Rq:z:.·~~~·S:z:.·q~·~~·~l 1~· 
e~·~l:Tf~·il,·~:z:.·z::r~·~·u.rr;.·1 1:z:."·~,~·o.~·tQ,·~~·ff·iz=~:z:.1 1 
tQ,·~~i·~=rz::r~·z::r~~~ 1:z:."·ar~~~·~~z::r·:z:.r;.·~~~1 1 
~z::r·u·z::r~·~~·ttt?~·o.~·l'4z::r·~·~1 1,q:z:.·~·~ttt·~·s:z:.·z::r~·~r;.·~· 
' ¢'.. !t::: ..,- ~,..,-,:Z:.1 1:z:_r;.·~,-~r;.·~~~~1ll~~~~ 1~~·.,·{.f.f·u.r,-z::r~·z::r~:z:_· 

~~:z:_·~, ~~·~~·:z:_r;.~~·~~, ~~·~·~·~,-
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~o.~·r.r~1 1~~il:Tl~~.ri·ro.r~1"r.ra·~~0\·~1 1 ncit·o.r~ 
~iur~·~Clf~O\·~~o.~~~~l~·1 1~l·~o.~~r~·~~,.~~z:tF~~·rwl· 
~·~1 1~o.~~.r~~r~~·~~~l:Tl~O\~a.~·~0\·~~1 ll~·~· 
~~·r.r~Cll·to.ro.~·~l·~1 1o.t"~l·r.r~·~l·~·o.~~~O\·~ 1~~Cll· 
~o.~~·Cll·l~·~~~·~~l1 1~0\~~·~~~~~·~l1 1~~· 
~l:T10\~~·,s~~·l~·rr·~~r~l1 t~ro.~~·~·~l·a.~·~·~·~l· 
~1 ~l:f~·~~·q·~·~~·~0\1 1~o.~~·~l·a.~·~~·ij='~~· 
o.~·~~l1 1~o.~·~~·~O\~~·a.~·£l·~l:Tl 1Cl.~Clfl~·+·l~lfll:\" 
~·a.~·Cll·~l1 1a.~·a.l~·~~·Cll·~~·~·~~~~·~l1 1a.~· 
~~·£l·o.~~O\"~·ur~·a.l:Tll:Tl.~l·a.~~1 1~·ur~·o.~·~l:f~·~l·o.~~a.· 

Cll~Cl,l~1 1~·~l·%~·ia.~·l:Tl~Clfa,€J~·~l1 1~o.~~t~~· 
~~0\·s·~l·~Cll·af.·~~0\1 1~~·q·~~·~~O\·l:Tl~Cll·~·l~·1 1 
~z:tF"i"a.z:Tffr.r~l·~·~·Ql~·l:Tl0\~1 1a.f~·~~·~·~~·%·ur~·o.~· 
ar~·~1 1~o.~~·~l·tit·0\~·~~~·~·~0\·~·~~1 ,a.~·~l:Tl~·~· 
~o,J~~l.l:Tl0\~~l:Tl~·~1 1~~·~~0\"l:T1'50\"Cll"Z'4~·~·~f~~1 1 
1~·o,r~ l~·~Cll·~O\·~~·~~~o,J~~1 1l~·~i':U,O\·~· 
~:~~·ij='~~1 1~(o.~·r.~·~Cll·to.t·o.~·s~·fCll·~Cll·l~·1 1~~·~l:Tl· 

~~£t·~·~l:Tl·~Cll~1 1~rto.ro.rs~·~·~~·~~~·~1 1 
tit·~·l~·ij='':U,~·~~·~Cll·~1 1a.~·a.l~·£!~·~·l:Tl~·o.~~·l:Tl~·Cll· 
l:Tl0\~1 1~~~·~9"r.rl:Tl~·O\~·a.Z'4l:T1~~·~1 ~·Clf~·arl:Tf~~·<(1" 
~~·~Cll·~~1 1~l:Tl·~·tit~~·!fz:tr~~·~~·~~·O\~ 1~·~ 
~o.~·r.ri~w~lll·~1 1~0\"~l:f~.l:Tl~Clf~ltit~·~ ~~·rro.~~· 
o.~rra.·Cll·~·~·cr~0\.~9~Cll1 1~·~~·~·~·'JJ,O\·~·~:~~·ij='~~1 1 
~~·~~·~O\·q~~~·q~·~l·~·Cll1 ~~·l:Tl~Clfil~·tit~~·O\~·~ 
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~~1 l,.,~.'T1~·~~·'T1~·Q!·~~:;.~·t~~ lif'flll·~~~·e~·~~:;.· 

~~~·~~~ ·l~~:;.·~~:;.~~~~~·o.r~~l ~~ 
~,·~·if·r;t·~·~,l l~·Q!·~~·~·i~·~~·~·~'T1·s~l· 1~·~~·'T1~· 
~~:;.·~·~~Q!·~~·Ill1 1~~~~·~~·~~·~~·~i{q'~~1 l'Jl~{1' 
r;J~~~·~~·~·~'T1·~·~~·s~1 l~·~'T1·'T1~~·Q.t~·~r;t~·~·~·~~· 
~,1 l~·~~·r;t~·Ml~·~~·~~~·i~·~~·~~:;.·l l~·~~·s-r;t·Q.~· 
~~{q'~~~~:;.·l 1~'~{q'~·~~~'T1·~o.r~'l~'1 1~i,. 
~·~~·f.·ll!·~~~·~·~~~l:;.'1 1~~·~~·'T1~{q'~:a-~·~r:\if 
r;J~~1· 1'~F~:~~:;.·~~·~'T1·,-~~·~~·~ij,l:;.~1 · li~·~·Q.~·~·~~· 
~~·i'T1·~iilr~~l 1s~~·e~~·~~·~~:;.·~~·Q!·f~l 1,. 
~·ar~~·~~·~:;.'T1·sq·if&)~l l~lll~z;.t~·~.c::~~Z:::.F;~~~·~·~'T1·~~· 

~~:;.·1 1~~:;_·if~{q'~l:;.~·i~·~~:;.·~~~·~·ttt~l 1~~·~~·~~· 

~·~~:;.·~~~, rn~~·q:~~:;.·~·~~~~~l 1~~:;_· 
~~·~·~tr~{q'~'T1·i!~~~~l 1~Clt'z;.t''T1J?i'll!'~q·z;.t~·r;'~~l· 
r n~·~·~ ;·tq~:;_·~Q!·~~·~~:;.·~·~·~~~~, tif~{q'~{q's
q~~{q'~~i:iil M~·~~:;.ur,·~o.r&)~l 1~1:;.~ 
~·Q.;~·q~·~~·~·~~·~~:;.·l 1Q.~·~·i~·l.!~·~~·!:!J~:;.~·~~:;.·~ 
~~ ~~:;.·~~q~·e{q'£t·~q·~·q!rl1~1 ·~i:if~~~e~ 
~:;.·tq~:;.·s~l 1tij'~'T1~·Q!·Q!~·q;~·~£t~:;.·~q~~l 1~·~~·~ 

~~·'T1~:;.·s~·~,~·g)r:\s~1 1if~~·~~·l.!·~~·i!~~·~~·~~:;.·~ 

~1 fl'll!~~{q'~~~~Q!'~q'~l fl'll!~~··~~:;.· 
~~:;.·~q!rll~l fl'll!~~~e~~"~q~1 fl·ll!~·~-o.r 
~~·~·£t~:;.·~q!rll~l fl·ll!~~'T1·~·~·'T1%tlr£t~:;.·~q!rll~l 11ll' 
Q.l{q'~~lS.~:;.~·~~£t~:;.·~q!rl1~1 Ja.T'Ill~·~~·'T1~'~~~~~:;.·~ 
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~~1 1~~w.e·~~ ~w~3Jr~:~z::n;~~1 13J~·~·~~~·e~·3)· 

~~·~·~~~~·1 1~·~·a.~·~-&~·q~~q~e~1 1!51·~~w 
~~~·~1'l\~'~l\·~·~·~~ F~~.Ef'~~~W~l~~·~1 1 
~~wqw~·t~1·~·wcil·~1 ~~·~~~·~~wcil·~~·~ 
~1 1~·ut~~~q-~·~~·~~·~·~1 R~t-~~~·il~iq~· 
~~·~1 ~~~~·~'U1~~~-q-iJ11 1'~~i~~wcil·~~ 
~1 1~~·~~·~~~l:tf~~~~1 ~~~-&~1Sl\~,·~ 
~~·~1 1~~~·~·il1·~·l\~·~Z:tfa.~~l'~ 1~~·~~w~~~w 
q~·~~·~~·~~·~·~~1 1~~·~~·1·~~·~wa.~l\·~~:~· 
&)~1 1a.~-,~·~~il1·ew~~~·er~1 F~·3J~·~O'\~·~w~r 
~~a.~l~ 1~·tf'ln·~iwa.~~:~~1 1f"~~·.e~w 
~·.e~w~~~1w~·ut~·1 1~~w~w3J~·t~~l·r,r3J·!)l~ 1 
~~~~~~·~~w~~~~·e-~fw~1 ~ ~·~~ 1'ut~· 
~~~·~~·~~wcil~~·ql\~1 11·~~·l\~·~~·l\~·~~~a.~·~1· 
~ 1~~~·~l\~·~~·~~Wl'1~'l Jf~·~·f~W 
.e~w~·~·1 1~~~·affl~~zt~war~~l ~~·~ 
~q-f~·q-~~~1 l~·q~·l\~'l:f11~WI:fl~~q-~~·~~ }~ 
~a.~~·~a.~~~~o.r~·~1 ~·~~~~.,q.~a_~· 
1~·a.s1 ~ar0:il·~·~·e-~1~·~~~1 f~·~w~~· 
l:fl~~q'~~~~·~~~l ~l:fl~~~·a.~·~a.~~~~a.· 
~1 ~~~~·if~~~l~'eJiW~I:fl~~~ 11:fl~~·~~·lj'l\~·("' 
~~·~w~1 1~q-~~~·e-~·(~q·1~t~'Ul~'1 1~3J-1afw5· 
~WI:fl~·a,~~·~ 1~1:fl~~·~~·.e-ll·~~~·q-~1 1~·~· 
~~~l:fl~~'l:fl~w.e·,,·~1 1~~·~~a.~arql\·~·~~·er 
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~l l~~~~·~~·f~'~·"T~·~l ~·~·~~·~'If~ 
~'f~l ~~q:~:e~a.r~~·ii,·~~·a.rf11 1ar~~·~· 

~~i·~&~·~~1 1~~~~~~ar~~~·&~~~1 1 
~&l'"f~~~·~"f~q-~1 ~~~t~a.r~~,·~~·a.r 
~1 ~~~~~~·~~~~1 ~~.,~.~~&!''!~·,~· 
&~!!1·~1 ~·crii,·q~~,.,.~a·~1 l&J.ecz.·~~ii1·q~ 
,~·z:r·&~~"Ul~~ l&J~~·~~~.,~~~Cf11l~~~·z:ra1 1 
~·~·~·~~~~~~·'l(~~1 1~~·~q~~~cr~· 
~1 1~·~~~~~·FaJ~ar~~·ii11 ~~·~~ ~a--w 
~'~~1 t&~~·~~~ii·~w~ift ~·a.r~F· 
q~~~~~~ift 1f'lrllJ~'"l'"~~·~~:r~an 1 
~"'JJ,~~q-q~~~~ ~ift 1~·~~~W;~"f1~~1 1 
cz.~~q~~e~~~e~~ift ~·~&~~$~~~·~~·~~· 
fQ,fllJ~ ~~~'f~tM~~ ~111~~~~·~· 
~~li~1 ~"!~~~.q:-~~·~~1 l&J~·~&J'~Cf&f 
~~~·~1 t;·~a·~q-z:r"f'z=r~~~'ll •~·e~&J· 
,~·c:t~'l~&J"Z:S!f1.~1 ~~q·~~·~~-cz.~·~~1 ~~ 
~&J'~~r-lt&J~~·cz.~·~~, ~~·~~~~·~~~~~ 
~~~~'~~1 F~;~·~,·e~~~~a.r'l(~·~~1 J&T"Z=I~ 
~~·~~·~~·'fllJl r-~·~~~~~·%·~1 1 
cz.~·a.r+t·%"Ul~-ii,·'fllJt 1+t&J'~~·~%·a.r~1 ~'If 
'f&~~·~&J'Q.~·~~'fllJl F-~·$t~&J'~,·~z:r·%·a.ri~1 1 
~~ar!"ft~·~·ii1·q-cz.~·"r&~1 1~&~~(-'&~·&~~·~z:r·%·aJ· 
i~1 1cz.~·a.r~,·~QJ·~·ii,·q·QJ1 1~·q~&~·~~·~z:r·%·a.r 
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~~1 1~~~·;r::.·£t·~~~·~~~f~~;·z:rcq1 1~~~·~~·~·s:~~· 
"-1'~~1 f'l;'~~~~~~f"-~'~i·~~·~~"-11 1£:l~Cl~r.t~J.f~Cl' 
s:~~·"-~'~"-1 ts~·~;·~Qr~~·Cl~~~z:r"-~1 1~·"-~'£t·~~·s: 
Cl'~·cq·~1 1~·z:r'fl~·r~~·~~~~z:rcq1 ,~~·~~~~·s: 
£:1'~'"-1'~~1 1~·~~~tl'Q.~·~~tl'"-11 'Q,~·cq·£t~~S'Cl'%·"-J' 
~~n ~ ~·~·~ ;·tqz:_·~a.r·1.~·~·~~~·~~·r.t~·~~1 1 
~z:_·~~~·;~~·~;·~~·~FQ,·~·z:rQ.~1 1~Q_~·£t·~·~"-~·1.~·~· 

~a:t~''Jl~1 1Cl'lf~~;·r.t~·~cq·~~z:_·~~~·cq1 1~·~~·f~·"-l' 
~~·~~·~~·;~~~, lf.:r.t·~z:_·~~ii~·~z::.·~·~~·r.t~l l~z:_·~~· 
~~~~~~~~"-l'£:1~·~~1 1~z:_~z:_·~z:_·~~a.r~·~~·~z:_·af~1 1 
Q,~Q,~·£t·~·~z:_·~·~~~·~i'"-~1 ,~.~~·f~a.r~~·~~·~~·;r::.· 

~~, ,~~·r~·~·~~·~~·~z:_·~l·r.t~·~~1 ,~·£:!·~~·~;·£:!~· 
~~·£:1~~·~~1 '~Q,~tt·~·~z:_·~·~~~~·o.!1 1~·e~1~ 
cq·~~e~·~·;z:_~~t ,~·~z=_·.EJ~~~·~r::.·~~~~·r.t~·~~1 1 
~z:_·~z:_·~~~·~·ai~:~£:~~~1 ~~~·~z:_·ar~~ 
~i."-~1 l~~·e~·f~·ar~~·e~·~~·;z:_;~~l l~~~·cq~·~· 

~~~~~·cq·~~·~l·r.t~1 1f£:l'Clf'~~~·~~~·~;·~ 1 
~~·~~~~~·~~1~1 l§f~tr£:1{~,~·~ 
~l·~ 1~~~·cq~·~·~~~·~~~·~·~~;·r.t~1 1ft·z:r~·t 
~~~·~r~;-~ 1~~~·cq~·~·~~~·~~O\·O\·~~~;·r.t~1 . 1~ 
~CJ~z=_·~~·~·~~i~ ~~~"-l~~w·~~~~~;· 
r.t~1 l~~~Cl~Cl·f~~~~·~·~;~ Fz:_·(~tqz:_·~·~~·~· 
~~~·cq·f~l ~~"-~·~~·~F~.f~~·cq·~~~·~~·"-~1 ll\t:.' 
~~~~·"-l'~·til·~~~l 1£:l~~l-~""'*·~~~·cq·£t·~;Q.: 
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~QJ·~r ti='~ar~~~·~·~,·~·crtq~1 l~~~~i~~·~· 
~~~f1:11~~·~1 ~~·~~·~~~~·,~r~~-&~1 1~~· 
~~·~·~~~·~~·'-J~~~~·q-lq~1 ~~·~~~~~~·%~·~~·ar 

~11 ~ n~·~~ ~ar~~·~~·~·i}~·e:~~~~~, r 
'i~·~~·~·~i~·~·QJ·~~·~·~~·, ,~~·~~·~~~~·~~~·~~·~· 
~1 1~q-~·~~1·~?~·ar~~q~·q~1 1t~·'Tl·~~·~·~· 
;s~~a~~~l:fllll ,~~·q·~~~·,~·q~·i}~~~~~, ,~~·q-

~~~~~·~·~~~·~, tf.·~~~·~~·~f~q~, 1 
~~·q·~~·11:11·1~·?f1:11~·1ll~· ~ ~·r ,~~·~1:11~·~~~·-EJ·~I:Tl~·~ 

~ 1~~~"l~·ci)~·q~f~·~~1 . '~~~~;~·~ 
~~·~~·~·~~~1 l~f~·lll~~~:~~·~~·ut~·~fQ:ar~ 1~· 
q~~·~~·q·i}~~·~·i='~lll·~, ,~~·~·i}o,J~·~~~·~~·i}~~·~ 

~ ,~~·~~z:Jf~iq~·afq~1·q~·~~, ,~~l~·~~q1~· 
~q-~q-~~·q-~1 l~o-J'o-lf~~~·~q~·~~·~ut~·l l~~·ar 
~1·~·~1:11~~·i='~lll·lq~l 1~·~~~·1~~·a.t~·~~·a;1:11~·~~·cr 
tq~l 1il~~~iq~·ar~~,·~·~-&~·~1 1"l~~r~~~~ 
~~·~~~~~~·"l~l 1q~~~~~·~s~q~·~~·~·l ·1 
~;~~r;f"~r~·~r:rq·~~~l ~~~~·~~@;i='~ 
tq~l fi='~lll".EJ~~~·~·~·~·z:rtq~l ,~.l:f~lll"~~·,~· 
~·!r~s, ,~~·~·~~·~,·~·lll"~~·q~·~~ fi~~~·~ 
~ .~.~ "' .... ~ - !!:"::: 

I:Tl~·'lilt·lll~·~r f4.~1ll·~~~~·~··~arlll"~~~~ fo-1"~ 

~o,)·~~·~~·q~·~ z:Jf~~·q~·~, ,~~·~·~·~~~QJ·q·I:Tl%~·~~· 

~,, F-~·~·~~~~·~·~~~~~, ,~~·a·~~·~· 
~·~~·~~·~1 ,~·q~·~~~~·~~·~·~~~·"l~l ,~~·~· 
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£·~·~~-~~'J::J'£:!~1 1::1\z::_·~·it~t\l'~t\1'~::1\'J::J~t\l'~l\'~J::_' 
CJ\t\1] ,~·~·~~·~·it~t\l'@:ij~:q·~, ~-~·~,·@:~c:rt\1' 
~~'::J\J::_'£:!~11 ~e.·~~~J::_'UIJ::_~·q~' ~ n~·~· 
~ ~(lf~'~CJ\'r:.ta·~-~~·~~-~ 1~~·q·1!0f~·~·~t\J'q'~ 
-~ .... ...,..- .... .... ~. 
~CJ\'1}1 flfll.lt\ll~·z::r~ra.tt\l'~CJl-qa.l 11·utz::_·~~t\l·~·a.~\~~· 

~f~'a.t1 FJ'Il.l't\l'~·a.~~t\l·it~t\1·~·~1 lt\l'a.t'il·~·a.~~t\1' 
~t\1·~·~1 lt\l'Q.J'~t\l~·~~t\1'~~·~~1 1t\l'a.t·~~
q~·~~t\l'it~·~~l 1~'a.t·~·~·a.~~~-it~~-~·~, 1 
~·a.t·ii·~·a.~~t\l·~~t\1·~~1 ,~·a.t·~,·~·a.~~~-i}~t\1·~· 

ur11 1~·a.t-~t\l·fz::_·~~·~~~-~CJ\·~1 l~·a.t·~·~·a.~~· 
it~t\1'~~1 ,~·a.t·iliq·~~~·i}~t\1·~~1 ~·a.t:~t\J'f\' 

~~~t\l'~CJ\~1 ~-a.t'~t\l'~~~~~r~~t\1'~~1 l~''lf 
~·~·~~t\l'~~~r~~1· ~~fCl.'¥f~l\·~~-~~t\l'~· 
~1 1CJ\~'~fCl.'~CJ\t\l'~a.~~t\l'~~~·~·~, lCJ\~'~fCl.'t\1'~' 
a.~~~r~~~·~·UJ;1 l~t\l'CJ\'~z::_·q·~t\l'q~1·q~·sl\1 1~::~~· 
~~·,qz::_·~t\J'l:tlJ::_'~l\'~J::_'I::I'tqCJ\1 1~'~::1\·~~·q·q~·tfl\~'::1\J::_' 

~ la.~~~·q~·~·~·~z::_·~&)CJ\1 la,~q·~~·~t\l't\l'~~·a.~·a.t• 
utz::_·1 1~a.t·z:r~·~·'T'·~z::_·q~-ar~~·f;·'T'·1 ·1~,-&~·~·qt\J· 

~~'l::l!ll.l'Q.~~~·~ 1~'J::!~CJl'il'a.J'ii'~'~t\1'~'1J::_'1 ~· 
1~t\l·i!·~ t\l'~CJ\'Wt\l'~CJ\t\l'fz::_·1z:;·l 1~·~·~ CJ\'~t\l·=~~r~·a.~~t\1· 
~ ~-q~·~·a.t~a.t'~·a,fz:rt\1'~1 1&)·?1~-it~·~·~~t\1' 

a.t·~~·~I:T1'1J::_'l l;·~·alz::_'~t\l't\1'1':::'1$t\1'~1'~l 19~CJ\'~a.t· 
~1 ~ "' "'~m -~ ..,.-

lq~·~~i~'ll.l'l\CJ\' C6CJ\''f-'1 1~· rr I'C6l\'1z::_·~·"'~~CJ\t\l'fz::_·z::_·1 1¥'1' 
~fa.·a.t·ut~·~·~l\.~t\l.~t\1·9~t\l' 11r~~t\l''Jl~-~t\l·t\l'~·a.~1t\l' 
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~ l~~·~·if~·~~z;:_·~~z;:.·1~:~ 1~~·r.~·~1~·~~~·~~:;:.· 
~eft ~·~·~·ttt·~·ttt~~z;:.~·~ilJl l~·~z::r~·~ar&lz:tt~·~·ttt~ 
s~l ~~~~"~i~~l~CB\ar~~~"·l ta.~·arsl·~R'~~· 
~·~·tqz;:_·~ll ll\"'~fz:tt'~·~~ij\f~·~ 1~~·~1Jlff 
~~·~~"·~·~~·~:;:.·~-&~~1 t.e~~~l·~z;:.·~·i~~~~~·s~·~~· 

z:tt~~l 1~~~~"~~:;:.·~~~1 F"~fz:tt'~~~·ij\f 
Q,if~~z;:.·l f.·~q-~·~·~q-a.t·~~~1 ~~·~~~r.ra.~·~·~ 
~·~~1 l~~·~·~:;:.~·i~·~l·W:@iar~~~"·l ~·~·~·~~·q~· 
~~·~:;:.·~~·~1 llijz:tt'~'~(&t'r.t~·!z::.·~~·~·ttt~·~·l llijl:tl'~' 
~~·~~·~·~·~~·q~·~l '~~·~·~~·~~·~·~·~:;:.·~~~, 1 
~z::r·i'~·&~·~l'~~·~z:tt'~~·i~~~1 1~~·~·~~~·ar~·~z;:.·~z::r· 
r.~~·z:tt~"~l · ~~·~·.e~~·~·i~~~·~s~·r.~9 t~·tq~·~·~a.t·~ 

~~~·F·%z:tt·~~l la.a~~~·a.~~·~z::.·~·a.~·q~·~l\1 l 
l~~'z:tt~~z::r§f~·~la~'z:tt~~~~~~~~ Wlz:r~(\r~~~~ 
~z;:.·~·z:r~z::.·1 lz:tt%z:tt~~~~-~F~·EI'If~·z::r~~~~·~~:.·1 1 
E~z:tt·u·~·~~·~z;:.·~z:tt~·~~ll t~~·~if~~·~·i~~~·~f~r.~· 
~~1 ts~c.r~~·z:~ril~~·W::z:_z::.·~z::.·'l l~z::.·~z;:.·il&l~~~·ar 

~·~ ,~'U.I"~z:r~·~~~~~e~, tifl"·"f~·itz::r;"· 
$1f~l ~~·~~~z::J'@Qf~·~~ ,~~~·~~· 
~r~l:.l~"·'lf·~, 'z::r~~·c.r~·1~·z:ttCBJ~·~~"·~~ taafa~ 
il~~·~·z::r~·~l:fl·.e~~·~l·~l l~"·~·il~~·~l·zrl~qr~s~·~· 
~~, ,~~·~·~z;:_·~·i}~~~~~l.l·e~1· ,~l·~z;:_·~·r.~~l·~ 
~~·~~~~ tf~l:fl·ql·~~~·a.t·s.~·e~·~ ,~~"·~z:rc.r 
~z;:.~·i~·~~&)~·~l 1S.~'~'r.Iij~'~a.t·z:tt%z:tt·~~·~~i~l 1~' 
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~&r~·~~,.~~~~-ur,-~~·~~"~1 1~~·~ttfq'~'llJ'~q~· 
~·~1 · f."·~~q'~~·IS"·~·~·~·~1 r'"~~·~C\·f~~·~· 
ii,·~i'~·z:t;"'l ~~ttf~~~~·~~~·~-ii,'&J~l ~· 
llJ·~~~QJltllJ·~·~·~~·~·1 1£'1l!&J'~.·~~·~·s,·~· 
~"~1 1~~·~·~·~~·~~~~,·~~~1 1~,·~·~~ 
~~i!1f"'~~1 1~·~~~il1"'"'1lfi~~,·~1 1 
~~~·tq"'~llJ'~~,,·~·~IlJ'~1~ -r'"~·~·~,·~~·,~~l 
ii11:f1"1 p€~~~~·~,~,-ur,-~·~"~1 1~~~ 
ij~~·~·~s~·~,·~~·~·i!,1 -1~~·~~·~·q-~,·~~·~·q~· 

~"~ ~~·!f~·~~~~·~~'tq"l ~~~~·~· 
,~·~·i!,~·~~·~~"~1 1~~·~f~'f~~·~·~·~~·~·2f 
lit~1· ~~~·~q~~~~~tf1"'1 1~·~~~1'1"~~ 
~·~·6)1 ~·~~·1~~~·i!1·~·~·~~·~"~1 F~·~·~~· 
,~·~·~~·s~·tJ~·~1 1ij~~·~,·~~~·e~·s~·~~·~llJ·q~· 

~~"~1 F~~W:,~·~~·~~,-~~·~~·~~·Q.S1 1~·~~· 
ij~~·~·~~~~~·~1 fJJ,~~~·~~~~~~·ij~~~· 
JJJ,~1 f."'~·~~~·~·~~~~·~,·~"'11 1~~·~·~,·~·~~~· 
,,~·q~·~1 l&:~llf~'z:t'i!,·~~"·~·~1 1~~·~· 
ij~~·~·ii~~·e·~,.~,·11 F"·~,·ij~~·~·~~·i!,·(,·q-

lit~1 F1·tr~~llf~·~~~z:~~·~·Br~1 R~llf~·~~~· 
i!,·~~·~~'""'¥-1~·~~1 ~~·~·ij~~·~·ii~~·W:~,·~· 
lit~1 ~·W;~~·~~·q~·~·~,·q-ij~~l f'"·W;ii~~~· 
~~~·~~·~,·q~~·it~~1 1o-Iij-~~·1r~~·q~·q·~,·q~,. 

ii~~1 f~~·~~~e-~~·qfll·~·ii~l l&l'~~~~'~ 
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~~r'E!~·~"·~~"·~&~~1 f"~"·~~·~~~~"·~~"·~&~~ 1 
"Cl\f~~·~a.·~·~~".~"·~~1 F="f~~"~·~~·~"· 

..... .....~ 

f&~~·~"·~~"·~ &~~1 l~~ 1'1"'~S ·~ ~·~~·~,·~"· ~~"· 

~&)~1 l~.,",r:~·~~·tit~~·~~·~"·~~"·~&~~ 1~&T~~·r~ 
~·~·~~~·~"·~~"·~&~~1 1~·~·l·~~·~f~·~~·~"·~~"· 
~&l~l l1~~·tf&~~'&Tf~~~"·~~"'~&)~ l&l~'&ril,.~· 
-r" " ..... ~ ~ " 
if~·~·&~,·~~"·~&~~1 1~~~·,"·~·&~·~~~'&19'~"·~~"· 

~&1~1 1~·it,·~"'tq"'&T~~~"·~"·~~1 1~&l~'Q.J~'&)' 
~~~~"·z:r~"'tq"·il1t ~&~~~·1q~·Cl\·~·~&~f~·1"'~S1 1 
~"·~~~·~·~&~~~·s~·~~1 1~·~~~a.a~·~~·f&~~·~l· 
~,·~ 1~.,~1l&J~~·~&J~~~·~~·~~1 . f"·~·~·~~·~~· 
~a.·~·~5)~1 1s~·~a.·f~·a$1Jl~·~~~~Cl\l 1~~Cl\'li&J~ 
~·~&~~~~~Q.J·~ lll~·~,.~~~~·~~,·~~·Mf. f~ 
~&T~&J·~·~&~~·~·~~·i{11 ~ ~·&r~ 1'tq"'~&~~·~~· 
&J~'li&~~·~~1 l~.,~l;:s1·&lf~~"·~~~&J~·~~iC2.11 1ar
~·~"·~~,"·f·~~~~1 l~"~~·~~~~~~·~~·~ 
~l l~·~~~·~~t~·~·~&r&~f~·~sl l~&~~~·f"·~~~· 
i19-&)~·~·~~ F&J~~&~l"~·~&r&lf~·,a~'l:l~~l 1 
~·~~·~·s~~~r~&~l"~·,q·~ 1~&~~·~·~~i:J~·~·~~· 
~·~~1 ~&T&lf~·~~i!,·~·~·,·tf~1 ~a.·s~·~~~ 
Cl\&!'&lf~'&J~~il,1 f~·~·~&J~~·~·~~·~~ 1~&1~' 
~,·~~C2.1'f"·~·&J·~"'~Q.J'C2.1~1 ~"·~·~·l"~~·~"'~"·~~~·~· 
5)~1 ~~il·~'Cl\"'~·~~·~~~1 ~~~~·~· 
~a.·""'~~ f~·~·~·~~"·~~·~f,.~ 1~·~~·~"·f-: 
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~2.\l·~~,·q-~1 1:1\Z~ .. ~~z.\1·~·~2.\l'~~·z:m·~~·%~·1 1~· 
~~·~~·~2.\l·~~·z::r~t~·~,·r::~:IJ 1~~·r::~·~~z.\l·~·f~·~·£)·~ttttll' 

~·1 l~~·ut~·:l\~·z:J~~·~z.\l·~·q~ 1~·~F~·~·~~~·~~· 
!·~~~r~:l\1 1~~·f-·~z.\l·~,ftttz.\l'~~·~~·~:l\·~1 1~~· 
~,z.\l'i"'z.\l'~~z.\l'i~~·~,jf~~1 1~~·~·~~·~,·~~~&1~·~2.\J' 
~~·ci1 1f'~~z.\l.~:l\·l:l·~,.q~·~·~s~:l:l~1 1~·~:1\·~~·£)~· 

~~·~~·~·~~z.\1·~~1 1~~·~~2.\l·~·q-~,.,~.~~·r::~·ttt~z.\11 1ar 
iii;,S:~tN~·fw,~~z.\11 1c.Q·~w~·~·~w~·il,·~ 1 
~~~·~~·~·~2.\l·~,·~~·~ 1~·~~·~~·~·~2.\l·~,·:l\~·~~· 
9 ~ttt·q·:l\~·~o.t·z.\l·~·~·~·r::~1 ~~~~·~~·ez.\l·~l:l·~~· 
#wq-~1 ~~~wil,·~·~~~~·~~~1 ~~~~· 
il1'l:J:I\'t-z.\l'~ttt·~~z.\1'~'~1 1~~·~·~~2.\l·il~~~~·~~·~~~1 
~ ~·~·~ · ,.ut~'S'l:ll)~·r::~,'tf6t~·or~1 1ttt~·~·~~·q·~ 
~~·~·~~·,~·1 1~~·~~·~2.\l·e:~~~o.r~·~~·~1 l~o.J'~ 
~~~~z.\l·~tttz.\l''-l:l\'~z.\l·~z.\l·~z.\l1 1~:1\·~,2.\l·~~~~·~~·~r~· 
l:J~'~l 1~~~~9'~·~~~~~·~~·~1 ~·~~~·~,·~·,· 
~~·~~:l\'ut~·~a;11 1:1\~·~~·~·~~~·~af·~~S1 1~~·~·q
~z.\l· ~~·~~·r::~~~·,~·1 f'lz.\l~'l:l~':l\ ~'l:tl1~2.\l'QJ~z.\l'f1'(l:Tf'l'l:J' 

1~·1 1~·~~·~·~~w~·~~·~·~1 ~·~~·q-~~~o.r 
~·~,2.!~~1 1~~·~·~~·ut~·~~~·~,·~~ 11q:l\·~~·~z.\l' 

~·'!'"fl:l\'r::J·r::~~~1 1~·~2.\l~·r::~·l:tl~·~~·~w~·utt:.·1 1~·q-~· 
q~·~~Ttt~z.\l·~~·r::~·1~·1 ~·1~·~·1:1~1·~~·1:1·~~·~~·ut~·l l 
i!~z.\l·~·af~·z:J·i'z.\1'~~1 1:1\~'l:l~~·~~·l:l·~z.\1'~'~2.\l'l:J~' 

~1 1~~w~·a;~~~·qli(.2.J'~'~1 m~~~w~~~~~o.r 
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~"'~a.J'ajf ~~·~~~·CQ·~·~·~~''-1'~'1 Fl~;·~~·~z:tF'' 
t.t~·~~·~·~·~~.cq~1 1"~·~"·~~·~~·tii~·~,-s~·a.J~· 
~~1 ~·'lf-~~·~·~"·~,·~~~~·~"'1 ~·~o.~·~~·~·~a.J' 
~·u:r·~~~1 ~l:tl~~·~"r~o.~~·~~·~~·~~a.J·~~11 ~ 
~l:fl·il~~·~~~~·~'j'l:tl~~l l~~~·t.t{Q~·~·:2\"'q~·~~ 
~1 ~~~o.~~·@_~·~o.~·z;r~QT~ut"'1 ~£t·;ar~·~·~~~·~· 
~~"·~ ,~·~"·~·a.J·~~·CQ·~l:fl~iJ.l'ut"'1 1f'~~CQ~·q~·~ 
~~·~·~~·~~ ,~·~"·~~:~~~~~·~·~·~"'1 1~~~·~ 
CQ~·q~·~~:2\'iJ.T'Q.tOi'~l:tl l~~·~~~·~~~·~"·~·a.J·~if':2\' 

£t~1 lf"·q·~~·~~·""·~~~~ar liJ.l~·~l:tl·~~·~"·~~·ar 
~"~iJ.l~~1 1l:tl~·~·~·~~·;af~r.J'iJ.l~·~~·~1 1~·~~~· 
~~~·~~~·q·tq~l 1~'0i~~~·~~·o.~~·a.J~'&I'l:f1Ul~·~~Oil 1 
~l:tl~~c.t·~~·~~~·l'~·l·z:t~Oi'~l 1~~~·~~·~·~~·£t· 
~a;;·qa.n 1 n~·c.t·~ ;·~"·s:~tr·c;t;~·~·~·~~, 1 
~;·~"~&J~'a.J'~'a.J'l:fl~'q'c;t~a.J1 ~~:~'1§"'1"'c;t~"·q~·e.~· 
'-~'1"'1 1~ct~71.1"·ilc.t~·arl:tl~·q~·a.J~, · 1a·~:2\'l:fl<i0i·~~· 
s~q~·~a.J·~o.~~·'JlOil 1:2\"·~-CQ1·a.J·~a.J·~~~·~::~~~·s~~~l 1~ 

~"·~~·~~~~a.J1 1~·~~f~·at~~"'&lf~'~1 li"' 
~l:t1"'~~·~"'1"'1'~~·~~1 1~"·~·~~~'1"'~'o.J'~"·~~~ 
1i.~::~~;"·f~·a.J·~l:tl~·~·~~'lr~1 1~~~·l'ur·~~·~·z;ra.t~· 
it;·tQ~1 ~·~"'o.I'ff"~·it·~'Ul·~·~ ~1'~&J~'~"'a.J'§l:tl' 
q~·~;'il11~'1 t~l~l:t1~~"'~1'E!'z::t'l:t1"'~~·;"·1 laf~~~~· 
~~·~·~·z;r~"'a.~·1"'1 l~'~z:tF'':2\"'~'~'ll~'~&J~'l:tl"'~~· 
~o.~~1 l~Qfi:I~Oi·~"·~·&)z;·a.J·~~&J·s~·~, 1~~·~~·~:2\· 
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~~·$~~~1l11 1~·e~f~!ll'a;~\~~~fe!\.~1 11z:.·tr 
~z:.·~~~z:.lz:.·l·'lJ~·~~1 1~z:.·~~~~lZ:.'il'M~z:.·~~ 1 
1S~:~~1Z:.'f~~lll'~~~~·a;~~·~1 1l:l'fJ~~~·~~·~·r.~·~~ 
~1·~~1 la;~·~~·~·t~z:.~·~r~·tit·~~·~ 1~1·~~~·~~1 
1~sz:.·~~~lll'~~~1 1~~·~~·$~·~$~~arlll1 1~· 
e~r{~lll·~~~~f~~1 1~·2f~·~~~z:.·l~l·'lJ~·~~1 1 
~z:.·~~~~1Z:.'if~·~z:.·~~ 1lSl:l~lZ:,'f~~·lll'~~·~·~~· 
f~1 1l:l'fJ~~tit·~~~·r.r~~·itl·tq~1 1~~·~~~l§Z:.~i'~· 
1Sz:.~·U)·~~·~ 1~l·~~·~z:.·~·~~~·~·~~+·lz:.·1 1 
~~Sl·~~z:.·z:.~~~~~~·lz:.·1 1f'~~:~~~·~·~~Mtq· 
~·a;S·f~~·1 1~~·~~~~~1z:.·~·Mr~4lfs·~~ 1~z:.· 
lll·~·~;~·~·~:~~~·s~~~ 1~~~1lf~~z:.·:~1·z:.·~:~:~z:.·~~·r.r 
tq1 1z:.·~i~·~z:.·i~~lll1 1~·e~f~lll'z:.·~·~f~·2f 
~1 11z:.·af~z:.·~~~z:.·lz:.l·'lJ~·~~1 1~z:.·~~~~1Z:,'if'~·~z:.·~ 
~ 1lSl:l~~·lz:.·fl~lll'~~~~1 1l:l'fJ~l-til·~~ 
~·r.r~~·i)l·tq~1 1z:.·~·~l§Z:.~~~·U)·~~~ fZ:.'Ilf~ 
i·~:~~·~~~·~·~~·~~'1Z:.'1 1~'?~'~f1~'1Z:.'~~Ili'S:~Z:.'z:J' 
1z:.·1 1~~·~~ ~~fl~lz:.·a;~~l:I:IZ:.·~l·~:~:~z:. ;z:.·1 1i'~·~ar z::r 

a;~~·~~·~~·lll·~~~1 1~<'1~·w·~·?~.if~~·\;1·~:~~~·s~· 
~~1 1~Z:.'Ilf~·~~l:l~~9~'r.t~·~~~~·it~~1 li~·~9·~~·~· 
~~·~lll1 ~t~f~lli'~~~~M.~1 llz:.·af~z:.·~~ 
~Z:.'1Z:.'1''lJ~·~~1 fTlZ:.'~~~·lz:,·iJ·~~z:.·~~ 1lSl:I~'1Z:.'f' 
~~lll·~~·~ .. ~~·f~1 1l:l'fJ~~w~~~·r.r~~·~·tq~1 1 

-c .':lo ~d ~ "' - - - "'' d ~~·l~·~·t~z:.~s:~~:~·~·~~·"l1 11·~~·~9~·~·~~·~z:.~·UJ·~~· 
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~~, ,~.~~·fl:tl~'L:l'tJ~~~~·~·~QJ'~~, lf~~l·~·~~· 
a;l"Cll'~:rlafi·~·ijf fCitCll'ct~cJr~l·~~·~~·~·il F~~~·~'l· 

~·~·~~~~~~·, ,~·~·~ttr'l~f~~·l:tl~~·t.q~, ,~ 
~·a;~·ct~~i:~·l:t1~~·~1~·, ta;f~1sct~r:r-·F~irr;sz;tt· 
1ar~t tf~~~ttr'l·~·~·~~~~·s~l M~~ilttru·i~~J£1' 
~~~, ~~~~l~~·~~~·~·r;-Cll'~ f~'t.qQJ·~~~ 
ct~·~·9tit11 F~~~fl'~Cll'~'ttl~'rf~~l F~~~·~·Cll' 
~QJ·~-s~~~·~ ~·~~~~~'!¥1'-Ef-'~1 1~·~~ 
~~·~~~·~·Cll' ~~~ct~&~, ,~·~'ti)·~~~~'Tf~~·'fl~' 
~~, M~·flll·~~·~~·~·flll·~~~~·~ · tar~·ar~·~~·~~· 
~·tTl~~·~~~ ,~~~f~tr~~·~·~~'UJ~'l ll:tl~~~L:T 
a·~~·~~·~·~·~~e~1 1QJ~~~·arct·Cll'~·~~~~~ 1 
'W'Sttr~·~'iSl~·~·~ct~l F~<;lll~~·~~~l:tl~ 
QJ'~l:tl 'a;~~·~ttr'l·~~·fCll'~~~' r w~·~ .,.t.q~· 
~~·,~·a;s·ct~·~·~~~·~l 1af~·QJ·~l:tl~·~~·a;~~·q:-~~·QJ· 
Slll1 1~~·&ftJ~·~~·~~·ttil~~·QJ·f~ 1~'CI'Cll'~~~ct·if 
~~arS!llf ~q.'tJM~~~·ttiJ~Cll'f~ 1~~~'ttl~"f 
~·~~~~ 1l:tlil~·~Cll'~~~~~~·~l:tl~Cll'f~1 1 
~~~·iftJ~·~a·~~·~·il~~·QJ·f~t 1fF'~·QJ·~l:tl~·tt·~~~· 

~l:tl~'Cll'f~f f£t·~~~'J~·~~·~~·ttiJ~~·aJ·f~f fCI"fS~~ 
l:tl~"l·~·~·~~~~ l~~MCll'~~·~~raTf!·~if ~~~· 
~'J~·~~·~~·~·iJ~~·Ill·f~f fCI~·~·QJ'~l:tl~·f·~~~~·~~· 

~~1 1f'f'tJ&~·~-~~·~·iJ~~Cll'f~1 F~~·~l:tl~'Tl·f;·~ 
~~~ ,~.,~·r~~~s,·@rr~·~~, ,@rr~"'~·~· 
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~~·~~~·ortf~l ~~·'JJ,O\'{trrtr~~~·~Cf\~~1 1~~ 
~~·~~·~~·~·~~~·o.t·cf~l lc::!~~· ~·~~~·,.f~·~·~~~o.t· 
~ 1sor~tt·~·t~·~~·~·o.t~t 1~~·~~·~·~~·~·~~~·o.t· 
i~ ,~,~£Jor~r~~ro.t·ir"-l'~1 ~·~~·~·~·~~~·it~·Clf 
cf~l l~'i!J~·~~~·,·f~·~·X7o.t¥"'~ ~·~~~·t;·~~~· 
FO-l~·o.t·,~~·c::ti~·c::t~t 1"-ff~·ar~·q~~·io.t·~~·u·~~·~~· 
~~·, Ref\·~·q.~~·~·arr~·e~c::!frFl Fef\·~·~'l~· 
~q·F~·tr~t l~c::tw~~~~·F·a~·:rq~·qif~, l~·a.~~·~~·z::r 
ilo.t~·o.t~~·~·a51 1q~?.f~·~·~~·~·~~~~·~1 ,~,·~o.t~ 
~o.t·q.~~·~ar~·~~·~~·i!;1 ~~·~·~·~·~·o.to.t·~~· 
Cf\~1 l~~·Cf\~~·qq~·~~r~~~·qaf\·~;·1 ~~Qfo.t~~~· 

~1·~·o.t~·~~.r~'r'1 ~~·~·~·0\~·~~·~~o.t·&)~l 1~~· 
~~~~'c::!!"-l'~·q·~l:tl·~·q{o.t1 l~·a.~~·~~·q·~;·o.t·~~·~· 
as1 t~~ar~~~·~~·~·~~·Clff~t l~'i!J~·~q~·~l:tl·~·~· 
~~¥"·&il F~·~~·r-~~~l:tl·~·q~·~~·Cf\~·~~·1 ~O\·a,1· 
~9~·~~r~a;·;~·9;·~~·~, ~~~·a.~·q~~·~;·q·£t·,ar~· 

~l l~·~;·ti!·~·~·trt!t~·~·~~l ~~~·~,·~~·~~·~·~· 
~~·~1 1~&1~~·;z:::~~;·~~·"-1'~9 f-~~o.t~·~~ 
1;!~·~·~~,1 r.~~·~~·~~'l\;·r"-l'~r,-~1 1 ~.&1',., 
1~·~~~~~&1~~9~·'-'~~1 1~·~0-l~·~~·~~~·or~;· 
qq~·~t 1~·o.t·E_·~~·~~~·~·~o.t'"-1'f~1 11:1~~·~~~·~· 
~~·"-1'~~~·'-1~·~~1 1~~~·~~·f'·tr~9·~·;;·~~q~1 l~o.t· 
~~·~o.t~·&:~J~o.t~·~~·"'~·a~l ffi~·cr~o.t~·&.-~·~~~· 
~ ~~r~trora·~~·~~·o.tt tf~·'f-·~·~~~·~· 
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~~·~~ia.I~1 ~~·al·to.t·~~·z:!1a1-~il~{tl~·~~1 l~ur~·f-·z:.r 
~t11·~~~~·t!t~·~1 f~OJ·'i(~~~~~·~o.~~.r~·~x_·e~l F!f 
'~'i!OJ~i;~ QJ'~x_·~~~ 1,ilx_·ar~o.~~·fi·afl~~~x_·utz:.l l 
i:OJ~~·~~~~·a,·o.~·~~·~x_l tilo.t~~·z:!1~~·~o.~·~·UJ~·~z:!1· 
f~·,z:.·t ~·:!1·to.~·utz:.·z:!1ar':ril1·~·sx_1 Fl~·~x_lll~~~~· 
~z:!1·~~·z:.~·t!t~·~z:!1 1z:!1~·~x_·.flx_1ll~'~z:!1·~~·~~~·~~·(3j'z:!1 1 
il~~r~·~~·~·~·~·~~·~x_·~~1 f!f~·(cq·~·~~·tlx_·~~·~· 
~1 1~~~~·~x_z:.·cq~z::o.r ~~~1 fl~~·~·~z:!1·"1~· 
~%z:!1·~·cq·~~~~z:!1~, ,~·s.x_·~OJ·~~·il~~·~~ailitrr'Jl~1 , 
~~·~~·~~z:::~z:!1·~·~~·t!tar~1 r-~~~~·~·a.T'~z:!1~~~; 
~~~~·1 1z:!1~~~~z:!1ll]~OJ·~%ttr~·~~·~~~1 . ~z:!1~~· 
+-~·il,-~·~1~1 ~ ~·o.r~ ~OJ'C!x_·~~·~~·it~~·~ 
~l'z:!1~·~ 1~1·~o.~l~~r~·~z:.~·,OJ·cit·~·q~~t 1~rtrs:z:r~· 
l"z:!1~'~z:!1·x_~·~~·~~1 1~JlS-Z:.~'tJ~·~~·z:!1~~·,~x_·~&~~·~· 
a.'(z:!1 ~~~~~-~~·~·~~·f~·~-~1 Fl~'QJ'~Cl~·~· 
~~·~,~-fi~·~~·Ef'll1 1~-l~·~~a.t~~-~~l.l·~~ 1 
C!1z:!1'~~-~~~-~~~-~~-~~'z:J'il11 1E!&1~·~-~~~·f~·~· 
r~~·s.~-~ ~·~,·o.~~~~-z:J~~-~~-~~-~1· ~z:!1·~~-ut~· 
~-- ...... r.: _. ·~· ...... 
~ ~~·l;l·a:,~·,;,(~l 1~fx_·q·~z:.·~1~.£!0J~·~· ... ~ii'Q'l!l 1~· 

~~·~z:.~·w~~'~·~~-~~~·afl 1~~-£~·~:.~·~·'15·~~-~~-~ 

il11 ~·~·~OJ'~Z:.~~ilo.~~·~·il11 l~~~'OJ' 
qaz:.·1z:.·z:.~·z:.ril11 l~~·i~·~o.~ .. ~~z:.·~z:.·~il,l 1~~·£~· 
a.E)~·~x_·i'z:J"1Z:.'OJ'i'z:r·a)l1 tf~~-~~-~~-~-~-,~·£j ·~· 

il11 ~~·~~lll·~;~·~·~·il11 1~~r~-~~·~z~r 
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~·~·~~1 1~·~~·~~~·~r~~·l1 1f~&r!f 
~~r~q''!l~·~~~ 1~~·~ept·~~·q~a·~~·~ 1f 
~&r~·~z:.·~~q~·z:.z:.·~"l~~ 1q~·"l~lt·~·~z:.·~~·iq· 

'1'1 ~~·&if~+·~~~1 ~~~~~ 
~ct~~~1 F~~~z:.ti~~~W1 1~·~·"'·~· 
~~~z:.·~~~·e-~1 ~~~~·q-~~if~~·~~1 11~ 
ttz:.~·-~~·~~&~·~, .• ,.~~·~1 l~~q.~.~~·q~1·&·~·~ 

~1 ~·~·q~·~~;z=rz:.~&r~'"l~ r;~·~~~'f~ 
~·~~ 1~·~~·~~~~·zrrri·'1 1S~Clf'Jl~~~z:.· 
~~m~~'!l~1 ~~·~·q-~,~~~q~1 rwq· 
~·~tJ&rU!Z:.·~·~qf&l1 1~~·a~·~;z:.·ar~~~~~ 1~~ 
~~'i&P\'~q·~¥~~f'l ~~·~~~·~q~~~ 
~~~·f~1 ~,~·q~~~&l~~~·~z:.·1 lif&l~~· 
~·q-~,~~~&1'~ ~·~~a~~~z:.·q~~~·~~~l 1 
~:rr~·~l:tl'ez:.·d{~·til1·tJ&liz:.·1 rwq·~~·~·~~·q~·~~·~· 
~ 1tJ&r~·~~~~·~~iq~·~~ 1~~~,~·~~ 
~~~~~1 ~~~&rqll1'd{~·~,-z:.z:.~·~1 1~1 
iq~·~~·~~·~·&r~·ez:.·1 1~&·l·q~·~·~"l~·m~~·~z:.· 

u.JZ:.l 1if&l~·~~z:.·~z:.·~·~~z:.~~~1 ~~~~"11"1· 
~~~·~ 1(-'f1&r~~~~q'~1 11q~·~l~'f 
1:t1~~~~q'~1 l~~·q~·~'Tl~q-a·~~·~ m~ 
~·iW~~·i!&l~·~·~~·~,~ R~~·~f"l~·~~· 
i~~1 1~~~(-'r,-~~·~z:.·~·~~ 1s-~·az:.·~~·~· 
~~~&t l~~""~~ar~-,~:.~~1 ~~~·~ 
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~~·~·~o.t~·~~·QJ·~~n ~ tN·~·~ ,.UJ~·~Ill·~~·~~-e: 
~·~~~~·~·~~~·~~·~~~~~~·F·~,·~~, ,~r~·~Ql·~~· 
~~·~lll'i!~'fl1'e-~·~, 1~~·~~·~~~·e-·~~~·,~·~·~lll' 
~ ,~~·e-e:flll·~~·QJ·~Ill·~~·~, ,~~~~~r~fl·~·QJ· 
~~·it,·e,~, ,~~~~·~~~~·~~~~~·Ill~~,~, ,~~· 
~~·QJ·~~·~~·it,·~~·~, ,~~~·QJ·~·ifit,·~·~-q~~, 1 
~§f~·~it,·~~·~~·QJ·~~~·~~·e~1 1~i:rit1·r~~·i~·~~·~· 
a.i'r::r~~·~-r,, ,~.UJ~·~·~~·~~~~·a{'~~~·~ ~~·~~·~~ 
~~·~~·Ill·~·"~.,~·, ~~·~.,'l~~~~·~~·s,.&l ,~. 
~~·~·~·~~·~~·~~~~~1 1~~~1)1·iirit1·~·~~·~UJ~· 
~~·1 1=~·i!lll'fi'UJ~~~i~f;-lll·~~ ,~·~·&~rr~,~~·tt 
~~·, 1S~·~·~·t~~·it,·~~·tt·~~, ,r~,~·~~·it,~· 

~·r-r::r~~·~l l~~~SJ1·~s1·~~~·~~·~ ~~·~~ 
~~'Sflll'~·~~·~~~·~~·(l 1if~'5]~'it1·~·~tr~~~·~~~~~· 
~ ~~lll'lll~~,~·~·~·~~·~~~ ,~·it,·~~~~~~~· 
~~·~~~·~~·~ ,~~~·~~·tt·~~·~·~~·~~lll·~~ 1 
:t§f~~ltfn'~~~~~~~1)1~~1 tti~~tt·~r::r,~ 
~~·~·~~, ,~tllf~~£1·~~;~~~~~·~·~1 11'~~·~!
ii1·~~~1ll1 ,r~~~~~·s,·~~·~~~·~SJ,.~ 11·~~·~~· 
~1~~~,·~1lfz:t·~~, ,~~·~·,~·~~·e·UJ~·~~, ,,tt~~ 
~1)1·~~,1lfr,~·SI~~·~~, ~~·"fif~~~~·e"tq~·t~~, , 
~·~~~·~t~·it,·~~·~~·~~~·~·~~, ,~~·~·~·~·~~·e·UJ~·t 
~~, ,~~~~·~~·~~e~~r::r~~~, ~~·"f~~~~eUJ~ 
~~1 1~·z:t~·~~·q~~~llf~~·it1''ft1 ~·~·~~·q~~· 
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~·~~·~,·t-·1 1~·~·~~·~~·~~·~~·~·~~ 1~~ 
~~·~~·?R~~·~·~~~, ~&!EJ~·~~·~·lf'='~·~·~ ' 
~·~?l·~~·~·§f&J'~~·~?f&~~ ll"~·s~·~~·~·~·?f 
&~~ F·?{'~·s~r~·~~·~a·~·lf&~~ M·~~,~~·f 
~'1t~~?l~' lz:rif&J'~it,·e~~~~""~·~·~~, 1 
~il,·e~~~·i~il~·e~·~, 1a:rz:r,it,~~~~sa·~·z:r 
~, ~~·~~·~~·~~·~,·~~·&~·sr;·~. r-~~~·~,·e~·,~ 

~'='·&1·s1~ ~·~?l'~·ez.\1'~~2.\T'&J'S'i~ fl~~~ 
r;~·~~·x,~·~~·x,~·~~a.t'a.tl 1'='~~a.t'ia.t~·~,~·~~·'=J~'~' 
it11 1ai~·~~·s~·'='~·z:,{~r~itr;r lx,~·~a.t'&~EJ~·~~~,~ 

~·~,·~it11 1fa.t'~'=J·~~·~a.t~·~r;~·~~·~·~11 ,~~· 
~,·&)~·~~·it~·~·~,, lx,~·'=J~~·Q']~a.t·f~·d) ~·~~·fa.t·~'=J' 
~ 1El&l~~·~Q']~·itr;·~~~·~·~~·~,, fl~·~x,~~· 
~·~·&!·~~·~ 1~~·~x_~l;f~&J·&lfa·~OJ&l·~:s1 t~l~·~· 
~·~~~~·~~·~·&tf'~·~x,1 l:S~''=J~~·!·&l·~'ll~·~~·&~if~·q· 
"' ~ "' "' -~ ~m "' ~.-~11 h'a.t'E.~~~~·,~~·~~·&l'&l{\1·V'"I, lS'~~·vQ\1·~~~· 

,~~itr;·'Wx_1 1~·z:~~&~·~&l~·z:~~·&~'&l·sr;·~ lS:l~·r;·'W-r%3· 
?{'~,Sz:tril;·~l r;·"·~~EJ'&l'a.t'x,~·+a.t1 F~·~ 
~~-ij'~z:~~z:~~1&1's1·~ 1a·'Wx,~:J\:UJ~·~·~·&l'ct~~ 1 
~~~'&JEJX,'ij~·~~·~·~o,r~:J\_~~1 1'll~·~~·UJ~·~·~:J\_'~·~~· 
~1 l~·~~·x,~v.raJ·u:t·~·~~~l tiitz;·z:~~&l'~l~~·~a.t' 
'W·z:~·~l 1~~·,~·s~·~·1ff~,·~·a.t~1 f:J\.~·z:~z:~~·~·~~·:J\.~· 
~~~·z:~~·~~1 l~~.,~.~~·z:~f&~·~·itr;·z;r~~~1 lii~·§J~· 
~~~·itr;·i&l~·fl·~·,, l~~·~·s~·~·~·~·~,·~·a.t~~, ~· 
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~~·l:tl~~·~,·~~·~~·~~·z:r~~·~t l~~·?~·g~~·~·~·i},·c.r 
lll~l l~~r:tt~~~z:r"5Jill'z:J~'~~~~"'~1 rrz:rf~·~·~ 
~~:z:r-~·~::~~1 tifttr~zr~r~z:.·~~1~·~·~t lUI·~~~~· 
~~~::~,·fl1l'~r.r~P:,J 1ir~llf~~rr.r~ifil1·~ttr~·~~t tffl· 
~::~~·,ap;~·r.r~if~·5J~·~·tqz:.~·~~, ~~'Ulz:.·a.z:~,·~~·zw,·%z:.· 

~::~§F~r.rcl)~r F~~~1·r:tt~·~~·~o;r~~it~~, 1;r 
~::~~~~·o.~·zw1·if·~·~~1·1lf1 f'jf·,z:.·il·~::~~rtilz:.~·1z:.·o.J· 

tiJz:.~·~,, t~·z:r§f~·~t!f''l~·~z:.·~·z:r·ctt~l t!faJ·~·~·SfaJ· 

~·llf·9~~·~il11 l~~·~~·~~·~·f~·~·~ril1·fz:~~?.ij 1 
f~i1,-~~·~fr:tt·~·"'%z:.~·r.ref\t ,~·f"l'llfZ:.~CJ\·s~~· 
~z:r~·z:r~t rw~:il,·~~·~r:tt·~~·~~·if~r lF·tq~·~· 
~~·~z:.·ut~·z:r~''Tr.ref\1 til·9ur~:~z:r~~·~z:r~~·~~·9~~1· Ff 
(9·~i'~·a.~·~·~~~·~~~~·~~l ,~~'!lf'E:!{o.J't'~~·~~·£1· 
1t~~z:.·t ttilz:.~~l'~Cf\'~~Cf\·r.r~q~·~n ~ . ~·~·~ 
Z::{c.\IZ:.'~~·~~·~·~o.J~·~~·~·,z:.·l t3·~~·i}l·~z:.·fz:.·~~·~z:.· 
~~Q.~l. ttil·fz:.·~·~~·q~iz:.·lt;aF, t~z:.~·~ttr~z:.· 
Ul~.l~·i},·~~, Fq,·r~·ttt~~·~·Ql'~~·lt·,ar~t ,~z:.· 
~~~·i'~·~9·~·til·~~llfl tiJZ:.'aJZ:.'~~ttt~'9Z:.'~~z:.·flt· 
Q.~~' l~ttt·~·:Jz:.·,·r:tt~·~·~~~z;·~l 18!,·~-r~·~·~·c.r 
o.rz:r~·~~, ~~·~·~~·~·~Cf\·~·i~ill·~ ,~~·i},·~~·r.r 
i~~Sf1·~·~ ,~~·z:.z:.·~~~~%~~·tqz:.•t ,~~1"\Z:.' 
~z:.·~9·~~·~z:.·91z:.~~1 M~·~-e~·a.ri~·~·~z:r~r:tt~·~~l t 
~z:.·~~~·~Ofo.I·~~·,z:.·~z:.~·o.~·~"~' la;~·~·'fl1l'~·~~·~,·ar 
OJZ:.~~l li~;r~,·~q?z:.·~'JJ,~az:.·~ 11af~~·~-~~~,, 
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~~~·~~~1 1~·~·i~2f~·f~·e~·~~~ 1~·l9~:t.z;·f~· 
~~·+·~·~·~l\1 ~·~·~u,z;·~z;~~·~·~·~~1 1~·~~~~· 
~·u,z;·~~·~·~~·e~·~~1 1~·~z;~·~~~·~~·~~·:t,z;·~:t,· 

1~ 1a·~·~·~·1af.~~·'1'·~~·&11 1i~·~~~~·if~~· 
~~~~~·~ 1~1·~~~~·~~·~·~~w~~~:t.·e~1 11"4"~~·~ 
~fff~·~~·s~·e~1 1S:$J~·e~·e~·~~·~·1af-~·~·~1 1 
l"~~·~~:t,z;·f~·l·~~·~~~·~a:f 1~~l·~~·&:i~~z;·~·~~·~·ar 
~~~ 1ii~~·~·Ul·~~·~~~r~·u,z;·s1~ 1Ul·f~·~1·~~~~·~· 
u,z;·~~·~ 1Ul·~~·~·~~~~·~·u,z;·~·ar 1Ul·~~1·~ 
~~~·~·u,z;·~§f~·&Jl 1Ul·f~·~·~~~~·~·u,z;·~1Ja:f 1Ul·~· 
~l·~~~·~·u,z;·~~·~ 1~:t.·~~·&:il·~·'lJ·~:t,·~·~~·£)~1 1 
i'~~z;·~~u,z;·~&r~·ar r~·~z;·~l·~~~~z;·r~~· 
ill 11Sl·~z;·~~Q,'{~·~~~~·~·~~ 1~~~l·~· 
~f~·w£1·~·~1 l~~i~·~z::.·~~~~~~~l·~:t,·~~l ~s1· 
£t·1ar~·s~·~~~~~~11 1S:1z;·£t·s~·~~~~·~1~·~a:f 1 
~~·~l·~~·~·~~·~~·~f&r~z;·~z;·l 1~1Jl:."~1·1J·~·~~· 
~l~~·~·~1J1 1~~ar~1·~~·~~~1~·~~~11 1~~~:t.· 
~~·~!lz;·~·if~~z;·~ 1~~~·~·~l~z;·~·~·£)·~·~1 1~~· 
i~·~~·~~·~l·q-l~·~·~ 1~z;·~·~'lJ~·~z;·ITl·l~·fz;·i~· 

e1 11af.~~·-Ef·~~·~·~1~·~~~·~~11 ~·~~~"laf.~· 
q-~·~·~~~~1 1~~·~~~·ffJ·~·~:t,·~~·£!·!l1 1~~·s
~~·~~~~·~z;·~~·~ l:t,z;·~:t,·u,~·~i:t~~·~~·!f:t.·~·u,z;·1 1 
~rf'r~:t.·£t·~·~~·~f1':t.·~l lil·~~·£t·&:i~·~1z:r~·~z;·~~· 
~~1 l~·~:t,·~&:i~·~~·~l·~$1~·~ ~~·~~·~~~·~!11" 



.l'lll:l.~~.tv.tvtsrlbl l~~.~'t>~.tsr.b.tsr~.e~·Y 1~~~k'eo 

.~~.tsr.~T2.tsr~l l~.~.lb~.~.tsrl:l.~~.tv.tvtsrlbl l~~.~b 

.fP.l'Sr.b.tsr~.e~·~l 1~~~.lb~.eb.~~.tsr.'4.b.~1 l~.~.lb~.~ 

.tsra.~~m.tvtsrlbl l~~.~'t>.fP.l'Srb.tsr~.~.~l l~~k~.eo 

.~~.tsr.~.b.l'Rj§l l~~.lb~~.tsrl:l.~~.tv.tvtsrlbl l~~Uc.~b.fP 
:tsr.b.tsr~.~~.~l l~~~·eo·~~.tsr.~~l ltsrb.~~l:l~l:l.~ 
_.b,eo.~~.tsr.~l l~Bl'l.tsrtb.tsr~f.f2~.tsr~~.~m.~ ~.~.~ 
~ ·lltsr'@.xb.tsr~ .tsr~f.f2.~.~~:~i&.rv~l l~.tsrb.~~.tsrbbt>~~ 
.eta.~.~~t>l l~.~.tvlb.~.:~J.~t>.~ib.tsra.x@l lrv.a.~.'xfP 
.tsr.tsr~.~~.rv.i~l · l~.b.b~.lblbt>.~~lb.e~·~·~·tsrb~l ltsr~.~~ 
.tv&.tv.~~.~~.tsri.~ ltsr~.'xfP.l'Sr~~'xl:l.'x~J'i~::Jjl 1~ 
.~:~.~v.~.rv~.rvll:~e.b.~~l lc:E.eb.b~.~v~.tsr~.~.~b.~.~~ 
1 1~.~.1:1J_b.tsrt.tsr~tsr.~'it.tsr~J§a.tv.~1 · 1~-b.bJtv~.lJ 
·~~.I:I.Xc:Ebl· l~.~~.~~lb.I'itsrl:l.~~.b.tsr~lbl 1!2.~.~~ 
.~.'xD.~.i.I'i~l l~~eb.~.~~.~:~.~~:~l lrok~b 
.tsr~lb.Xc:Ev~.l'R.~t>.~~bl ~a.~.~~~.c:l?.x~.tsr~~.tvtsrlbl lea 
·~·~tsr.~~~.tsr~~~l l~~tsr~.~~.~~l b.bj 
·~·~.tsr~b~.tsr~.~.tsr~lbl l~b.~~~~b.lb~.~ht~l ~b 
·~·fP·tv~.~.c:l?.eb.~~l la.~.tsr.b.k~.~.tsr~.~·~l l~~.b 
.~t>~j~:~.~~.~:~~l lrv~.eokj'xD.~f.x&.~bl l~.tsr~ 
.Xc:Eb.tv.tv~.b.b~.~.~l ltsr~.tv.b.~lb~.~.~~.'xtsr.tv)l 1~ 
.b.~~.b.~~.tv.~~.x&.~bl l~~.b.~.~.tsr~.~~.~~.tsr.tv) 

1 l~~~··~··~vl l~.'x~.~.~~~.tv 
.~vl ~.rv~.~.tsrb.~a.~~.~~.tsrl::fa.~xl l'xl'l.~e~:~~~s 

161 Sl.X:!Il. NV 1.31111. 
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~·~l:Tf~S1 1£t·~~·z:r~·l:Tla~·~·q~·q~~·q1 1~·z:r~·z:r 
il1~·l:Tla~·~·~ -. 11·~~~·z;r~Ql·~~·~~1 1~~~~· 
~~·~·~~·~~a~·~s1 1~·z;r~~·z:r~·~·~~·~~1 1 
1~~~z;r~cil·~~·~~1 1~~·~~q?~·q~·~~·~·l:Tla~·~~· 
s1 ~·z;r~·z:r~·~·l:Tla~·~~1 1~·~~~~·z;r~·Ql·~~·,. 
~~1 ~~~~~~·~~~·~·~~·~~S1 ~~~~·z:r~· 

· ~~·~·~1 1~:~l\rz;r~Ql-~~~~1 ~~~~~·~· 
~~·~·~~·~~s1 mz:r£1-~~~·wi·~"~~"Uf"l 11·~~·~"· 
~z:tr~".~"~~~·~ 1q~~"·~~s1·l:Tl~r~il11 ffl·z:r~· 
q~,~·~R"c;~ m~·~~~·tr"~·q~~~,·~1 ~~· 
~·~q·~·~·~i§il·q~~1 mz:rq~,~"tq"·~·z;r~ F·if,· 
~·~·,.~·~~·~1 11~~·z;r~~·~Q}~ ~z;r 
~~·~z:r~,~~1 ·1~~~~wi·~~~"tq"·1· 11·~~· 
~~Qf~~z;r~·ifQf~ F(~~"·~f~S1l:ll~·~·il11 1 
~f~z;r~f~~f~~·~~tr4'~1 1fr~·~~~·tf"q~q~· 

~~·~1 ~·~~z;r~~-.~~1 ·q·.,%~· 
~·z;r~ lS"·~·a.ij~·~~q"~~~·q~1 11·~~·~·z;r 
~q~~"·~·~1 1~q~Of~·~·~l:Tfz;rq~·z;r~~1 1 
f;·z;r£t·~~~·~i·~"~~"·~·1 F".~z:tr~·~~~l:TfQl·~l:Tl~ 

tlll 1~·~"·~~-s,·+-~~1 ~·z;r~·~·~·~~· 
tf~ ~·~~~~·~~~·~ 1~·~f;tr~·~· 
+rq·~~1 ~·z;rf1i~"tlf"·~·z;r~1 1ql:Tf~~·~·~· 
1~~~~·q~1 11·~~~~·z;r~·q~·~"·~·QJ1 F~· 
qm,·s"~·~~·£t·s,·~;~1 1~.l:Tf~~·~z:tr~·~·q~~1 1 
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~ " ~ ~ " ~~·~·~·~~~t(f,'~~~~~·Uf~, f:Z:.~'"'l:Tf~~~-~tll'~l·~~-

~~·tlll l~mq's-~·~·~q-sl·"l~~illl FS~~-o-r~~~~q' 
r.~~·~F~·2fa.ttlll 1~~-~~q'~F~·~~tll'~~·o-r~l·~l 1~~~
~~-~l·~··~~l FS~~~q'~%"U.T~·~l·r.T'tllf 1a1~· 
~:z:.·~·lf~l~~·~~-~·~::.1 ll·~~..q~·~'fl'l\~'"1~·~~·~~· 
~ll ~~·~·~·~o,r:z:.~·"r'tll'f.·r.~·~l 1U1·~~~·~· 
~~~~~~1 1 tit·ar~ l"U.T~~~~~~~~Qltfl~r.t:z:.· 
~1 ,~·~:z:.;~·~Ul~~i!l·~~~~r.J'~l ,~:z:.·~Uf~'r.Tl\'~1)"'tlf~' 
~-~-~~, lil'~tll'~1)"'tlf~·a.~·~l-~ ,~~;r:.·f~·r.~· 
"1~''11-lS:z:.·~l'~l ,~-~~·q-~-~~·r.~·~~, lil"tll~~r.t:z:.· 
"1~~,-~l-~l-~1 1~~-~-{~·r.~·~·~~·r.~·~~, ,~~-l~-~"1· 
~~+"'lf~l·~·~, . ,~-~~-r.T'~~~-r.T'~~, ,a.~;~· 
~~·+·,-~l.~l-~1 ,~-~-l:Tl~~~"r'·~·~~·r.~·~~, 1 
~~~~·~o,r~Fa.·l:Tl~~·"r~l·~·~, ,~~-~~~~~-~~-r.T' 
~~, 12\~-~~~~~+-,-~·~l·~, 1~~-~~~~-~
~~-z:TUtO\n 1 tit·!(~ l·~~-~~t~~~~~ll:Tftll' 
~1 ffi~~~~~-a,~·~-~~l\~~1 fl:Tf~ll'E!l:Tfefl' 
~-~~ .,~~~tf'fl'~l\~·~:z:.·~~~-~~ ,~-~z:trr 
~~-~~~if~~-~-~-~-l~., ltiz:tr~:£·tllo,rJ:11~~-~~~-~-~
l~·, 1s·~·~·!i:z:.·£ll:Tl·~·~tll'r.T'l~·l l~·~:z:.·EJz:trefl·~~~-~ 
~~~~1 lf\tllo-rif0.!~~~~~-~~~1 ~~~~ 
Zll~·~~~~~·F.-~"1-~1 ,s~-~~o-r~~·~ml·o-rs,,:z:.~-~~~ 
~~, t:z:.~~l~~-:z:.~·ftll·a.t~-~l-~l'~tll·f-~1 ,~~~-~,. 
~§f~·~z:;\ftll'~l·~~-~l-~"1 l~:z:.·a,l~~~·r.t:z:.·~·r.T'.ij~~~· 
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~t:.l ~~&r~&ro.t~~·~w~r~;1~·~~l:Tl 11'1~·~~·~~~·~~· 
~·~t:_·1~1 1o.t'~Wfl:T1'~~t:_·~l:T1·~·~·1~1 1~~·~~·~· 
~~::ifq~·£1·s,·q~1 1~t:_·qq~·~t.q~·t:_t:_·~~l:Tl·q~·~9 1:g· 
~~rl:Tl·q·~l:Tl'l:Tl~o.t·~l:Tl·f·~~1 1~t:_·~·~~'o.J'~CIW'J'1~·~ 
~ 1l"~·~~~·~t:_'.ifo.t~·~·lw~l~ 1,o.t~·~·~i-~·~· 
~~~~ ~?-·~·ia,Zifl'l:Tl~Wl:Tl~o.t·~·~o.t·~1 1i~· 
f'1~~~wtfl~~·q~·~·1t:.'1 1l:Tl~l:Tl·s:q~·s1·~~·s:~~· 
s1·~~1 ft:.·~~~~·~,·a.t~·~·ift:.·at:.·~,, ~o.t~i~· 
~~·~·~·~o.t"~~1 1i"w~~~o.t~·~,St:.w~·'11'1l:T1''J~l 1i 
~t:_·q~·~t:.·a.~~~,·~;'ft R'1~·qifo.t~·~·~o.t·"fl:T1'o.tt:.·a.f~ 

~·1 1iF~'o.J'~t:.'tJ~~~~l:T1'~'1~~, ·1~~~·~'tqt:_·~·~ 
~~~~·1 ~·~~'tqt:_~z:tt'~'t:_t:_~~·q~ fl~~z:r 
§f.~:~"tqt:.itS,.I::P\1" lo.t'~·~~'t:_t:_~f'1~~ ,~. 
~w~o.t""f~t:.~r~~·~~1 1f1~·~crt:_t:_'~~w~' 1 
~-r,.~qw~~-,s,.~l:T1'i~~·~1 t.qt:_·~·a.~~~·~o.t'r~~· 
~z:tt~f J1~~~o.t"£llaf~~o.tfz:tt'CJ!ft:.'~W~t:_'J f~'l~· 
ttt~l:T1'o.I&,·~o.t·q·fl"z:tt~·q1 ft:.·~o.t~·~~·~l:T1'q~·~r~·~~· 
~t:_'1 ,~·~w£l·a.~·~·~·r,.~·~tfl Ft:.·~·~t:.~~·&ar~'l(~·s· 
o.t·l:lifo.tt l~·~~o.tw~~~t:.·~t:.·~w~t:.'l ~~·l~·a.t~·~1· 
~l:T1''J~'t:.t:.·~~l:Tl 1tl!t:.·~·~t:.·9'~w~·~l:T1'ci)·q~l l~~·o.t~· 
~l:ll:IW~W1l:lt:.'i~·~f 1Wtf1~~'&tf1'~tTfl:l~·~~·q~·q~o.J1 f 
~·~·~if,.~,·~~·i",·q~~~~, lif1·.q·i",·~·~ttt·q~·t:_t:_•~· 

~l:Tl 1St:.'l:l'i·~·1·~t:.~~·qi,1~1 1~tTf'J'l~·~~,·~ww03~· 
t~1 1U!t:.'~~t:.'9'~o.t~o/;·~tf1'~1 f~W~'t:.l:T1'~Wf4~·~~· 
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q~·~·.il"l ,~~·~~~~~·z;~i~z;a.·a.~~~,~, ,~. 
~~o.Ifa.·ill·~Zif~~a.s~·~·q~a;J, 1~·~~~a;J'o.t~·o.tar~~·&:i1· 
ill'e~, ,~·&:i~·s.~·q·~·~~~·~·~~ tS-~·Cf'~~~~~·~,. 

~~·ill·~ r-~~o.t~·~~~·~.~~.r~e~ 1f~~;a.~· 
q~·r~rq~·o.t·z:J%~~·q~1 ~"l.q'i'CJ$1iq~~·q~·sill·ur~r 

~1 ~~~'UI~~·ur~z:J'f~e~ fl~·r.r~o.tf~·~·~· 
'T-'Cl.~1 ,~.~~·~"1, 1ilfCfz:J~a.~1 lE!o.t'~~o.t~'i'&l~ 
"1~~~1 Fl'~lll'o.t·~o.tE.ill'~~~·ill~~,. ~,~~,·~~ 
~~ill·~·~r;ur~·l lq~·qi'~~o.t·~"l~ur~~gl~l la.~ 
~~·~o.t~·i'ttr~·f,'tfe~, ~~~.,~·~~·~·o.tl"t~·~z;~· 
~·1 1SI~·~~·fl~·f~·~~·"l~·~~·lll'il~~l lal~~~~·~· 
~~·~~~·~·it~·~~·~~·, l~z;·~~·{1'Cf~1·~~·~,·q~z;·~~· 
z:J-~1 1~~~·~·q·~~q~·$l~~&l~l ~·~o.t~l' 
a;J~~~~z:Jtz:J~·~o.t·~·e~t ,~.~~~~aF·a.z;~.i!o.t~·~· 
'Jl~l Fi~Cf~l·~~~~~·z::p:;1f~1 liij"~~·~ 
~·~·~·m~·1~·1 1~~·l~·~·o.tiilr~~·~~·it~·~· 
1~·1 F~·~~"l~~~~·~~·'f-S!~·~·1~·1 ~&ro.t~· 
o.I.ilel.''f'o.l~·q~·~q·'Jl~l ~·~ill·~,·~~~~·~~~ 
~~·, 1~~·a.,~·~~~·ito.t~~.ii~'Cf~ill1 1il~~,·o.r 
Cf~~·~~~~·~r;~,·~~l la.~,~·a.~~·,~·o.t~~~·,~·~~·q· 

'f''l llf'l~·~·l~·~;~·~·Q)~·~·l lCI~~·~·~~· 
~·"·~~, lo.t~·~·~·~~·q~·q~·~~·ill'~~ lo.t~·~~·~t_· 
qq~·q~·q~·~ill·~~·~·1 lS~.z:J~o.t·~a.~~·~o.t·f~·~~·SJill' 

51 li~;-s~·~~·o.t~·~~·ill'~l 1~·~~-s~~·~~~~ 
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~r;·~·~~l l'lf(~rzr~~·~~Wrl~·r.r~~·~fQ.'Q.Sl l§i~rc.r~r;· 
l:Tl~~·~·r.r~·~r;·Q,sl l~:sQ.·~?1''JlO\'EI~·r;r;·~~·~·r.rQ,sl 1 
~~·l:Tl@\~·~~~·i11'Q.ret~~·l;J~·~r;:~Q.Sl 1%·~~·a.t:~·ill'EII:Tl'M' 
~·1S-r;~·Q.Sl ll:Tlr;·~Q.r;·~·~1'Q.1~·~~·~(11Q.·~r;·Q.Sl 1ur 
r;·~l:Tl·~i!l·z;J~·~r;·~·Q.sl l.El~~rQ1·~·~~;~fQ.'~·~~·1r;~· 

Q.Sl l~'Q.S~·~·~~·~~·~~~·~~·a,t~·l~~l 111·~~·t 
rr~·~O\~·~tlfs~·a.--~1 1ttt1·~~~~·~~~~r;·~·~~·an 1 
~·~·~ ,·u,yr;:~~·~~·s:~;r;·~·"-3~1 1~~·~r;·~~·~,·~·~r;·~· 
~1 1il~~~1·f~'17;'EJ~·~·~~·,sr;~·,r;·l ll:Tl~·~~·~r;·~~· 
~·1;!~'~11 ,~~·~~·~~·l;J~·~r;·~~~i1~~·~~~ ,~. 
~~~·s.·~·il,·~·~r;·~·~, ~~~·~"-l'Q,a;~·~~·~·Q,'Il~~·il·aJr;· 

17;'1 ~~·~r;·~r;·~~·~·l;J~'~11' ,~~·~~~·~~~'1l;JQ,' 
1~~·~~~ ,~~·~r;·~~·i!1·~·~r;·~·~, l&lr;·~~·,~~·~z:~· 
~l·z:r~~~1'17;'l 1r;·~~r;·~~.,~.l;J~'~11 ,~~·~~ 
~~~~~r;·~~·,~~·~~~ ,~.1~·~~·il,·~·~r;·~~~ Jz:l~' 
~·,sr;~·~·~z:~·z:r~~f~·,r;·, lQ,~·~~·~r;·~~.,~.l;J~·a:-

~1 Jz:l~~~~·,~iJlz:fl~-Gt~~ l~·~z:~·~~l~~r;· 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

~·~11 1"~'z:f.EJ"-l'~7;'"7;'~~·s:~~1r;'1 l~l:T1'1~·;:z;.r;·~~·1"1' 

1;!~'~11 Jz:l~''i(~~~·~~r.r1~-Gt~~l 1 ~·~·~ 
';'Ll.ll;'~~·~O\·~~~·~·~·~~~·~ 11~Q,·~r;·fq~·~~·~·~· 
"f~l 1~·~~Wrl~·~·~r;·€!1'.EJ~~·~'Jl~l ll:Tl~~·r;l:Tl·12t·a;~· 
~~~~~·~~, l~r;·~"l"'~·~~~·~·~~, l"r;·~r;· 
~~·~ttrz;J~.,~~~l 1~·iJl~~]ara.t:~·iJ1·~·~·~~1 l~r;· 
~·~~·i!,·r;r;·~,Zt·l:l~·s~l l~.l:Tl~~·.EJ~~·~·~~·~l:l·~~· 
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~·~1 1~·~·l\~·qq~~·~~~·~~q1 1~~~·l\~· 
q~~·~qri~~~q-~;~·, Vff·~·i~·~f~CJT~'lf~·~~1 F-~· 
~~·~~·~·~·~~·'lJ·~·~l 111·q~·!!l~~·f~·~~·qm~·~· 
~~·~ ~!S~·q~~·~~·~~·l\~·~·~·~·~~~ ~Ul~·~~·~~Qf· 
q~·il~~·~·s~·~~ 1q:s~;~·~·q·~'~·~~·~~·1 1 
~~~·~·~~·q·if~~·~·~·~·~1 1~·i~·qf;·~·ii~~·Q~·~~·&f 

~1 1q~~·~·~~~~·l\~·qq~;~~~·ar ~·~~·~~·+·~· 
~~%·~~1 ~~·~~~iit~~·~~·~~~~~lltfi~'1 ~qi.l' 
~~~~~;~·q~·~·~~·~1 Fq~·fc~rt~~·~'~~·q~~·£1· 
,ar~1 r.~~i~~~q-u.r~~~·~1 . ~l\·~{'q-~~ 
i~·ar-~1 1~~~'~·~~~~~·~~·~~·~·~1 1~~l\·~~·~l\·~~· 
~·e~·~·~1 1~~·~~~~~~F~~~·~Ul~l;J"l;J~~~ ·1~· 
~~~·f~·r-~~·~~·~~·~~·~·~~ 1~·~~·~~·~l\·~z;r~~· 
~~~q-~~1 F-~·~~~~'lf~·~·~·~·~~ fl~·qo 
~~~~·~~~·q·ar~~·~~·~ ~~·~~·~·r-~~·q~~·~~·~r-q· 
~~~1 ~·~~·~·~·~~l\l;f"~~·~~~ ~~·~·~q~·afl\q
~~~·~~~·i~1 ~~·~~~·'Tfil'~~l\~~1 111f~~~·'lf~r 
~~·~~·i-~~~1 1~~~~~·~~·~~·~~r~·~~~~·~~1· 1 
~~·~·~~·~~·i~·~·~~~·~~·1 ~~·,~·l}·~~~l\·~(~ 
~~ 1~~·~~~~~~l'~:ij~~~~·~~·1 1li'~~·~~~·~~ 
~~·~l\~~1 1~~~-;af.~q-~~~~~fl~~l 1~~~ 
~~l\~·r~~·~l\~~·1 1~9'~~~·~~·~~·~~~~~~·~~1 1 
~~~~·~~~~~·s·~'ll~1 n;~~~~'lS~~~~;~ 
~~~ 1~~·~~~~·~~·Qf·~·~l\~1 n~~·~·~~~·~~·r.r 
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~·~·~i';,·~·~·~~~~~~·~q~·~·~~'i{~·~· 
~"·~~ffl~~~·~cr·~~·~1 tif1~·~~·cri~~!!;·~·~"l·q-
~~"'tr~1 'Jl~~·~;~~·?~~l ~ 
~r-~~~·~~1 aq-~~~·m-~"'1 ~ 
~~·~--"·~ ~~r~cr~~~~·f~-m· 
~~·~"·Cf~~~1 i~~~""fi"'~l:\·tr~fi.~ 
~~~~;;"i{~·er&r~"·cr~~·~·~~~s-~·~~"~ 
e.~~~~~ 1~~·e~;·cr~·~;~;·~~~~~r4~q'i~~·~;·r.r 
{'~~·~~·~·~ l~~·~·~~·~·~~~·q'~~~~~·~·~~'i(~' 
'Jl~·ar~·~·&J~;~~~~·~~1 -cil~·~·~~·~~+·~·,-q-~· 
q~·~~·~·cil~·~~ tcil~·~"l~·~·~"l·~t~·~·~~;·;~·~~·~~1 
~7:\~~.~e~"l~·liq-"lia.r~~~1 ~~~·~·e.·~"l·~·~·~~· 
~~ ~~~·~·,era;·~~~~ ~·"1~7:\~q',~· 
~"fq'¥f~·~·~~·~~~~q~·¥f~ 
o/i'JiC~'"li~l:\~~·~;~;·~~~l]'~~·~~il:\'f(&rCf~~· 

~1 TI 

~1 1~~.,.~.~~"1·~~·~·~~· 
e~~·~·cr,;·~&r"l~~~'(;·;~·q~·~~·~· 

~·e-cr·cr~"l~H 

~1 1~·~~?-·~q-;cr~;·~~'i"l~·~~·~~(;·~·~~ar 
~~r~~·~·~~~·~·icr~·ij·;s~;~·~·~cr.t·cr.t·~~·~~·~q~·~· 
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~o.T·~~·~~·~r;·~·a,q~.r~s-q·~~~·~·r,J~:~·q-o.J·~·~;t.· 

~·q-m;·&:~1 q:~:~~·q-Q~~:~·~1· il~iit·q·~~~· 
~·;r;·~~'o.T~l z;r;·?.fo.Tt ii'IJi'~~q~·!J;·~;ll~~·~· 
~·~~~·q~~·q1 q:t_'cJ,l'~·q~·il'~~~;t~;·&:sr~~~~·"-1· 
~~·~·qfz;·~ qfz;·s:~~r;~~~r;~q~~~·f~~~o.T'Cl:Jl;' 
~·ifcr~·ti.~~r;·~~·~;·i~~~~·~~ql. li;·~;· 
q~q~e:i·z:rq~·~·~'f~il:t.'~~·,~~·~·~~·~ 
s:q~·~~o.T·s:at~·~·q~o.)·ql ~'&l~·q~·~·~~qfz;·s~·ar 

q~~·fz:rq~~'f"-1~ ~~1 ~~~~~'f~~ 
~~qwq~~1 +·q-~1 ~·~~~= *i~~q~~~~ 
e~·q~~1 ~~~·q-~1 ~~~~~·q~·q~~= if~ 
t~~q~~~e~l:f~~1 q~·z:r~1 ~·~~ s:~;r;·~ 
~r;~: ~~~q~~~~q~~1 ~z:r~l ~·~~= 
il~t~q~·q~~ 1~~~·q-q:t_·~;~·z:r~r;·~·~·o.)·q~l 
~~~'o.J"Z'4cr~ir;'1 {'&~·q~~·~a~r;·q1. fi'~~o.T" 
f.·q, ~~~&~~·~~·~·aif lir;'qo.)"~~l . ~~·~ 
~~~:;&~'111;'1 ~~·q·~~;·~ 1~·?fo.T"'!l .ar,~ 
q~·q·z;r;·l ~;·q~·ql ~&~~·~;·q~·~~~·~~~.J'~~·ql 

af'~·~~·fo.T'~o.T'$'~o.I'i~'q:t_•q~~·q1 ~Cl'&lil~'£lr;·~~ 

q'(;·~arf 1z;r;'?.fo.T'Z=l~1 &l~!~'~Pril~~~~~~· 
~~;r;·l ~~~*'at~·~~·q:t_·q~~ ~~~r;·~~ 
~~sr;Z!Q'~~~~z;r;1 ~·~o.T·~·1~e~~~· 
q~~·q~ "117;'~1 ~·&~·~ ~o.T·~~·= ~~·q~ 
~~~~·~~;·~~~ ~~1 ~~arzr~~·m·= ~~ 



:~~.~tn:~&.'%~.~.~~1:2.~ 11'1}~.1'1}~ :t:ztb.~.i'l}~.b~ :.~~ 
.'%1::!.~ =~·~ 1~.r::.~~b.~~.l'l}bl!.~.~~.~.i'l}~.b.~&.r:: 
.~~bl ~.'~b.'f!J.l'l}~.b.~.~~.~·~.b.tv~tl.i'l}~.~~.i'l}~.l'l}b~ 
:tJtzl~.l'.e\.e.~~.i'l}~~.~l'.e~.~x :.~m.~ :.~ l~.r1.~~ 
~.xS.~.D.b~.~.l'l}~l!.l'l}~.~.l'.ej§.~.i'l}~.~.xt:.tv_).~~.tvi 
·e~·~.l'l}l'.el!.~.~~.~.~~.~.~~.~.b~~·~·~~:.~b:~b~b 
l ~.Xt:.~b.l'l}~.x~.tv.~.~:.S.i'l}~~·tv.~tJ.i'l}~.i'l}~ :tvl'l}b.~x 
.b~.~'%.efi,·~ :.~m.k =·~ l~.b.~i~.'%!,.1'1}~.~.!,.~.~~ 
.l'.e~b.~.b.b~.~~ ll'l}tvtb~b.l'.ef.~b.i'l}.tv.b.b~b.Xb.l'l}t.~i 
~~bl !!'£~1\ib.t:z.':l~.:b~.~b~.~ !'%1'1}.~~.~ 
.l'l}l'.e~.l'l}l'.ef.~ l~.~~ ll'l}tv.~~.D.~b.xb.~ L':l~b 

.'.e~l::!.~~ ltv.~.Yi)!b.b~b.l~~b.~t:.i'l}.~.~ ~!,.~1::! 

.1'1}~~~ =~&-~~.~i.tvt4.~tn.~ =~ l~b.~b.tv~~b 

.lg.~.~l!l'.e.bt; 1~:.!,~.~ 1~.~b.i'l}~.l'l}~. ~.1'1}[1!~ 
~i.~.':lln.~ ~~ 1~b.~~b.'%b~.~~~.tvj.i'l}~tl 
.~ lb.~b.~.~ 1~1~b.l'l}~.U:zs.~~:.l'l}b.;.i'l}b~ =~ti~ 
.~.~);&.~.~ln.~ ~~.~ l~b.~~~tv.l'l}~b.~b.~~.l'l}~b 
.~tib.~.~ l~~l::!.l'l}~.ti~br.z.~~.~~.~b.~.~b.~.~~ 
!~':lX.~.l'l}~ l~r.z.~b ll'.ehib.r::.':l~:~~~ltz.~l::!.~~.l'l}~ 
=~~.b.~i.tv~.~tn.~ ~.l'i!.~ l~.~~l ~b.~b.'%~1:2 
.~.l'l}~.l'.e~ltz~.l'l}~~§ l.':l~b.~~b.xb~.~·~.l.t&::~tn.~~b 
.~.~.l'£.~~.1'1}[1!~ 11'l}~ltz.tv.t:z.~b.~b~b 1~~b.l~~b 
.~~~:tl'l}U2~.i'l}b~ :~.~~.~.~-~~~tl 1~.~:.~~:1 ~ltz 
.~b.l'l}~.i'l}~ !l'i!~.~.~~ l~b.l'i~ l~b.~:~ 

van'8V~ 3RL .iO ~H~n.i ooz 
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~ l~~r~~·q"·e~rq~~l q~·q-~~~'11·~~~·~~~~&: 
t:I1fg~·~~~$J~·~·"z::.·9~~~e~·~~'T'·t tlf·'!z::.·.£1~ 
~~~~~~ifir.t~·ilq~·i~~·~l~~~ ~·;.r: ~~rl:3'\: 
~·q·~~~= ~~~~1 Q.~·~~;.rf~~~~~r:-~,~ 1 
~·~*1 lfq-~·1~:s;~~e:il~~~~z::.·lf'·f-·+· 
~;·~r:-ifz;;~~l ~·;.f·: ;·Ufz::.·: ~·1"·s;·o.~F~= ~~· 
~~Q.~·~9~~·it;·'\z::.·Sf~r~~~ 1~~~r.t~'t:~'\·~ ~'11·~ 
*·~Lll"r.t·;z::.·t ~·'!z::.·~~e~~~~"f~~~"·~,·~r:
~~~~1 ~= ;·Ufz::.·s:q?z::.·q;~r~= ~~·~~1 ~~·~· 
a)lr.t~ ,~.r.t~'t:I'\'X:, lt:l~~~·~·~~·~~~·r:-~;-~·~1 
~·= 1'UlZ::.'! ~;·~z::.·~cr.l~~Clt: ~~~~~9·~z::.·§fa3-r:-~l 
~ ~~·~~ l~l~~~~~~z~at::z::.~~~~~ 
cr"'r:-~,·~~1 ~·= 1Ufz::.·~z::.·;z::.·Q.S·l:3~·= ~~~·~~1 
l'~·~9"'z::.·f'lt·r:-rl~ ~~·~~·q"·e~·q~~' ,~q·9~~· 
~·~"T~9~{?·r:-~;·r:.r~ ~·= l"Ufz::.'i ~;·~;.f~'\Z::.' 
~~~·Clt: ~~~~l ~~~l~-'('11~ l 
~~·~~·q~~~ 1~'Uf~·e~·9~·,q·9~·Clt·~q·~·~z::.·~1 · 1 
1·~·(~·~¥-l~·~,J'~~~Clt·~·~Clf'!l &fl;f~~qq~·t{cr.J'~ 

~;·~;z::.·l r:;J~;.f'9~'ir:;J~'9~·~~1·ift·~·~·Uf'cr.J'~Clt· 
1:3'\'(;.r~·~·~Clf'l;J~~r.ll ·ttz::.·~·~~r::J''T''~Clf'~';.f'l;f~ 
'\Z::.'l:fl;f~~~·&:f;.f·~·r:;J~~·~, if;.f·~~·~q~·'ffif;.r~·~~·~· 

~'\'t:J~'90\cr.l'~9·;~·~·~'\'1:3~'9~"·~9i1::!'~1 cr.Jfl'\'~9'{cr.l'~ 
(€l·~Q_jfClf'l:3~?9~'tf~·~~·~·~~·~~r:;J~~~~ liZ::.' 
~'l1'9~'l1~1 ;z::.·;("~;z::.·1 ~':::r:-f 11Z::.'tr'l1'9~~1 
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~;r;_·a;1~·~i"'~'i!&!~~·Ul·&t~·~~·~·i~·~·~~~·~;r;_~~ 
~~·~·r.r1~·1 ~i~·1rz~~~·~~·'lt·z:~a~·~~·~~~{~·i.fcS"~· 
'lJ,~.1~'EJ'll'z:t~·tr~·~;;~~·r.rz:~~~·~~ 11~'91 ~·~= 
~a.t·'i_~·~,~~·~-Ul~~,(ll·~;r;_: ~~~~~·~(JJ~·~· 

t.rl:fl~ 1~~·r.r~ ~~~·~~·'ll: ~~~1:1~~~1 
+r.r~~~·z::t.q1r.r~~1. {&rr.rUJ~~~·'ll<JJW?"F"c€i. 

~·z;rl ~&rr.r~'ll~afr-z:~~·~~ ~~ 
f'll"<Jl'f'll·t-~·ar~1~·,z:~a·~~~~i~r.,a:c€1·z:~~~·~ ·11~· 
9 1 ~·a;~a·r~·i~: ~~~rt~~·z:~~1·~~~·1~·~~·~· 
~~ 1~~~·~~1 i!&!~·~·~·~= ~l:ll~·~·z:~~~;~~· 
1~''ll~'t.fJ:tt~ ffi<Jl't.f~1 ~~·a;~·~~~= ~~~·~~· 
1:1~~~~ Ff-·~·+~1 l:I~(JJ~'i~·~~~~~,{<Jt' 
fi·~<Jt·~;r;_·§l"Br~f:~arz:t~~·r.r'll·z:t~~1 z:t~~~ 
iz:~~·~~~·z:~~~·~l f~~<Jt·Sfl·'ll·"~·z:~z:~~~z:~,~~ri!z:~~~1·~1 
~s~~at~·E!Ill~~·~~~ ~·~·~~ 
~·~(JJ~.1~'U.T~·t1~·~~·'fi~·~·'ft~a·il·tJ1·i"·z:~l ~~(ll· 
~~·~·r~·EJ'll·a~·,·9%9·~~·9~~·~~·if&rt~~~·~"·z;S"· 
~1·~·l:l~~·~1 ~~·J:tt~<Jt·er'ff~~i!<Jl~·~·s:~·~~·~1·, 
~"·l:l~~·~1 tirrfi·~ii(Q~·~~~·~s~·~~z:t~z:~·{1·it;· 
~~·1 (JJ'z:Jif~·;r;_~·z:~q~~~·~;r;_·q~l:ll·~~·~'ll·z:~~·~~l·z:~~~· 

~a:r 11~·~1. ~·= i'tT.T~·= ~·~"·fz:~a: ~9~·~~· 
l:l~~i~~ ~~r.r~l ~~·~s:f'lt: ~~t~·q~l' 
~~<Jl''T'''ll~·q·~~ ffl&rt.f~l r-~·iit·&: if~·~~· 
q~·~ M'z:t'~l ~~·at~'Jl~'EJ'll": ~"F·~·q~· 
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~~·~·z:r+l !·r:r~l ~j);t: ~·~q~· 
q~l ~~~r.r~l ~~:~::~~q: ~~·~~.rq~··~· 
~·~~, ~~~' "f-'1F~·~r;·: itztrr~q~· 
~·~~' af~l:lf tf'if'~~·!:Pf 
q~o,rq~~-qq~~~~r.r~~r.r~ "~;·~~· 
;r;·~r;·~~·~~~~r;·!f'·j);·r,p:;~~·~~~·r;r;~~r;· 
qr:s~~~"T~·if~ql ~r;·it~~·!'ar~~·~·~~r;~ 
~·~·~('~~·~ ~~r;·Pl"qlf~r::~~·~·~r;·~·ar~ 
ar;-~·q,~~ ~~,~~,e~·u·~~·~~;~ 
"f·~r;·ar~~~r~~q~·~~~~·tja.;·~, · §F·~·~~~· 
~r;·~c~rql ~~~~·;r;~c~r~·~·or~~·~q~~~~a.r 

~;·~ 1;~;·~1 cj)·: ;~~;!: s"9Ja.rj);·~~·= 
if~·~·q~+;r;·~·r.r~~l +·~~1 ~-4}·~z::~: 
if~~q~r;·~-r.r~ ~r.r~l ~·~~l;'i. 
if~~·r:s~+;~·~·~ lq~z:r~l "l~·~~-4}~ 
~~;·: il~~·r:s~·'!";r;·~·~ t!"Cr~l ~~·ar 
Q'ij~·~·= ~~·~~·~ ~·r.r~l Cf~~&:~= 
if~~·t~·z;t~;·q~~l q~~·q·~, ~~~·~·~~;·~·it~~= 

~~·~·~· '"~~~~· 
~r:s~tf~·~·~~~·r=sa·zwr'"";r;·, £t·~·~itJ~~ 
Zlfiz:rr.ra.r~~~, ~·~;-q~·~~;r;·, ~·q-j);· 

~·~~·~q~l 'itr~·~·a;~·+-~ t;r;·~, 
cj)·: ;wr::: ~·~;-~·it~~~q~~~Z::.illr;-r.r 

+1 +'q~l lt'T:r:siQ: ~~t~·~~~· 



.~:~ltz.b.tv~.rui.lti~ 1~.tvb.~~ ~b.~.~~.ft,~b 

.~.~b.!@ =~~~~.~.~~.l'i~ :.~m.~ :.l'i.~ 1~.~~ 
~.I'D~. ~~~.~l'i.~~a.a.tt,.~.~~s't).a~:l'2.ltz~.~~·~' 1.~~ 
.r:z.~~a.~.~.~.~.~~.~~~·~·e~·~sv~_!@.rv~.~.~~~.rv 
.~_lg.~~_r,.L,~ 1~+1'D~.~~_)l'i~DSV.t:z~.~bD 
.ea.i.~.~·~·~ ~ ~.1'i~.~a.~.~b.!@ =~.~s.~tt,.~ 
l~.l'2.~~b l11?t&.~:z.~IM.~~ =~ai::J.~~.~~.~l'i i~.l'2.bs 
l~~b.t:z.~!M.~~.!,.~t:z.~ltz~.~ltz~ :.~ltz.~\e.~.~ 1~ 
.b.ru ~b.~~.~~b.~b.~.~J! =~·~·b·~e l~.t:z 
~ l~b.r:z.~!M.~.i.~t:z.~~u,J@ =~·~.~~.~ 1~1'2 
.l'i~ltz 1+.1:2.~~.~.1.tzs.~1:2.~~.~J@ =~11?~~~.~~ 
l~b.~~bl ~ltz.~~l:z.~~.~~ :~.~~.~~.~ =~ 
l~.~~l ~~bl-a~;~~·~·~0.l'i~j§.~.lbE:.~b.~.\e~ 
.kj?.~~·~·~j lrv~.~t:z~.rv~k~~rv.~ 1rv~.rv~~~ 
.~\e.~~I::J.tvb.~~~I::J.ltz_l~~_:l.~~.~6-.~b:~!r.~~ ll'2.~~1:z 
.r,~~rv~Jev~rvm.~~.l'i~.~~.b~.~e 1:~bLtl~t:zb.~ 
~·~-'~~.~~~.rvm.~~.~Nril!.~~.lnjl'i~.~~.~ 
.~rv la.~.~~.e~~.~~~l!~.~.~~.~~.~~.~s.fib.~I::J~ 
.eti:a .~.~1'i~.l.tz~E.~l-L~~b.l.tz~.~.~al:z.~~.~I::J.l'i.b.~.~ 
.l'i~j~.~ l~rv~~b.tv.t:z.~.rvi~b.~ 11'2.~.~1:2.~ 
·~·kk ~ 1~~1:z.~~.~l:z~.~J@ =~~~~~~ 
.~~.~ :.~m.~ :.~ l~.l'2.~~1:2.rv~.~~~.~.~&.~.i'ij§ 
i~ltzi~.rv~~.~b.l'i~k~.~~l'i.I::J.it.!g.~ 1~~bb.~.~~ 
.~.~~~.tJtzj@ :.~~·!l·t:zib l~b.l'i~1 .b.* 

vamiV~ !lH~ iiO ~H~I'I.oi wz 
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.i3il!~·~1·1S.~~·~·~~·l~·l'll·z.r~z~r~CJ!~·a,z::rc:r@~'ll·ij·.ff~·z::r·l~·1 
ia£·z::rx_~'ll~il!"'ll~·~~·~~·~QJ·~·l ~Clf¥1'~z::r·i1CJ!~·~· 
~·~~CJ!(l·~Clfail 11~·~1 ~·: l'Ul~:: l'lla,·~~·f 
z::r~: ~~·~~·z::r~~l~·ifl~·z.r~1 +·z.r~1 ~''if' 
~~~~·= ~ttf'l·~'frrz::r~1·~CJ!1 'll~CJ!·z.r~1 'll~·QJ·~· 
~ell·: ~'ll~'~'fl~·z::r~·'f1~'1~'ifl~'t.f'll~~·iff1 1 l~~'.i3' 
CJ!x_·~·z:r·~~~~·~·r.t•Clf'l1~~1 ~z::r·'ll~~~·~z::rfz::r·l~., 
~,~~·z::r~~·~ 1'1''~1 ~a,~~~QJ·~: ~~·~~· 
z:r~·'ll~ 1'l1~~·z.r~l ~·~·'ll~Clf~~·z.r: ~'ll~~~· 
z::r~~~ ~~·r.ta,~·x_~·'ll~~'QJ'Z'4~'r.t~·ilCJ!~'~~tl~~·£t~·r_t~·,· 

l'frfT5ICll·m~·~~~~~ ,~~1 ~~1 ~~' n 
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